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The Amplituhedron BCFW Triangulation

Chaim Even-Zohar∗ Tsviqa Lakrec† Ran J. Tessler‡

Abstract

The amplituhedron An,k,4 is a geometric object, introduced by Arkani-Hamed and Trnka (2013)

in the study of scattering amplitudes in quantum field theories. They conjecture that An,k,4 admits

a decomposition into images of BCFW positroid cells, arising from the Britto–Cachazo–Feng–Witten

recurrence (2005). We prove that this conjecture is true.

1 Introduction

The amplituhedron An,k,m is the image of a positive map Grěk,n
rZ

ÝÝÑ Grk,pk`mq which “projects” the

nonnegative real Grassmannian to a smaller Grassmannian. This paper targets the fundamental problem

of triangulating the amplituhedron into images of positroid cells of Grěk,n. We first briefly review the

definitions of all these objects.

Grassmannians, Positroids, and Amplituhedra

The real Grassmannian Grk,n is the variety of k-dimensional linear subspaces in R
n. It is concretely

represented as the quotient space Grk,n “ GLkpRq z Mat˚kˆnpRq. This means full-rank kˆn real matrices

modulo row operations performed by invertible k ˆ k matrices. For a representative k ˆ n matrix C,

every set I Ď t1, . . . , nu of k columns defines a Plücker coordinate PIpCq as the determinant of the k ˆ k

minor corresponding to I. Using all Plücker coordinates, the Grassmannian embeds in the
``

n
k

˘
´ 1

˘
-

dimensional real projective space. The positive Grassmannian Grąk,n is the subset of points in the

Grassmannian with all PI ą 0. Its closure is the nonnegative Grassmannian Grěk,n, with all PI ě 0.

The theory of positivity for algebraic groups, and in particular the positive Grassmannian, was

developed by Lusztig [Lus94]. It was further studied by Rietsch [Rie98, Rie06], Marsh and Rietsch

[MR04], Fomin and Zelevinsky [FZ99, FZ02, FZ03], and Postnikov [Pos06, Pos18]. Postnikov developed

a rich combinatorial picture of the nonnegative Grassmannian and its cell decomposition into positroid

cells. An open positroid S Ď Grěk,n comprises the points where a certain subset of the Plücker coordinates

are positive, i.e., all C such that PIpCq ą 0 for I P M and PIpCq “ 0 for I R M , for some set M .

These positroids admit explicit parametrizations by p0,8qd for some d “ dimS. They correspond to

various combinatorial objects such as graphs, tableaux, and permutations, which will play a role below.

The positive Grassmannian bears relations and applications to diverse areas, including cluster algebras,

tropical geometry, and integrable systems [SW05, KW13, KW14,  LPW20, SW21]. A recent application to

scattering amplitudes in theoretical physics by Arkani-Hamed and Trnka [AT14] motivates the definition

of the amplituhedron, which is the focus of this work.

The amplituhedron depends on an additional parameter m ď n´k and a real matrix Z P Matąnˆpk`mq.

This notation means that Z is assumed to be positive, in the sense that its
`

n
k`m

˘
maximal minors have
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positive determinants. The right multiplication by Z induces a well-defined map rZ : Grěk,n Ñ Grk,pk`mq.

In terms of representative matrices, the image of a point C P Grěk,n is rZpCq “ CZ P Grk,pk`mq, and the

image of a cell S Ď Grěk,n is rZpSq “ tCZ : C P Su. The tree amplituhedron is defined as the image of

the entire nonnegative Grassmannian:

An,k,mpZq “
!
CZ : C P Grěk,n

)
Ă Grk,pk`mq

The amplituhedron is known to be a proper subspace of full dimension km. Since many of its structural

properties do not seem to depend on the choice of Z, we often denote the amplituhedron by An,k,m

and argue for any fixed Z. See [AT14, ABC`16, Hod13] for an exposition of the topic and physical

background. The amplituhedron has been much studied in recent years [BH19, KW19,  LPSV19, GL20,

KWZ20,  LM21, MMP21, PSW21]. Generalizations to non-tree level or other physical theories have

been considered [ABC`15, ABHY18, AHS19, AHH21, Trn21, AHL21]. Its mathematical foundations

are being studied under the name positive geometries [ABL17].

Triangulating the Amplituhedron

The structure of the amplituhedron is less understood than that of the nonnegative Grassmannian. It

is desirable to establish ways to subdivide An,k,m into simple pieces, in analogy to triangulations of a

polytope for example. The following definition suggests that this can be achieved using homeomorphic

images under Z of positroid cells of the appropriate dimension.

Definition 1.1 (Bao and He [BH19]). A triangulation of the amplituhedron An,k,m is a collection T , of

km-dimensional open positroid cells of the nonnegative Grassmannian Grěk,n, that satisfies the following

properties for every Z P Matąnˆpk`mq:

• Injectivity: S Ñ rZpSq is an injective map for every cell S P T .

• Separation: rZpSq and rZpS1q are disjoint for every two cells S ‰ S1 in T .

• Surjectivity:
Ť

SPT
rZpSq is an open dense subset of An,k,mpZq.

The case m “ 4 is the most relevant to physics, being applicable to scattering amplitudes in planar

N“4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory (SYM). Recurrence relations for computing scattering am-

plitudes arise from the work of Britto, Cachazo, Feng, and Witten [BCF05, BCFW05]. The BCFW

recurrence translates into a recursive definition of a collection of 4k-dimensional positroid cells in the

nonnegative Grassmannian Grěk,n. These cells correspond to different terms that add up to the scattering

amplitude, see [AT14, ABC`16]. A direct definition by Karp, Williams, and Zhang [KWZ20] will be

elaborated in Section 2 below. This collection is named the BCFW cells and denoted here by BCFWn,k,

see Definition 2.16 below. It contains 1
n´3

`
n´3
k`1

˘`
n´3
k

˘
cells. The relation between scattering amplitudes

and the amplituhedron is based on the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1.2 (Arkani-Hamed and Trnka [AT14]). For every k ě 1 and n ě k`4, the cells BCFWn,k

form a triangulation of the amplituhedron An,k,4.

In this paper we prove this conjecture. We develop new machinery for analyzing how positroid cells

map into the amplituhedron. We devise a scheme of procedures for recursively constructing subsets

of the positive Grassmannian, including all BCFW cells. We derive distinctive characteristics of their

images, such as functions having constant sign on a given cell, and keep track of their evolution as the

construction proceeds. These techniques let us locate preimages in order to show injectivity, compare

two cells to tell their images apart, and analyze boundaries between cells. We demonstrate our approach

in the case of Conjecture 1.2, showing that the BCFW cells triangulate the m “ 4 amplituhedron in the

2



sense of Definition 1.1. Namely, we prove the following three properties for every k ě 1, n ě k ` 4 and

positive Z P Matąnˆpk`4q.

Theorem 1.3. The map S Ñ rZpSq is injective for every cell S P BCFWn,k.

Theorem 1.4. The images rZpSq and rZpS1q are disjoint for every two different cells S, S1 P BCFWn,k.

Theorem 1.5. The union of rZpSq over S P BCFWn,k is an open dense subset of An,k,4pZq.

Another outcome of our analysis is a characterization of the boundary of the amplituhedron. We also

show that this is a good triangulation, in the sense that every internal wall is an image of a boundary

stratum between two BCFW cells. See Corollaries 8.7 and 8.8 for the precise formulation of these results.

An additional property that we deduce is that the interior of the amplituhedron is homeomorphic to an

open ball, see Theorem 9.2.

Many of the techniques we develop generalize to other values of m and other triangulations and

families of positroid cells. These are useful for manipulating functions of the amplituhedron’s coordinates,

showing injectivity of the amplituhedron map, separating between cells, and boundary cancellations.

Related Work

Since Conjecture 1.2 was posed, triangulations of An,k,m have been studied for various values of m and k.

Karp and Williams give a triangulation of An,k,1 [KW19]. The case of An,1,m is a cyclic polytope in

projective space [Stu88]. Galashin and Lam introduce the parity duality, which relates triangulations

of An,k,m with triangulations of An,n´m´k,m [GL20]. Karp, Williams and Zhang prove injectivity and

separation in the special case An,2,4 using domino forms and an exhaustive case analysis [KWZ20]. Bao

and He prove a triangulation of An,k,2 based on BCFW-like cells [BH19]. Parisi, Sherman-Bennett

and Williams use twistor coordinates to establish many triangulations of An,k,2, and relate them to

triangulations of the hypersimplex [PSW21]. For other related results, see a very recent survey by

Williams [Wil21].

Our methods are inspired by several ideas from previous works on Conjecture 1.2. We use ma-

trix operations similar to Lam [Lam15] and Bao and He [BH19] in order to manipulate cells. Our

basic ingredient in separating cells is the twistor coordinates, similarly to Parisi, Sherman-Bennett and

Williams [PSW21]. Our analysis of boundaries is reminiscent with that of Agarwala and Marcott [AM21].

We use the domino form by Karp, Williams, Zhang, and Thomas [KWZ20] to represent BCFW cells. In

particular, we settle their Conjecture A.7 and prove the following.

Theorem 1.6. Every point in a BCFW cell has a representative matrix in the domino form of that cell.

Conversely, every domino matrix represents a point in the corresponding BCFW cell.

See Section 2.2 for the definition of domino matrices and their sign rules, and see Theorem 3.37 and

Proposition 7.3 for a more detailed formulation of this result.

Proof Overview

In Section 2 we define the main three structures that we use to represent BCFW positroids: chord

diagrams, domino matrices, and decorated permutations. We also show that these correspond to the

BCFW cells from previous works.

In Section 3 we describe explicit algorithms for constructing domino representatives for positroid

cells. We analyze this process by algebraic and combinatorial methods, and deduce Theorem 1.6 on the

matrix form of BCFW cells. Our proofs in later sections rely on the recursive nature of this construction

scheme, which follows the structure of the chord diagram.
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In Section 4 we move to discuss the amplituhedron map. We review the twistor coordinates of

the amplituhedron, and present key ideas and tools for the next sections. We introduce the study

of functionaries, which are polynomials in the twistors, and how they evolve under natural algebraic

operations that preserve nonnegativity.

In Section 5 we show that the BCFW cells map injectively into the amplituhedron. We use the

hierarchical structure of chord diagrams to find a preimage. This requires showing that certain twistors

are nowhere vanishing on a cell’s image. Employing the tools developed in Sections 3-4, we prove that

they do not vanish by induction on chord diagrams.

In Section 6 we separate the images of the BCFW positroids using functionaries, which are combi-

natorially determined by their chord diagrams. Given two BCFW cells, we use the tools of Sections 3-4

to provide a functionary that has a fixed opposite sign on each image, independently of the positive

matrix Z.

Section 7 revisits the BCFW cells, and characterizes their boundaries via inequalities in the entries

and 2ˆ2 minors of their domino matrices. We combinatorially identify all pairs of chord diagrams whose

positroids share a codimension one boundary stratum.

In Section 8 we prove surjectivity. It follows by a topological argument from the above characterization

of internal and external boundaries of the triangulation.

In Section 9 we prove an additional, topological result that the interior of the amplituhedron is

homeomorphic to an open ball, for every positive Z. Then, we further investigate the structure of the

amplituhedron, and describe its decomposition into images of some type of products of two positive

Grassmannians.
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2 Definitions for BCFW Cells

In the seminal work of Postnikov [Pos06], several families of combinatorial structures are employed to de-

fine and study the cells of the nonnegative Grassmannian. A few objects that are identified with positroids

are: certain bicolored planar networks, known as plabic graphs ; certain 0{1-filled Young tableaux, known

as ‘-diagrams ; and permutations with two kinds of fixed points, known as decorated permutations.

More combinatorial representations are available for the special class of BCFW cells. These are given

by a particular family of plabic graphs in [ABC`16, with a certain rotation by two], and by pairs of

noncrossing lattice walks in [KWZ20], who also described additional equivalent viewpoints using binary

trees, Dyck paths and domino matrices. For our purposes, it is convenient to start from yet another

representation, which is a variant of the Wilson loop diagrams used by Agarwala, Marin-Amat and

Marcott [AM17, AM21]. We start with a definition of these combinatorial structures.

2.1 Chord Diagrams

Definition 2.1. A chord diagram is a circle, containing n markers labeled t1, 2, . . . , nu counterclockwise,

and k chords, always oriented increasingly with respect to the markers, such that:

(a) No chord starts or ends on a marker.

(b) No two chords intersect.

(c) No chord starts before the marker 1 or ends after n ´ 1.

(d) No chord starts and ends on the same segment between markers, nor on adjacent segments.

(e) No two chords start on the same segment between two markers.

The set of all chord diagrams with n markers and k chords is denoted CDn,k.

Remark 2.2. Agarwala et al. [AM17, AM21] use the term propagators for chords, and label the markers

by Z’s rows: Z1, . . . , Zn. The constraints they put on the chords, and the relation to positroids, are

different from ours.

Example 2.3. Here is a chord diagram in CD14,3 and an equivalent linear drawing of it.

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14

‚

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

c1

c2 c3

Combinatorially, a chord diagram is represented by D “ prns, pc1, . . . , ckqq. First comes the set of all

markers rns “ t1, . . . , nu. Second, we have k quadruples of markers of the form c “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q,

corresponding to the k chords, where the pairs pi, i ` 1q and pj, j ` 1q are the two segments incident to

the chord c. By convention, each cl is increasing, and c1, . . . , ck are listed in lexicographic order, i.e.,

increasingly according to their starts. For example, the diagram drawn above is represented by:

pr14s, pp1, 2, 11, 12q, p3, 4, 6, 7q, p8, 9, 10, 11qqq

Definition 2.4. The following terminology for chord diagrams is self-explanatory.

• A chord c “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q is said to start at the pair pi, i ` 1q and end at the pair pj, j ` 1q.

These two segments are respectively the tail and the head of c.

5



• If two chords c “ pi, i` 1, j, j ` 1q and c1 “ pi1, i1` 1, j1, j1` 1q satisfy i ă j ď i1 ă j1, then c1 comes

after c, and c comes before c1.

• If two chords c “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q and c1 “ pi1, i1 ` 1, j1, j1 ` 1q satisfy i ă i1 ă j1 ď j, then c1 is a

descendant of c, and c is an ancestor of c1.

• A chord with no ancestor is a top chord. A chord with no descendant is a lowest chord. A top

chord that starts first and ends last is long. A lowest chord pi, i ` 1, i ` 2, i ` 3q is short.

• The chain from c to c1 is the longest descendent sequence pc, . . . , c1q, in which every chord is a

descendant of the previous one. If pc, c1q is a chain of two chords, then c is the parent of c1, and c1

is a child of c.

• Two chords are siblings if they are either top chords or children of a common parent. The terms

next/previous/first/last sibling refer to their position in a maximal sequence pc, . . . , c1q of siblings

ordered by the before/after relation.

• If c starts at pi, i` 1q and c1 starts at pi ` 1, i` 2q then c is a sticky parent and c1 is a sticky child.

A chain of chords pc, . . . , c1q is sticky if all consecutive pairs are sticky. For every chord cl, we denote

by c˚l and cl˚ the first and last chords in the maximal sticky chain pc˚l, . . . , cl´1, cl, cl`1, . . . , cl˚q.

• If two chords or more end at the same pair pj, j ` 1q then this pair is a sticky end. Such chords

relate to each other as same-end child/descendant/parent/ancestor/chain.

• If c1 starts at the same pair pj, j ` 1q where c ends, then pc, c1q are head-to-tail chords. A sequence

of chords pc, . . . , c1q is a Loch Ness Monster if all consecutive pairs are head-to-tail.

See Example 2.30 below for a more complicated chord diagram than the above one, which illustrates

some cases of sticky, same-end, and head-to-tail chords.

2.2 Domino Matrices

Karp, Williams, Zhang and Thomas [KWZ20, Appendix A] suggest representing the points in the BCFW

cells by special matrices, called domino bases. This form is especially useful for analyzing the amplituhe-

dron map. Here we redefine these matrices via their one-to-one correspondence to chord diagrams.

Definition 2.5. The domino matrix C of a chord diagram D P CDn,k is a k ˆ n real matrix depending

on 5k real variables. For each l P t1, . . . , ku, construct the row Cl of C corresponding to the chord

cl “ pil, il ` 1, jl, jl ` 1q as follows.

(a) Write the four variables pαl, βl, γl, δlq at the respective positions pil, il ` 1, jl, jl ` 1q.

(b) If cl is a top chord, write another variable εl at the last position n.

(c) If cl is a child of cm, add pεlαm, εlβmq at the tail positions pim, im ` 1q of the parent.

(d) Elsewhere, write zeros.

We denote by DMn,k the set of all k ˆ n domino matrices so obtained from CDn,k.

Example 2.6. Here is the domino matrix of the chord diagram from Example 2.3.

¨
˚̋

α1 β1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ1 δ1 0 ε1

ε2α1 ε2β1 α2 β2 0 γ2 δ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ε3α1 ε3β1 0 0 0 0 0 α3 β3 γ3 δ3 0 0 0

˛
‹‚

6



Remark 2.7. It follows from the definition that if the chord cl is a sticky child then at position il of Cl

appears the sum αl ` εlβl´1. See Example 2.30 below for such cases.

Definition 2.8. We refer to the pairs pαl, βlq and pγl, δlq as the start domino and end domino of the

row Cl. The pair pεlαm, εlβmq is the domino that Cl inherits from Cm. The support of the row Cl,

denoted supportpClq, is the set of five or six positions in rns where Cl is nonzero.

Remark 2.9. Since the rows of C correspond to chords in D, and dominoes correspond to tails and

heads of chords, we borrow terms from chord diagrams to domino matrices and vice versa. For example,

we refer to the dominoes of a chord cl, and write supportpclq. Conversely, we use children, parents and

the other terms from Definition 2.4 to matrix rows. The four markers of Cl refer to those of cl.

Without any restrictions on the 5k variables in a domino matrix, it might represent points outside the

nonnegative Grassmannian. We show that the following conditions guarantee nonnegativity. Moreover,

we later show that under these rules, a domino matrix provides a parametrization of an appropriate

BCFW positroid.

Definition 2.10. The sign rules of the domino matrix C that corresponds to a chord diagram D is the

following set of conditions on its variables.

1. For every chord cl: αl ą 0, βl ą 0

2. For every chord cl: p´1qbelowpclqγl ą 0, p´1qbelowpclqδl ą 0

3. If cl is a top chord: p´1qbehindpclqεl ą 0

4. If cl is not a top chord: p´1qbeyondpclqεl ą 0

5. If cl is a same-end child of cm: δl{γl ă δm{γm

6. If cm, cl are head-to-tail chords: δm{γm ă βl{αl

where

– belowpclq is the number of descendants of cl.

– behindpclq “ k ´ l is the number of chords that start after the start of cl.

– beyondpclq “ l ´ m ´ 1 is the number of descendants of cl’s parent cm, that come before cl.

Note that according to the sign rules, the two entries of a domino always have the same sign, and

the ratios in rules 5 and 6 are always positive. These two rules are not explicitly specified in [KWZ20,

Appendix A]. See Example 2.30 for a case where they are applicable.

2.3 Decorated Permutations

Several combinatorial structures are given by Postnikov [Pos06] for representing general positroid cells,

and one of them is particularly useful here. It is the one-to-one correspondence between positroids in the

nonnegative Grassmannian Grěk,n and decorated permutations of rns with k anti-excedances, the latter

defined as follows.

Definition 2.11. A decorated permutation of rns is a one-to-one map π : rns Ñ rns, whose fixed points

are classified into two types, black and white. A black fixed point is written πpmq “ m as usual, while

a white fixed point is written πpmq “ m. An element m P rns is an anti-excedance of π if either

π´1pmq ą m or πpmq “ m.

7



Remark 2.12. White fixed points do not show up in the decorated permutations corresponding to our

positroids. Hence, we freely use the standard notation and operations for permutations, such as the

composition of two permutations. Any unspecified fixed point is assumed to be black.

Definition 2.13. The decorated permutation of rns corresponding to a chord diagram D P CDn,k is the

following product of 5-cycles:

π “ pT1 U1 V1 W1 nq pT2 U2 V2 W2 nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pTk Uk Vk Wk nq

where for every chord cl “ pil, il ` 1, jl, jl ` 1q,

• Tl “ il

• Ul “ il˚ ` 1

• Vl “

$
&
%
jl if no chord starts at pjl, jl ` 1q

im˚ ` 1 if some chord cm starts at pjl, jl ` 1q

• Wl “

$
’’’’’&
’’’’’%

jl ` 1 if no chord starts at pjl, jl ` 1q, nor does any chord start at pjl ` 1, jl ` 2q

im˚ ` 1 if no chord starts at pjl, jl ` 1q, and cm starts at pjl ` 1, jl ` 2q

jm if cm starts at pjl, jl ` 1q, and no chord starts at pjm, jm ` 1q

ih˚ ` 1 if cm starts at pjl, jl ` 1q, and ch starts at pjm, jm ` 1q

where as in Definition 2.4, cl˚ “ pil˚, il˚ ` 1, jl˚, jl˚ ` 1q is the last chord in a maximal sticky chain

descendent from cl, and it is understood that cl “ cl˚ if no chord starts at pil ` 1, il ` 2q. The set of

decorated permutations that correspond to chord diagrams in CDn,k is denoted DPn,k.

Example 2.14. The decorated permutation of r14s that corresponds to the chord diagram given in

Example 2.3 is

π “ p1 2 11 12 14q p3 4 6 7 14q p8 9 10 11 14q P DP14,3

Writing π in two-line notation, i.e., πpmq below m, we obtain:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

2 11 4 6 5 7 1 9 10 12 3 14 13 8

This permutation has 3 anti-excedances, at t1, 3, 8u. Hence it defines a positroid in Grě3,14. This example

demonstrates the first cases for Vl and Wl. See Example 2.30 below for some of the other cases.

The common theme of the various cases in Definition 2.13 is that pTl, Ul, Vl,Wlq are preferably the

four markers in cl, unless they coincide with some first markers im of other chords cm. If they do, then

we advance them to subsequent elements of those chords in an order-preserving way. It follows that each

5-cycle pTl Ul Vl Wl nq has a single anti-excedance, namely n ÞÑ Tl. The element Tl “ il is also an

anti-excedance in the product of the 5-cycles of cl, . . . , ck because it is the smallest element there. Since

il is a first marker, it does not repeat in the 5-cycles of c1, . . . , cl´1 and remains an anti-excedance of the

whole decorated permutation π. We conclude the following.

Corollary 2.15. Every decorated permutation π P DPn,k has exactly k anti-excedances. Therefore,

π corresponds to a positroid S Ď Grěk,n.

We emphasize that the correspondence we use between decorated permutations and positroid cells

in the nonnegative Grassmannian is the specific one defined by Postnikov in [Pos06, Section 17]. The

following main definition is based on this correspondence, composed on Definition 2.13 of the decorated

permutation corresponding to a chord diagram.

8



Definition 2.16. The BCFW cells, denoted BCFWn,k are the set of positroids represented by DPn,k,

i.e., by the decorated permutations of rns that correspond to the chord diagrams in CDn,k.

Using other equivalent combinatorial objects, Postnikov [Pos06, Section 6] gives a concrete algorithm

for computing a parametrized family of matrices that represent the positroid of π. These representatives

are not the domino matrices given above in Section 2.2. As mentioned above in Theorem 1.6, we show

that they are indeed equivalent under the left GLkpRq action.

2.4 Equivalent Representations

The positroid cells we obtain from chord diagrams in Definition 2.16 of BCFWn,k are indeed those

previously regarded as BCFW cells. In principle, the BCFW recurrence can be performed in several

ways, and our convention follows a canonical choice that was described using plabic graphs by Karp,

Williams, and Zhang [KWZ20, Section 5] based on Arkani-Hamed et al. [ABC`16, Section 16].

Karp, Williams, and Zhang introduce several equivalent combinatorial structures that index the set

of BCFW cells [KWZ20, Sections 6-7]. One of these equivalent objects is a noncrossing pair of lattice

walks, as in the following definition. Using direct bijections with certain ‘-diagrams and other objects,

which are also included below, these walks provide a concise and nonrecursive description of BCFWn,k.

The definitions and results of this section are not needed for later ones.

Definition 2.17. A lattice walk in a k ˆ l rectangle is a path W from its upper right corner to its lower

left corner that takes k vertical unit steps and l horizontal unit steps. A pair of lattice walks pWA,WBq

is noncrossing if WA stays weakly above WB . The set of all noncrossing pairs of lattice walks in a

k ˆ pn ´ k ´ 4q rectangle is denoted LWn,k.

Example 2.18. Here is a noncrossing pair of lattice walks pWA,WBq P LW14,3. The grid’s dimensions

are 3 ˆ p14 ´ 3 ´ 4q “ 3 ˆ 7. The vertical steps of WA are at positions J “ t2, 8, 10u Ď r10s, and those of

WB are at I “ t1, 3, 8u. Equivalently, the walk WA makes pa0, . . . , a3q “ p1, 5, 1, 0q horizontal steps at

the different rows of the lattice, whereas WB makes pb0, . . . , b3q “ p0, 1, 4, 2q horizontal steps.

‚

‚

WA

WB

3

2

1

0

Definition 2.19. Let the map Φ : LWn,k Ñ CDn,k define the chord diagram corresponding to a non-

crossing pair of lattice walks by the following procedure. Consider pWA,WBq P LWn,k. The walk WB

determines the chords’ tails as follows. Let I “ ti1, . . . , iku Ď rn ´ 4s be the set of k vertical steps in

the walk WB . For every step il P I we put a chord tail on the segment pil, il ` 1q. Then, a reverse walk

along WA determines the heads of ck, . . . , c1. We maintain a set Jl containing j iff the segment pj, j ` 1q

is available for ending cl. The end of cl is successively determined by selecting jl P Jl as a monotone

function of the number al of WA’s horizontal steps at row l. After an example, we show that this map

is well defined.

Example 2.20. We apply Φ on the lattice walks pWA,WBq P LW14,3 from Example 2.18. Since WB

steps vertically at I “ ti1, i2, i3u “ t1, 3, 8u we put chord tails at p1, 2q, p3, 4q, and p8, 9q. The options
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for ending c3 are J3 “ t10, 11, 12u. Since WA makes a3 “ 0 steps at row 3, we select the smallest j3 “ 10

and end c3 at p10, 11q. The options for ending c2 are J2 “ t5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12u. Since a2 “ 1 we skip

5, select j2 “ 6, and end c2 at p6, 7q. Finally, c1 can end at any of J1 “ t3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12u. Since

a1 “ 5 we skip the five first options, select j1 “ 11, and end c1 at p11, 12q. This resulting chord diagram

ΦpWA,WBq is the one in Example 2.3.

Proposition 2.21. The map Φ is a well-defined bijection between the noncrossing pairs of lattice

walks LWn,k and the chord diagrams CDn,k.

Proof. Clearly, any choice of k tail segments in tp1, 2q, . . . , pn´4, n´3qu is obtained from some walk WB ,

and every walk uniquely determines such tails. It is left to match the options for chord heads given tails

with the possible walks WA given WB.

The map Φ starts assigning heads from the last chord ck. The set Jk always contains the possible

marker n ´ 2 representing the segment pn ´ 2, n´ 1q. If ck starts at pn ´ 4, n´ 3q then jk “ n´ 2 is the

only option. This is the case bk “ 0, where no horizontal steps are taken by WB and hence also by WA

at row k of the lattice. Otherwise, ck starts at some ik “ pn ´ 4q ´ bk and the bk ` 1 available ends are

Jk “ tik ` 2, . . . , n´ 2u. In this case, WB takes some bk ą 0 horizontal steps at row k, and WA can take

any ak P t0, . . . , bku horizontal steps without crossing WB , so WA has exactly |Jk| options as desired.

The definition of Φ asserts that the head of ck lies on the segment pjk, jk ` 1q selected by skipping the ak

smallest options in Jk and letting jk be the next one. The skipped options will not be included in Jk´1,

because segments under the chord ck are no longer available for ending other chords.

We continue with ck´1, ck´2, . . . , c1 in the same fashion. Suppose that the heads of cl`1, . . . , ck are

already determined. If cl sticks to cl`1 then Jl contains the remainder of Jl`1 as no new end segments

become available. Otherwise, cl has some new end options tpil ` 2, il ` 3q, . . . , pil`1, il`1 ` 1qu. These

are bl segments, same as the horizontal steps taken by WB at row l of the lattice. These steps make

room for WA to potentially take bl extra steps without crossing WB, beyond the steps not taken in the

previous row l ` 1. Thus |Jl| “ |Jl`1| ´ al`1 ` bl is again the number of options for al, the horizontal

steps at row l. By the definition of Φ, the head of cl is selected by skipping the al smallest options in Jl.

These al segments will not appear in Jl´1, to prevent intersection of chords.

In conclusion, throughout the procedure, the ways to continue the walk WA in row l are in bijection

with the ways to pick the head of cl in the chord diagram.

The next combinatorial objects are ‘-diagrams, which are used to represent positroid cells in general.

Here we only consider the special case of ‘-diagrams that are equivalent to chord diagrams, and refer

to [Pos06, LW08, KWZ20] for the general case.

Definition 2.22. A BCFW ‘-diagram of type pn, kq is a Young diagram with k rows and at most n´k

columns, filled with © and
Ř

according to the following rules. In every row of the diagram,

(a) Four boxes contain
Ř

and the rest contain ©.

(b) No © appears before the 1st
Ř

or after the 4th
Ř

.

(c) No © between the 3rd and 4th
Ř

is directly below a
Ř

.

(d) Each © between the 2nd and 3rd
Ř

is directly above an © between the 3rd and 4th
Ř

in its row.

The set of all BCFW ‘-diagrams of type pn, kq is denoted OPn,k.
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Example 2.23. Here is a BCFW ‘-diagram of type p14, 3q. The role of the labels along the rim will

be explained below.

Ř
©

Ř Ř
© © © © © ©

Ř
1

Ř
© © © © ©

Ř Ř
©

Ř
3
2

Ř
© ©

Ř Ř Ř
8
7 6 5 4

14 13 12 11 10 9

Definition 2.24. Let the map Ψ : CDn,k Ñ OPn,k define the BCFW ‘-diagram that corresponds to a

chord diagram by the following procedure. Consider D P CDn,k with chords c1, . . . , ck. The shape of the

Young diagram ΨpDq is determined by an n-step lattice walk that outlines its rim. We take a unit step

down at every i P rns such that pi, i ` 1q starts a chord, and take a step left otherwise. We assign the

corresponding labels 1, . . . , n to the rows and columns of the diagram, as in Example 2.23. We then fill

ΨpDq from bottom to top, iterating over the chords ck, . . . , c1. In the row of cl “ pil, il ` 1, jl, jl ` 1q, we

first identify the suffix of boxes whose column label is smaller than jl. Then,

1. Write ©© ¨ ¨ ¨ ©
Ř

in that suffix, though some of the © may already be there.

2. Fill with © the column of boxes above each © in the suffix.

3. Write
Ř

© ¨ ¨ ¨ ©
Ř Ř

in the remaining empty boxes of the row, which may be nonconsecutive.

This map is demonstrated by Examples 2.3 and 2.23, or the more complicated Example 2.30 below.

Proposition 2.25. The map Ψ from chord diagrams to ‘-diagrams is well defined and one-to-one.

Proof. Since there are k segments where chords start, the walk determining the rim of the diagram

fits in a k ˆ pn ´ kq rectangle. The suffix considered for each row contains at least the rightmost box,

because pil˚, il˚ ` 1q is a segment under the chord cl where no chord starts. Clearly, that box is still

empty, so writing
Ř

there does not violate Item (c) of Definition 2.22. At least three empty boxes are

available outside the suffix, because markers tn ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu are never smaller than jm for any chord

cm P tcl, . . . , cku. Item (d) follows since any © between the 2nd and 3rd
Ř

has arisen from a suffix of a

lower row. Items (a) and (b) are straightforward.

To see that Ψ is one-to-one, first note that the segments pil, il`1q where chords start can be recovered

from the shape of ΨpDq. The segment pjl, jl ` 1q where a chord cl ends given cl`1, . . . , ck is revealed by

the column label of the 3rd
Ř

which is either jl, or im˚` 1 if some im “ jl. The assumption that cl can

not intersect such cm uniquely determines jl in the latter case.

Karp, Williams, and Zhang describe a procedure Ω : LWn,k Ñ OPn,k that assigns an ‘-diagram to a

given noncrossing pair of lattice walks. See [KWZ20, Definition 6.2] for the details. It can be verified that

Ω produces BCFW ‘-diagrams satisfying Definition 2.22. A close examination of the three procedures

shows that Ω “ Ψ ˝ Φ.

Definition 2.26. A pipe dream of type pn, kq is an equivalent way to draw an ‘-diagram of type pn, kq.

The content of the boxes is replaced by the rule:

© ÞÑ
ă

ÞÑ

The labels 1, . . . , n are written along the rim of the diagram, from top right to bottom left, and copied

to the opposite side of every row or column. The decorated permutation of rns that corresponds to the
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pipe dream assigns, to each rim label, the left or top label obtained by flowing through the pipes. Fixed

points are black or white if they arise from a column or a row, respectively.

Example 2.27. The pipe dream of type (14,3) of the BCFW ‘-diagram in Example 2.23 is the following

one. The induced decorated permutation maps 1 ÞÑ 2, 2 ÞÑ 11, 3 ÞÑ 4, 4 ÞÑ 6, and so on.

14 13 12 11 10 9 7 6 5 4 2

1 1

3 3
2

8 8
7 6 5 4

14 13 12 11 10 9

Karp, Williams and Zhang [KWZ20] show that the recursively defined BCFW positroid cells are

those that correspond to ‘-diagrams that arise from noncrossing pairs of lattice walks. According to

this direct definition, the BCFW cells also correspond to the decorated permutations of the pipe dreams

of these ‘-diagrams, which also arise from chord diagrams via the map Ψ. In Definition 2.16, we define

the BCFW positroid cells differently, via the decorated permutations that arise from chord diagrams.

The following proposition implies that the two definitions agree, yielding the same cells.

Proposition 2.28. Let D P CDk,n be a chord diagram. The decorated permutation of rns that corresponds

to D, via Definition 2.13, is equal to the decorated permutation of rns that corresponds to the pipe dream

of ΨpDq, via Definitions 2.24 and 2.26.

Proof. The pipes in a pipe dream always flow upwards. Therefore, one can break a pipe dream with k

rows into k smaller pipe dreams, of one row each. The decorated permutation that corresponds to the

original pipe dream is the composition of the k decorated permutations that correspond to its one-row

pipe dreams. The labels are induced from the original pipe dream. Labels that do not appear in a certain

row can safely be regarded as fixed points.

Consider a pipe dream of type pn, kq that arises from a BCFW ‘-diagram, so it satisfies the rules in

Definition 2.22. Each of its rows has the following form, with some labels T 1 ă U 1 ă V 1 ă W 1 ă n.

n W 1 V 1 U 1

T 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ T 1

n W 1 V 1 U 1

The decorated permutation of this one-row pipe dream is the 5-cycle pT 1 U 1 V 1 W 1 nq. Overall, the

decorated permutation of rns that corresponds to the pipe dream of ΨpDq is

π1 “ pT 11 U 11 V 11 W 1
1 nq pT 12 U 12 V 12 W 1

2 nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pT 1k U 1k V 1k W 1
k nq

The element T 1l is the row label of the lth row of the pipe dream of ΨpDq. The four elements n,W 1
l , V

1
l , U

1
l

are the labels of the four columns where there is a
Ř

in the lth row of ΨpDq. These labels are determined

by D via the procedure described in Definition 2.24.

Not incidentally, this expression is similar to the decorated permutation of rns that corresponds to

the chord diagram D. Definition 2.13 writes it as

π “ pT1 U1 V1 W1 nq pT2 U2 V2 W2 nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pTk Uk Vk Wk nq

12



where Tl, Ul, Vl,Wl are defined there as markers in the chord diagram D. In order to show that π1 “ π,

it is sufficient to verify that the labels T 1l , U
1
l , V

1
l ,W

1
l agree with Tl, Ul, Vl,Wl for every l P t1, . . . , ku.

Consider the lth row of ΨpDq, which corresponds to the chord cl “ pil, il ` 1, jl, jl ` 1q of D. When

considering the following cases, it is illuminating to examine some chords in Example 2.30 below, and

see how the 5-cycles in its decorated permutation correspond to the positions of
Ř

in its ‘-diagram.

(T) By Definition 2.24, the label T 1l of row l of ΨpDq is the lth vertical step in the rim walk, which is

the first marker of cl, which is il “ Tl by Definition 2.13. Therefore T 1l “ Tl.

(U) The label U 1l , of the column of the 4th
Ř

in row l, is the next horizontal step after il. If no chord

starts at pil ` 1, il ` 2q then U 1l “ il ` 1. Otherwise, it is U 1l “ il˚ ` 1 because all markers from

il ` 1 to il˚ are first markers of chords in the sticky chain cl, . . . , cl˚. In any case, U 1l “ Ul.

(V) The label V 1l , of the 3rd
Ř

in row l, is determined as the rightmost box of column label at least jl

that is still empty when we fill the lth row. If no other chord starts at pjl, jl `1q then jl is a column

label. If there exists another chord cm with im “ jl then the smallest column label after jl is the

next horizontal step im˚ ` 1. We verify that in either case this box is still empty and thus filled

with the the 3rd
Ř

.

Indeed, step 2 of the procedure in Definition 2.22 in row h ą l only fills columns whose label L

satisfies ih˚` 1 ă L ă jh for some chord ch “ pih, ih ` 1, jh, jh ` 1q. The case L “ jl is impossible,

since then ch would intersect cl. The case L “ im˚` 1 is also impossible because only chord in the

sticky chain that ends at cm˚ may start between jl and L and these have their 2nd
Ř

in column L.

It follows that V 1l is the column label of the right empty box, and V 1l “ Vl.

(W) First, consider the case that no chord starts at pjl, jl ` 1q. Then, we have seen that the 3rd
Ř

fills

an empty box in column jl, and the next box may be either in column jl ` 1, or im˚ ` 1 if some

chord cm starts at pjl ` 1, jl ` 2q. This box is empty and filled with the 2nd
Ř

exactly for the

same reasons as in the two cases for V 1l above. It follows that W 1
l “ Wl in these cases.

Now, suppose that a chord cm starts at pjl, jl ` 1q. Then the 3rd
Ř

went to column im˚ ` 1.

All the subsequent columns L ă jm are filled with © in step 2 of row m. If no chord starts at

pjm, jm ` 1q, then the next empty box is at jm since it labels a horizontal rim step. This one is

empty because a chord that would fill it with ©, would also intersect cl. Hence the 2nd
Ř

lands

at column W 1
l “ jm “ Wl.

In the remaining case that cm starts at pjl, jl ` 1q and ch starts at pjm, jm ` 1q the next column

label without an © is ih˚ ` 1. Again, it is empty by a nonintersection argument, and thus filled

with the 2nd
Ř

. So also in this case W 1
l “ ih˚ ` 1 “ Wl.

We conclude π1 “ π.

Remark 2.29. An ‘-diagram is reduced if no two pipes of its pipe dream cross twice. It follows from the

conditions in Definition 2.22 that BCFW ‘-diagrams are reduced. This implies that the dimension of

the corresponding positroid in Grěk,n equals the number of
Ř

in the diagram, which is 4k . See [KWZ20,

Lemma 6.4] for a detailed proof.
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2.5 Example

Example 2.30. We summarize this section with a larger example of a chord diagram and its various

derived combinatorial structures. Consider the following chord diagram.

D “ pr18s, pp1, 2, 6, 7q, p2, 3, 4, 5q,p4, 5, 6, 7q, p6, 7, 10, 11q, p7, 8, 9, 10q,

p10, 11, 16, 17q, p11, 12, 16, 17q, p13, 14, 16, 17qqq P CD18,8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

c1

c2 c3

c4

c5

c6

c7
c8

To practice some terminology: c1, c4, and c6 are the top chords. c1 is a sticky parent of c2, since their

tails p1, 2q and p2, 3q overlap. The siblings c2 and c3 are head-to-tail. The three chords in the chain

c6, c7, c8 are same-end, and their sticky end is p16, 17q. The chords c2, c3, and c5 are short. There is no

long chord in this diagram. The sequence pc2, c3, c4, c6q is a Loch Ness Monster.

The domino matrix C P DM18,8 corresponding to D is

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

α1 β1 0 0 0 γ1 δ1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ε1

ε2α1 ε2β1`α2 β2 γ2 δ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ε3α1 ε3β1 0 α3 β3 γ3 δ3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 α4 β4 0 0 γ4 δ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 ε4

0 0 0 0 0 ε5α4 ε5β4`α5 β5 γ5 δ5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α6 β6 0 0 0 0 γ6 δ6 ε6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ε7α6 ε7β6`α7 β7 0 0 0 γ7 δ7 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ε8α7 ε8β7 α8 β8 0 γ8 δ8 0

According to the sign rules, the variables ε1, ε3, γ4, δ4, γ7, δ7 are negative and the rest are positive. The

ratio relations are: δ2{γ2 ă β3{α3, δ3{γ3 ă δ1{γ1 ă β4{α4, δ4{γ4 ă β6{α6, and δ8{γ8 ă δ7{γ7 ă δ6{γ6.

The general rule is that these ratios are increasing in the order of occurrence of the respective chords’

endpoints in their common segments.

The decorated permutation corresponding to D is

π “ p1 3 8 12 18q p2 3 5 8 18q p4 5 8 12 18q p6 8 12 16 18q

p7 8 9 12 18q p10 12 16 17 18q p11 12 16 17 18q p13 14 16 17 18q P DP18,8

“
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3 8 5 12 1 18 2 9 16 6 4 17 14 7 15 10 11 13

with 8 anti-excedances at 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13.
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Here is the BCFW ‘-diagram ΨpDq. Its pipe dream is the same, with pipe tiles instead of © and
Ř

.

One may verify that the pipe flow on this diagram yields the same decorated permutation π.

18 17 16 15 14 12 9 8 5 3

1
Ř

© © © ©
Ř

©
Ř

©
Ř

1

2
Ř

© © © © © ©
Ř Ř Ř

2

4
Ř

© © © ©
Ř

©
Ř Ř

4
3

6
Ř

©
Ř

© ©
Ř

©
Ř

6
5

7
Ř

© © © ©
Ř Ř Ř

7

10
Ř Ř Ř

© ©
Ř

10
9 8

11
Ř Ř Ř

© ©
Ř

11

13
Ř Ř Ř

©
Ř

13
12

18 17 16 15 14

3 Structure of BCFW Cells

In this section, we prove Theorem 3.37, that every point in a BCFW cell has an explicit matrix repre-

sentative in the domino form of the corresponding chord diagram, as conjectured in [KWZ20, Conjec-

ture A.7]. We give an algorithmic construction of domino matrices based on simple row and column

operations, and analyze its properties mainly in terms of decorated permutations. The inductive nature

of our construction is the key to our approach in later sections, where these cells are shown to form a

triangulation.

3.1 Matrix Operations

We define certain operations on matrices that let one manipulate subsets of the nonnegative Grassman-

nian. These definitions are close to those of Bao and He [BH19]. We then use them to define two

embeddings from a given Grassmannian to a larger one that play a main role in this work.

Definition 3.1. First, we set up some convenient notation for indexing vectors and matrices. We use

arbitrary index sets K,N Ă N “ t1, 2, 3, . . . u to index rows and columns. Thus, the space of matrices is

MatKˆN rather than Matkˆn which stands for the special case where N “ rns and K “ rks. Similarly,

Grk,N is the Grassmannian of k-dimensional vector spaces in R
N . These spaces are clearly equivalent to

those with n “ |N |, but they are more convenient for performing insertion operations. When working

with general index sets, we write i`N 1 for the next-largest element after i P N , and similarly i`N 2 and

i ´N 1, etc. The ordering of the index set N is understood to be cyclic, so that pmaxNq `N 1 “ minN .

If N is clear from the context, then we write i¯1 and iÝ̋1 to emphasize that these are successors and

predecessors with respect to a general index set with circular ordering. The definitions of chord diagrams,

domino matrices, and decorated permutations in Section 2 naturally extend from rns to this setting. We

usually denote by M l
j the pj, lq entry of the matrix M , by MJ its restriction to rows indexed by J , and

M I for columns indexed I. We often state and prove results for rns and then use their natural extension

to general index sets.
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Definition 3.2. The following map preserves the number of rows and inserts a zero column at position i.

prei : MatKˆN Ñ MatKˆpNYtiuq

where K,N Ă N and i R N . For a matrix A “ pAi
jqiPNjPK in the domain,

preipAq “

¨
˚̊
˝

AminN
minK ¨ ¨ ¨ AiÝ̋1

minK 0 Ai¯1
minK ¨ ¨ ¨ AmaxN

minK

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...

AminN
maxK ¨ ¨ ¨ AiÝ̋1

maxK 0 Ai¯1
maxK ¨ ¨ ¨ AmaxN

maxK

˛
‹‹‚

where iÝ̋1 and i¯1 relate of course to the index set N Y tiu. This map induces an embedding between

Grassmannians, which restricts also to positive Grassmannians:

prei : Grk,N Ñ Grk,NYtiu

prei : Grěk,N Ñ Grě
k,NYtiu

Definition 3.3. The following map increments the number of rows and inserts a unit column,

inci;j : MatKˆN Ñ MatpKYtjuqˆpNYtiuq

where K,N Ă N and i R N, j R K. The new column is at i and the new row at j, with 1 at the entry

pj, iq and zeros elsewhere. This map also flips the signs of all entries pj1, i1q with either i1 ą i or j1 ą j

but not both. For A “ pAi
jqiPNjPK in the domain,

inci;jpAq “

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̋

AminN
minK ¨ ¨ ¨ AiÝ̋1

minK 0 ´Ai¯1
minK ¨ ¨ ¨ ´AmaxN

minK

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...

AminN
jÝ̋1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AiÝ̋1

jÝ̋1 0 ´Ai¯1
jÝ̋1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´AmaxN

jÝ̋1

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

´AminN
j¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´AiÝ̋1

j¯1 0 Ai¯1
j¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AmaxN

j¯1

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...

´AminN
maxK ¨ ¨ ¨ ´AiÝ̋1

maxK 0 Ai¯1
maxK ¨ ¨ ¨ AmaxN

maxK

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

This map induces an embedding between Grassmannians, which preserves positivity:

inci : Grk,N Ñ Grk`1,NYtiu

inci : Grěk,N Ñ Grě
k`1,NYtiu

Definition 3.4. The next operations are adding to one column a multiple of an adjacent one. This is

done by right multiplication with the following N ˆ N matrices, where N Ă N, i P NztmaxNu, and t is

a real variable.

i i¯1

rxiptqs “

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˝

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 t ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

i

i¯1

i i¯1

ryiptqs “

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˝

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ t 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

i

i¯1
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These two matrices act on MatKˆN by right multiplication and on MatNˆK by left multiplication, for

index sets K,N Ă N. They induce well-defined actions on the Grassmannian Grk,N , which are defined by

matrix multiplication xiptqC “ C ¨ rxiptqs and yiptqC “ C ¨ ryiptqs for a representative matrix C P Grk,N .

Observe that if t ě 0 then the positive Grassmannian Grěk,N maps to itself under xiptq and yiptq. This

definition extends as follows to the last index i “ maxN by introducing a sign that depends on k in

order to preserve positivity.

rxk
i ptqs “ IdN ` p´1qpk´1q¨δri“maxNs tEi¯1

i

ryki ptqs “ IdN ` p´1qpk´1q¨δri“maxNs tEi
i¯1

where IdN P MatNˆN is the identity matrix, Ei
j P MatNˆN is the matrix whose pj, iq entry is 1 and the

rest are 0, and δr...s “ 1 if its argument holds and 0 otherwise. The dimension k “ |K| is usually implied

from the context of xiptq and yiptq and omitted.

Remark 3.5. These definitions of matrix operations include the trivial case where K “ ∅ and k “

0. The nonnegative Grassmannian Grě0,N is a single point, and hence prei, xiptq and yiptq are trivial

maps between one-point spaces. The matrix operation inci maps the one point of Grě0,N to an element

of Grě
1,NYtiu, represented by a unit row with 1 at i and zeros elsewhere.

Definition 3.6. We compose previous operations, and introduce a useful map that increments with a

new unit column, and then successively adds adjacent multiples from both sides. For N Ă N, i R N , and

two sequences of real variables s1, . . . , sr and t1, . . . , tl such that r ` l ď |N |, we define a map between

Grassmannians:
ÐÑι i,l,rpt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , srq : Grk´1,N Ñ Grk,NYtiu

as the composition of maps

yiÝ̋lptlq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ yiÝ̋1pt1q ˝ xi¯pr´1qpsrq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ xi¯1ps2q ˝ xips1q ˝ inci

More explicitly, the map ÐÑι i,l,r first takes a representative matrix C P Matpk´1qˆN , increments it by a

row and a unit column to obtain the matrix inci;kpCq. Then it adds a multiple of the new column to

its right neighbor, a multiple of that neighbor to its right neighbor, and so on, and similarly to the left.

Note that all the r ` l column additions can be performed at once by right multiplication to inci;kpCq

of one pN Y tiuq ˆ pN Y tiuq matrix: rxis ¨ ¨ ¨
“
xi¯pr´1q

‰
¨ ryiÝ̋1s ¨ ¨ ¨ ryiÝ̋ls. In some cases, we equivalently

use inci;j with another choice of new row j P rks.

Definition 3.7. Here are our two main examples for the composed map ÐÑι i,l,r.

• Lower embedding: Denoting n “ maxN and assuming nÝ̋2 ă i ă nÝ̋1, for pt, u, v, wq P R
4

ÐÑι i,2,2 “ yiÝ̋2ptq ˝ yiÝ̋1puq ˝ xi¯1pwq ˝ xipvq ˝ inci

• Upper embedding: Assuming i ă minpNq and denoting n “ maxN , for pt, u, v, wq P R
4

ÐÑι i,3,1 “ ynÝ̋2puq ˝ ynÝ̋1pvq ˝ ynpwq ˝ xiptq ˝ inci

In matrix form, the lower embedding of C P Matpk´1qˆN is

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˝

CminN
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ CnÝ̋4

1 CnÝ̋3
1 ` tCnÝ̋2

1 CnÝ̋2
1 0 ´CnÝ̋1

1 ´Cn
1 ´ wCnÝ̋1

1

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

...
...

CminN
k´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ CnÝ̋4

k´1 CnÝ̋3
k´1 ` tCnÝ̋2

k´1 CnÝ̋2
k´1 0 ´CnÝ̋1

k´1 ´Cn
k´1 ´ wCnÝ̋1

k´1

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 tu u 1 v vw

˛
‹‹‹‹‚
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and the upper embedding of C is

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˝

1 t 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 p´1qk´1uvw p´1qk´1vw p´1qk´1w

0 CminN
1 CminN¯1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ CnÝ̋3
1 CnÝ̋2

1 ` uCnÝ̋1
1 ` uvCn

1 CnÝ̋1
1 ` vCn

1 Cn
1

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

0 CminN
k´1 CminN¯1

k´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ CnÝ̋3
k´1 CnÝ̋2

k´1 ` uCnÝ̋1
k´1 ` uvCn

k´1 CnÝ̋1
k´1 ` vCn

k´1 Cn
k´1

˛
‹‹‹‹‚

Proposition 3.8. Let S be a positroid cell in a nonnegative Grassmannian. The following properties of

the matrix operations follow from their definitions.

• preipSq and incipSq map S to a positroid cell in a larger Grassmannian.

• xi and yi map S ˆ p0,8q to a positroid cell in the same Grassmannian.

•
ÐÑι i,l,r maps S ˆ p0,8ql`r to a positroid cell in a larger Grassmannian.

Remark 3.9. We have special interest in the cases of upper and lower embeddings given in Definition 3.7.

These two maps turn out to be embeddings of the BCFW cells of Grěk´1,n´1 into BCFW cells of Grěk,n.

See, for example, Corollary 3.40 at the end of Section 3. The names upper and lower derive from the

representation of image cells in terms of chord diagrams. The upper embedding adds a long, top chord

from p1, 2q to pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q. The lower embedding adds a lowest, short chord from pn ´ 4, n ´ 3q

to pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q.

3.2 Generating Domino Matrices

Consider a chord diagram D P CDn,k as defined in Section 2.1. It corresponds to a domino matrix

C P DMn,k as defined in Section 2.2. The first step towards showing that the BCFW cell that correspond

to D has the domino form of C, is an alternative description of the relation of C to D. In this section, we

define an algorithm that gradually constructs a domino matrix from D based on the matrix operations

defined above. We then show that its output is indeed C.

Algorithm 3.10. The following algorithm construct-matrix maintains a matrix M P MatKˆN with

4k real variables sl, ul, vl, wl for l P rks. We start with an empty row index set K, and N “ tnu. The

process iteratively updates K, N , and M using the matrix operations. Eventually K “ rks, N “ rns,

and M P Matkˆn is the output. The index-set notation i¯1, iÝ̋1 always relates to the current set N .

When indices are meant to be consecutive numbers, we use the regular notation i ` 1, i ´ 1.

construct-matrix(chord diagram D P CDn,k, variables sl, ul, vl, wl P R for l P rks)

initialize: Let N “ tnu, and M P MatHˆN

for m in pn ´ 1, n ´ 2, . . . , 1q do

fill(m): if m R N then apply prem to M and add m to N

if there exists in D a chord cl “ pm,m ` 1, j, j ` 1q then

tail(cl): if cl is not a sticky child, and pcl, . . . , cl`hq is a maximal sticky chain

then apply ym`hpul`hq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ym`1pul`1q ˝ ympulq to M

for every chord cl “ pi, i ` 1,m,m ` 1q in D in parent-to-child order do

head(cl): apply ypi`1qÝ̋1pslq ˝ xmpwlq ˝ xi`1pvlq ˝ inci`1;l to M and add i`1 to N

return M
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Example 3.11. We run construct-matrix on the chord diagram from Example 2.3,

D “ pr14s, pp1, 2, 11, 12q, p3, 4, 6, 7q, p8, 9, 10, 11qqq

The pointer m goes from 13 to 1. In steps fill(13), fill(12), fill(11) it applies pre13, pre12, pre11.

Then the head(c1) statement applies y14ps1q ˝ x11pw1q ˝ x2pv1q ˝ inc2;1. The current matrix M is

2 11 12 13 14

1 v1 w1v1 0 s1

Then at step m “ 10 the algorithm applies pre10 in fill(10) and head(c3): y2ps3q˝x10pw3q˝x9pv3q˝inc9;3.

At step m “ 9 nothing happens. At m “ 8, pre8 and the tail(c3) statement y8pu3q. Now M “

2 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 0 0 0 ´v1 ´w1v1 0 ´s1

s3 u3 1 v3 w3v3 0 0 0

In the remaining steps, the algorithm applies fill(7): pre7 and fill(6): pre6 followed by head(c2):

y2ps2q ˝ x6pw2q ˝ x4pv2q ˝ inc4;2, then fill(5): pre5, nothing at m “ 4, and then tail(c2): y3pu2q ˝ pre3,

again nothing at m “ 2, and finally tail(c1): y1pu1q ˝ pre1. The resulting matrix M is

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

u1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v1 w1v1 0 s1

u1s2 s2 u2 1 0 v2 w2v2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

´u1s3 ´s3 0 0 0 0 0 u3 1 v3 w3v3 0 0 0

This matrix has the same domino form as the one in Example 2.6 up to change of variables, and for

positive sl, ul, vl, wl it satisfies the sign rules.

Example 3.12. As another demonstration of construct-matrix, we run the algorithm on a more

condensed version of D, that features the sticky chain, sticky end, and head-to-tail situations.

D1 “ pr8s, pp1, 2, 6, 7q, p2, 3, 4, 5q, p4, 5, 6, 7qqq

After fill(7), fill(6), and head(c1):

2 6 7 8

1 v1 w1v1 s1

Then head(c3) affects both rows in the application of x6pw3q, and after fill(4) and tail(c3):

2 4 5 6 7 8

1 0 0 ´v1 ´w1v1 ´ w3v1 ´s1

s3 u3 1 v3 w3v3 0

Then head(c2) affects also the row of c3 in the application of x4pw2q:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 0 0 0 v1 w1v1 ` w3v1 s1

s2 1 v2 w2v2 0 0 0

´s3 0 u3 1 ` w2u3 v3 w3v3 0
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Nothing happens at tail(c2) because it sticks to c1. After fill(1) we apply tail(c1) with the sticky

chain pc1, c2q, which yields y2pu2q ˝ y1pu1q:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

u1 1 0 0 0 v1 w1v1 ` w3v1 s1

u1s2 s2 ` u2 1 v2 w2v2 0 0 0

´u1s3 ´s3 0 u3 1 ` w2u3 v3 w3v3 0

This result satisfies the domino form of the chord diagram D1 with the sign rules as defined in Section 2.2.

Remark 3.13. For a chord diagram D P CDn,k the name of the Algorithm 3.10 denotes its output

matrix,

M “ construct-matrix
`
D, tsl, ul, vl, wlu

k
l“1

˘
P Matkˆn

where, unless stated otherwise, the 4k real variables are assigned positive values. Given D, the resulting

M lies in a single positroid cell, regardless of this assignment, by Proposition 3.8. By common abuse of

notation, here and throughout this paper, we regard a matrix as the point in the Grassmannian that

it represents, and thus we can write: M P Grk,n. For a point in the nonnegative Grassmannian, it is

assumed that M has nonnegative Plücker coordinates, rather than nonpositive. We occasionally omit the

variables and write construct-matrix(D). See [ELT22] for a Sage implementation of this algorithm.

Chord diagrams retain the key property that no two chords cross. Hence, once the algorithm starts

handling the head of a chord, it processes all its descendants before handling its tail and moving on.

This means that the construction actually admits a recursive nature. This viewpoint is useful for the

analysis. We therefore describe a recursive formulation of the algorithm, equivalent to the iterative one

above.

Algorithm 3.14. The following subroutine sub-construct-matrix is defined using the statements

head, tail, and fill from Algorithm 3.10, which are not restated here. The input is a list of sibling

chords pc11, . . . , c
1
gq between two given points parent-tail and parent-head. Always c1g is the first sibling

and c11 the last one, so they are handled in right-to-left order. We use the notation c1h because our

indexing is not the standard one c1, . . . , ck of a chord diagram, and their order is decreasing.

sub-construct-matrix(chords pc11, . . . , c
1
gq in D, parent-tail, parent-head)

for every c1h “ pih, ih ` 1, jh, jh ` 1q in pc11, . . . , c
1
gq do

for m in pih´1 ´ 1, ih´1 ´ 2, . . . , jhq do fill(m) // where i0 “ parent-head

head(c1h)

sub-construct-matrix(children(c1h), ih, jh) // ordered last to first

tail(c1h)

for m in pig ´ 1, ig ´ 2, . . . , parent-tailq do fill(m)

With this definition, running sub-construct-matrix(top(D), 1, n) is equivalent to the above algo-

rithm construct-matrix(D), as the two algorithms can be seen to apply the same matrix operations

in the same order. The input top(D) is the sequence of top chords, ordered last to first.

We now prove that the algorithm generates a domino matrix. Specifically, it generates the domino

matrix that corresponds to the given chord diagram according to Definition 2.5. Moreover, this domino

matrix satisfies the sign rules of Definition 2.10.
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Proposition 3.15. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram, and C P DMn,k the corresponding domino

matrix. Then construct-matrixpDq has the matrix form of C and satisfies the domino sign rules.

Proof. Denote M “ construct-matrixpDq. We have to show that for every assignment in M of the

variables tsl, ul, vl, wlu
k
l“1 P p0,8q4k, there exists an assignment in C of tαl, βl, γl, δl, εlu

k
l“1 P R

5k, that

satisfies M “ C and the sign rules. We recover the variables row by row, where we separately consider

top chords, nonsticky children, and sticky children.

Let cl “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q be a top chord. The row Ml corresponding to cl is created at headpclq

when m “ j, with nonzero entries at positions i ` 1, j, j ` 1, n. The only changes at positions j, j ` 1, n

are occasional sign flips whenever an incih`1;h operation is invoked for some descendant ch of cl. In any

case, the entries at j, j ` 1 stay with equal signs. This is important, because every same-end descendant

ch of cl invokes an application of xjpwhq with wh ą 0, and the equal signs guarantee that the j ` 1 entry

does not vanish or flip sign. At tailpclq when m “ i, a positive entry ul is created via yipulq at position i,

next to the 1 at position i ` 1. Later, only xipwhq applications might affect the row Ml, if some chords

are head-to-tail with cl. These changes preserve the positivity of the entries at positions i, i` 1. All the

remaining steps for m ă i do not affect the row Ml, and its support is ti, i ` 1, j, j ` 1, nu. These are

exactly the positions of tαl, βl, γl, δl, εlu in the row Cl corresponding to a top chord.

Now, let cl “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q be a child of some other chord ch “ pi1, i1 ` 1, j1, j1 ` 1q. Suppose

that none of ch and cl is a sticky child, and in particular i ´ i1 ě 2. The row Ml is created at headpclq

when m “ j with positive entries at positions ti1 ` 1, i ` 1, j, j ` 1u. Later, an application of yipulq at

tailpclq puts a positive multiple of entry i ` 1 at i, and yi1 puhq during tailpchq puts a positive multiple

of entry i1`1 at i1. No other operation affects the support of Ml which remains ti1, i1`1, i, i`1, j, j`1u,

as for the row Cl in the domino matrix. Similar to top chords, it is important to notice that the pair

at j, j ` 1 may only encounter sign flips due to cl’s descendants, or xjpwhq for same-end descendants ch.

Similarly there might occur xipwhq at step m “ i due to head-to-tail chords ch, with no effect on the

support. The inherited entry at i1 ` 1 flips sign upon applications of incig`1;g as m goes down from i

to i1 ` 1, and then its neighbor at i1 is created with equal sign. Therefore, further xi1 pwgq for chords cg

head-to-tail with ch cannot make i1 ` 1 vanish or flip sign. Note that just before performing the yi1 puhq

step, the column indexed i1 ` 1 has nonzero entries in rows h and l, and then the new column indexed i1

is proportional to the column i1` 1. Further applications of xi1 may only change the ratio of proportion.

Eventually, entries i1, i1 ` 1 of rows Mh and Ml are proportional, and given pαh, βhq there exists εl P R

such that the inherited domino is pεlαh, εlβhq as in C. The other variables αl, βl, γl, δl are set to the

nonzero entries at i, i ` 1, j, j ` 1.

Finally, let cl “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q be a sticky child of some other chord cl´1 “ pi ´ 1, i, j1, j1 ` 1q.

This case starts similarly to the nonsticky case. When we reach the tails, the nonzero terms are at

i, i ` 1, j, j ` 1 since pi ` 1qÝ̋1 “ i. The entry at i is positive in this case because there is no other

chord between the two tails, so no sign flip could occur. Before applying tailpc˚lq at cl’s sticky ancestor,

the entries at i ´ 1, i, i ` 1 are p0, sl, 1q. After applying yi´1pul´1q they become pul´1sl, sl, 1q, and after

applying yipulq they become pul´1sl, sl `ul, 1q. We let εl “ sl, αl “ ul and βl “ 1, in purpose to express

these three entries in the desired form pεlαl´1, εlβl´1 `αl, βlq as in Cl. If cl´1 itself is a sticky child, then

this substitution works since pαl´1, βl´1q “ pul´1, 1q by induction on the sticky chain, and these entries

do not change in the remaining steps of the algorithm. It now follows that nonsticky children of a sticky

child cl inherit proportional copies of pul, 1q “ pαl, βlq, and the rest of their analysis is as in the previous

paragraph. At the top of the sticky chain, if cl´1 “ c˚l without another sticky parent, we have pul´1, 1q

at positions pi´1, iq of row l´1 after tailpc˚lq, though the algorithm continues to handle heads occurring

at pi ´ 1, iq. The xi´1 operations at these heads add a positive multiple of column i ´ 1 to column i,

which is eventually reflected in βl´1. The above substitution for εl, αl, and βl still works without change,
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because under xi´1 operations the form of the 2 ˆ 2 minor M
i´1,i
l´1,l remains

´
αl´1 βl´1

εlαl´1 εlβl´1`αl

¯
.

So far, we have shown that there exist tαl, βl, γl, δl, εlu
k
l“1 P R

5k such that the output of the algorithm

M “ construct-matrixpD, tsl, ul, vl, wlu
k
l“1q is equal to the domino matrix C. It remains to verify

that these 5k real numbers satisfy the six sign rules of Definition 2.10.

(1) For every chord cl: αl ą 0, βl ą 0

The tail variables are created by incil`1;l which inserts the entry 1, and ypil`1qÝ̋1pulq which add

a positive multiple to its left. Future incih`1;h operations only occur to the upper left, and hence

do not flip the sign of these two entries. As discussed above in the different cases, head-to-tail

chords may only add a positive multiple of one entry to the other, and do not compromise their

positivity. The positivity of the tail variables in the sticky-tail case holds by definition, as given in

the detailed discussion above.

(2) For every chord cl: p´1qbelowpclqγl ą 0, p´1qbelowpclqδl ą 0

The two head entries are positive when they are first created by xil`1pvlq and xjlpwlq. Every

application of incih`1;h for a descendant ch of cl flips their sign since it inserts the 1 to their lower

left. The number of such chords is belowpclq. Other chords ch before cl apply incih`1;h to the

upper left, and do not affect the head entries of cl. Same-head chords may only add a positive

multiple of the first entry to the second. In conclusion their sign is p´1qbelowpclq.

(3) If cl is a top chord: p´1qbehindpclqεl ą 0

The nth entry of a top chord is created by yk
1

n pslq when there are k1 “ k ´ l ´ belowpclq ` 1 rows

in the matrix, and hence its sign is p´1qk´l´belowpclq by definition 3.4. Similar to head entries, the

incih`1;h operations of the descendants ch of cl flip the sign, while chords to the left of cl do not.

Since cl has belowpclq descendants, the final sign is p´1qk´l “ p´1qbehindpclq.

(4) If cl is not a top chord: p´1qbeyondpclqεl ą 0

Let ch be cl’s parent. The variable εl is the coefficient of the domino that cl inherits from ch, i.e.,

the proportional copy of the two tail entries from row h that appears in row l. Since αh and βh are

positive, εl has the sign of those entries. One of them is created at column ih ` 1 by the operation

ypil`1qÝ̋1pslq at headpclq and the other one at tailpc˚hq by yihpuhq as a positive multiple of it.

The incig`1;g operations that flip the sign occur at descendants of ch whose head is left to cl’s.

This number is defined as beyondpclq. As above, some xih operations may add a multiple of the

first entry to the second one, but do not change any sign. This analysis applies also for a sticky

child cl, where beyondpclq “ 0 and εl is positive as defined above.

(5) If cl is a same-end child of cm: δl{γl ă δm{γm

Consider two heads at rows m, l. After headpcmq this 2 ˆ 2 minor is p vm wmvm
0 0 q. Then, after

headpclq it becomes
`
´vm ´wmvm´wlvm
vl wlvl

˘
. An additional chord ch at the same sticky end may add

another term, yielding
`

vm wmvm`wlvm`whvm
´vl ´wlvl´whvl

˘
and so on. Other descendants of cl and cm may

flip the sign of one row, or both, but do not change the ratio between its two entries. Eventually,

δl{γl “ wl ` wh ` . . . ă wm ` wl ` wh ` . . . “ δm{γm

(6) If cm, cl are head-to-tail chords: βl{αl ą δm{γm

Suppose that cl starts where cm ends. After tailpclq the two entries at its tail are pul, 1q. Then

headpclq adds another row above, and the 2 ˆ 2 minor is p
vm wmvm
ul 1`wmul

q. As before, cm might have
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same-end descendants, changing it to
`
˘vm ˘wmvm˘whvm˘...
ul 1`wmul`whul`...

˘
, and the sign of the top row flips

belowpcmq times. In any case, the ratios between row entries eventually satisfy

βl{αl “ 1{ul ` wm ` wh ` . . . ą wm ` wh ` . . . “ δm{γm

In conclusion, the output of construct-matrix has the domino form and satisfies the sign rules.

3.3 The Generated Cell

The algorithm in Section 3.2 takes a chord diagram D P CDn,k and generates a matrix C P DMn,k,

shown to have the domino form corresponding to D as defined in Section 2.2. By our definitions in Sec-

tion 2.3, the chord diagram D also directly corresponds to a decorated permutation π P DPn,k. This

permutation π corresponds in turn to a positroid cell SD P BCFWn,k in a unique and standard manner,

see the references in Section 2.3. Besides, the generated matrix C, for any assignment of 4k positive

numbers, lies in a particular positroid cell S, as observed in Remark 3.13. If σ is the decorated permu-

tation of S, then our goal is to show that σ “ π, and therefore S “ SD. To that end, we first turn to

analyze Algorithm 3.10 and describe its output in terms of decorated permutations.

We temporarily give the following definition of the algorithmic permutation σ, which corresponds to

the output of the algorithm. In Section 3.4 below, we prove that it agrees with the decorated permutation

that is already associated with D, which defines its BCFW cell.

Definition 3.16. Let D P CDn,k and C “ construct-matrixpD, tsl, ul, vl, wluq. Then the algorithmic

permutation corresponding to D and C is the following composition of 2-cycles and 3-cycles:

σ “ pp1 q1q pp2 q2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pp2k q2kq ¨ pik ` 1 jk jk ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pi1 ` 1 j1 j1 ` 1q P Sn

where

• The terms pil ` 1 jl jl ` 1q correspond to the k chords c1l “ pil, il ` 1, jl, jl ` 1q, where c11, . . . , c
1
k

are indexed increasingly by the occurrence of their heads along D.

• The terms ppm qmq correspond to the sequence of endpoints, both tails and heads, in order of

occurrence along the diagram D, and determined as follows:

– If the mth endpoint is a tail of some chord cl “ pil, il`1, jl, jl`1q then ppm qmq “ pil il˚ ` 1q,

using the notation cl˚ for a maximal sticky descendant of cl, and as usual possibly cl “ cl˚.

– If the mth endpoint is a head of some chord cl then this term swaps the following elements:

∗ pm “ il ` 1, i.e., the second marker at the tail of cl.

∗ qm “

$
&
%
n if cl is a top chord,

ih ` 1 if cl is a child of another chord ch.

Example 3.17. For D “ pr14s, pp1, 2, 11, 12q, p3, 4, 6, 7q, p8, 9, 10, 11qqq of Examples 2.3 and 3.11:

σ “ p1 2q p3 4q p2 4q p8 9q p2 9q p2 14q p2 11 12q p9 10 11q p4 6 7q

This permutation coincides with Example 2.14, as we later prove in general.

Example 3.18. For D “ pr8s, pp1, 2, 6, 7q, p2, 3, 4, 5q, p4, 5, 6, 7qqq of Example 3.12:

σ “ p1 3q p2 3q p2 3q p4 5q p2 5q p2 8q p2 6 7q p5 6 7q p3 4 5q

Note that the leftmost transposition is p1 3q rather than p1 2q, because the chord has a sticky child.
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Remark 3.19. If there are several top chords cp1q, . . . , cpgq in D, indexed left to right, then the product

in Definition 3.16 admits a useful factorization, grouping together the descendants of each top chord:

σ “ τ1 ¨ τ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ τg ¨ ρg ¨ ρg´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1

where τh is the product over transpositions ppm qmq that arise from tails and heads of cphq and its

descendants, and ρh is the product of 3-cycles that arise from their heads.

The following lemma explains how the algorithmic permutation σ indeed relates to Algorithm 3.10,

by constructing this permutation in an equivalent way. It is useful afterwards, where we show that σ

actually corresponds to the positroid of the output matrix.

Lemma 3.20. Let D P CDn,k, and σ P Sn the algorithmic permutation of D. Consider the following

construction running in parallel to the algorithm construct-matrix:

1. Start with the one-element permutation σ : tnu Ñ tnu.

2. Whenever prem is applied, augment σ by the fixed point, σpmq “ m.

3. Whenever inci`1;l is applied, augment σ by the white fixed point, σpi ` 1q “ i ` 1.

4. Whenever xjptq is applied, update σ to be σ ¨ pj j¯1q.

5. Whenever yjptq is applied, update σ to be pj j¯1q ¨ σ.

Then σ, the resulting decorated permutation of rns equals the algorithmic permutation of D.

Remark 3.21. At any point of this process, we have a permutation σ : N Ñ N , for the current index

set N maintained by the algorithm. Thus, the adjacent transpositions pj j¯1q are with respect to the

current state of the index set N at the moment of application. The apparent distinction between black

and white fixed points will not be important, due to transpositions applied later at these points.

Proof. The computation is straightforward. The contribution of the xjptq applications happens at the

head of every chord, and thus according to the reverse order of these heads, which is c1k, . . . , c
1
1 as

in Definition 3.16. At each head of a chord c1l “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q, the algorithm applies xi`1pvlq and

then xjpwlq. These operations right-multiply σ by pi` 1 jqpj j ` 1q “ pi` 1 j j ` 1q, noting that these

three indices are adjacent in N at that moment. Repeating for all chord heads, this yields the 3-cycles

in the right half of the algorithmic permutation σ.

For the 2-cycles, first assume that there are no sticky chords in D. In this case, the applications of

yjptq happen at every head and tail of a chord according to their reverse order of occurrence along the

diagram D. This is indeed the order used in the definition of the terms ppm qmq in Definition 3.16. At

every tail of a chord cl “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q, an application of yipulq contributes the left-factor pi i ` 1q.

At every head the contribution of ypi`1qÝ̋1pslq gives the left-factor pi ` 1 nq if cl is a top chord, and

pi ` 1 i1 ` 1q otherwise where ch “ pi1, i1 ` 1, j1, j1 ` 1q is cl’s parent. This gives the product of 2-cycles

in the left half of the algorithmic permutation.

What if there are sticky chains in D? In this case the yipulq applications at tails are applied in

the opposite order of their occurrence when going back on the diagram. Suppose that pcl, . . . , cl`hq is a

maximal descending sticky chain in D. Then we apply the operations yi`hpul`hq˝¨ ¨ ¨˝yi`1pul`1q˝yipulq.

This yields the product of transpositions

pi ` h i ` h ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pi ` 1 i ` 2q pi i ` 1q “ pi i ` h ` 1q pi ` 1 i ` h ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pi ` h i ` h ` 1q

where the verification of this equality is routine. On the right hand side, the 2-cycles are listed in order

of occurrence, where the contribution of cl’s tail is pil il˚ ` 1q where cl˚ “ cl`h is its maximal sticky
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descendant. In conclusion, the construction described in the lemma yields the algorithmic permutation σ

of D as defined above.

Note that Lemma 3.20 does not yet claim that the matrices generated by construct-matrix lie in

the positroid cell corresponding to the decorated permutation σ. Proving this requires several prepara-

tions. One of them is the following brief discussion of an analogous process on plabic graphs.

Summary 3.22. Plabic graphs are another one of the many combinatorial structures that Postnikov

[Pos06] introduced to represent positroid cells. Our discussion of plabic graphs in this paper is limited,

and does not require going into details. Therefore, we do not present here their definitions and properties,

and refer to [Pos06, Lam15]. Here, we consider t1, 3u-valent plabic graphs whose boundary vertices are

indexed by a cyclically ordered set N Ď rns, and use the following two terms. A lollipop is a degree-one

black or white internal vertex connected to a boundary vertex. A bridge is a boundary-parallel edge,

weighted by a variable, from black to white internal vertices that are neighbors of boundary vertices.

One way to associate positroids, or their points, with plabic graphs is the following sequential process,

following [Lam15, Section 7] and [ABC`16, Section 3]. Start from an empty graph and a zero vector

space, and simultaneously generate a plabic graph G and a vector space V by steps of the following

types:

1. Add to G a black lollipop with a new boundary vertex labeled i P rns, and apply prei to V .

2. Add to G a white lollipop with a new boundary vertex labeled i P rns, and apply inci to V .

3. Add to G a bridge of weight t from i to i¯1, and apply xiptq to V .

4. Add to G a bridge of weight t from i¯1 to i, and apply yiptq to V .

This construction gives a map p0,8qd Ñ Grěk,n, where d is the number of added bridges, k is the number

of added white lollipops, and n is the total number of added lollipops. The graph is reduced if the

dimension of the image, as a subvariety of the Grassmannian, equals d, the number of faces of the graph

minus one. A plabic graph G is associated a decorated permutation πG defined by certain trips between

boundary vertices [Pos06, Section 13]. From the definition of these trips, πG is immediately seen to

be constructed from the sequence of prei, inci, xiptq, yiptq by the rules of Lemma 3.20. If G is reduced

then the map from p0,8qd to the nonnegative Grassmannian is a homeomorphism on a positroid cell

([Lam15, Theorem 7.12], [Pos06, Theorem 12.7]), and πG is its decorated permutation via the standard

correspondence used in Definition 2.16 ([Pos06, Sections 19-20]).

Remark 3.23. In terms of plabic graphs, the composed map ÐÑι i,l,r corresponds to a white lollipop at i,

then r bridges from i to i¯1 to i¯2 etc., and l bridges to the other side with the appropriate weight

variables. In terms of permutations, one adds a white fixed point at i, and then multiplies by the cycle

pi pi¯1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pi¯rqq from the right and by ppiÝ̋lq ¨ ¨ ¨ piÝ̋1q iq from the left. For example, the upper

embedding ÐÑι 1,3,1 corresponds to p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq from the left and p1 2q from the right.

What we take from Summary 3.22 is that in order to show that construct-matrix produces the

cell corresponding to the algorithmic permutation σ, we have to prove that its dimension is precisely 4k.

This is done in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.24. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram, and let S be the positroid cell that arises from

construct-matrix
`
D, tsl, ul, vl, wlu

k
l“1

˘
. Every point in S is obtained from a unique choice of the 4k

positive variables. Hence, S is 4k-dimensional.

In the proof of lemma 3.24, we need the following useful lemma, which serves us for other purposes

later in the paper. It is stated here and proven below, at the end of this Section 3.3. We note that
`
rns
k

˘

is the set of k-element subsets of rns.
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Lemma 3.25. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram with a top chord c “ pi, i`1, j, j`1q, and let S Ď Grěk,n
be all the points representable by a domino matrix of the form corresponding to D. Then,

• For every V P S, the Plücker coordinate PIpV q ‰ 0 only if I intersects A “ ti, i ` 1, j, j ` 1, nu.

• For every p P A, there exists I P
`
rns
k

˘
such that I X A “ tpu and PIpV q ‰ 0 for every V P S.

• In particular, no V P S contains a nonzero vector supported on a proper subset of A.

Proof of Lemma 3.24. The proof goes by establishing an inverse map. We proceed by induction on k,

the number of chords. For a chord diagram Da, we prove that that given an output of construct-

matrixpDaq in the corresponding positroid Sa, all the real parameters of the xi and yi operations in the

algorithm can be uniquely determined. The claim is obviously true when k “ 1.

Suppose we have shown the claim for less than k chords. If Da has at least two top chords, denote by

pi, i ` 1q the head of the first top chord c1, and let Db be the subdiagram made of chords which end no

later than pi, i ` 1q, so that all its chords are c1 and its descendants, and the marker set is ri` 1s Y tnu.

Let Dc be the subdiagram made of the other chords, with markers rnszri ´ 1s. Suppose that Db has k1

chords.

Let C be a domino representative of V P Sa. C can be written as

C “

˜
C 1

C2

¸
,

where C 1 is the submatrix which consists of the upper k1 rows and C2 is the submatrix which consists of

the remaining rows. Denote by V 1, V 2 the row spans of C 1, C2 respectively. Algorithm 3.10 is structured

so that the construction of C 1 is independent of the construction of C2 which precedes it, as can be

immediately seen from its recursive form, Algorithm 3.14. In other words,

C 1 “ pren´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ prei`2 construct-matrix
`
Db, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrk1s

˘
.

Similarly, C2 is almost untouched by the construction of C 1. They are only affected when operations of

the form xipwhq are performed in headpchq for ch which ends at pi, i` 1q, h P rk1s. If w is the sum of all

those wh, then

C2 “ prei´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pre1 xipwq construct-matrix
`
Dc, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszrk1s

˘

We claim that V 1, V 2 are uniquely determined from V. Indeed, if some linear combination of rows, which

involves at least one of the k ´ k1 rows nontrivially lies in V 1, then since all vectors in V 1 have zero

entries between i ` 2 and n ´ 1, there must be some nontrivial linear combination v of rows from V 2

which has zeros in these places as well. But all vectors in V 2 have zeros at entries 1, . . . , i´ 1, thus, this

linear combination must be supported on ti, i ` 1, nu. Lemma 3.25 applied to c1 tell us that there is a

set I P
`
rnszti,i`1,nu

k

˘
with PIpV q ‰ 0. But if we take a representative matrix M for V which contains

v as one of the rows, expanding detpM Iq with respect to the row of v shows that PIpV q must be zero,

which is a contradiction. A similar claim holds for V 2.

Applying the induction hypothesis on V 1 allows us to uniquely calculate all 4k1 positive parameters

tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrk1s. It also allows us to calculate the parameter w in xipwq above, since it is a sum

of some of these wh variables. Applying the induction hypothesis on xip´wq.V 2 allows us to uniquely

calculate all parameters tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszrk1s.

The remaining case is that Da has a single top chord c1. We may assume it starts at p1, 2q and ends at

pn´2, n´1q, or otherwise we can erase zero columns, and recover the algorithm variables for the smaller

problem, which does satisfy these assumptions. Let Db be the subdiagram made of c1’s descendants with

index set rnszr1s.
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Take V P Sa, and let C be a domino representative of V . We can write

C “

˜
C1

C 1

¸
.

The submatrix C 1 obtained from C by erasing the first row is not a domino matrix for Sb. But it equals

prenrescale1pu1q x1p1q rotatek´1 construct-matrix
`
Db, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszr1s

˘

Here, rotatek is the circular shift that takes the last column, puts it first, relabels it as 1, and multiplies

it by p´1qk´1 in order to preserve positivity. rescale1ptq multiplies the first column by t.

Both spanpC1q and V 1 are uniquely determined by V, by an argument similar to that used to dis-

tinguish V 1 and V 2 in the previous case. Thus, C1 is the unique vector in spanpC1q whose second

entry is 1. The variables ts1, u1, v1u are read from its nth, 1st and pn ´ 2qth coordinates respectively.

w1 cannot be determined yet, since there may applications of xn´2pwlq for same-end descendants cl

of c1. Similarly, starting from V 1, projecting on the first n ´ 1 columns and undoing the reversible

rescale1pu1q, x1p1q, rotatek´1 operations we obtain a vector space in Sb which has a domino represen-

tation

construct-matrix
`
Db, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszr1s

˘
.

By induction this representation is unique, and we can determine its parameters. Now, if we define w to

be the sum of wl, over same-end descendants cl of c1, a simple calculation reveals that w1 is precisely

the ratio between the pn ´ 1qth entry of xn´2p´wq.C1 and its pn ´ 2qth entry. Thus, all parameters are

now found. As needed.

Example 3.26. Recall the two chord diagrams considered in Examples 3.11-3.12. Consider first the sub-

diagrams which contain only c2, c3. The matrix of the subdiagram pt2, . . . , 14u, pp3, 4, 6, 7q, p8, 9, 10, 11qqq,

is
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0 u2 1 0 v2 w2v2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ´s2

0 0 0 0 0 0 u3 1 v3 w3v3 0 0 s3

and the matrix of the subdiagram pt2, . . . , 8u, pp2, 3, 4, 5q, p4, 5, 6, 7qqq is

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

u2 1 v2 v2w2 0 0 ´s2

0 0 u3 1 ` w2u3 v3 w3v3 s3

respectively. In both cases it is easy to see that each row vector is uniquely determined, after fixing

its second entry to be 1, from the two dimensional vector space. In the first case the construction by

the algorithm of each row is independent of the other. In the second the construction of the top row is

independent of the bottom row. After performing x4p´w2q on the bottom row, where w2 is determined

from the first row, and throwing zeros, we are left with the row vector which is the output of the

generating algorithm to the chord diagram made of c3.

If we compare the matrices considered in this example, to the matrices constructed in Examples 3.11-

3.12, which correspond to adding c1 we first observe that indeed the row which corresponds to c1 is

uniquely determined in both cases. We also see that the submatrices made of the rows which correspond

to c2, c3 are indeed related to the matrices considered in this example by first shifting the last column

to be the first, and fixing the sign. Then acting with x1p1q, scaling the first column by u1 and adding a

zero column as a last column.
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Remark 3.27. The nonzero entries of a matrix in domino form can be written, after one fixes some

nonzero entry in each row to be 1 as rational functions in the Plücker coordinates. This can be seen by

undoing Algorithm 3.10, every time we undo a xi or yi operation we use [Lam15, Proposition 7.10] to

write its parameter using the Plücker coordinates of the matrix at the time of the action, and to update

the new Plücker coordinate in terms of the previous ones. We omit the details.

In the beginning of this section, Section 3.3, we have defined the algorithmic permutation σ of D,

and have shown that it is made of 4k transpositions that record steps along construct-matrix. By

Lemma 3.24, the positroid S generated by the same construct-matrixpDq attains its largest possible

dimension, 4k. By the discussion in Summary 3.22, we can deduce that these two algorithmic outcomes

bear the standard correspondence between a decorated permutation and a positroid.

Corollary 3.28. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram. The decorated permutation of the positroid S that

arises from construct-matrix(D) is the algorithmic permutation σ of D.

We now give the proof of Lemma 3.25.

Proof of Lemma 3.25. The first part is straightforward. Consider the domino form C of V. Then by

expanding detpCIq with respect to the row which corresponds to c we see that this determinant vanishes

unless I intersects the support of this row, which is precisely A.

For the second part, we construct a set I of size k, consists of one element for each chord, such that

detpCIq ‰ 0. The set I has the form I1 Y I2 Y I3 Y tpu, where I1 Ď ri ´ 1s, I2 Ď ti ` 2, . . . , j ´ 1u, and

I3 Ď tj ` 2, . . . , n ´ 1u are defined as follows.

1. For I1 we take the set of first markers of all chords that start before c.

2. I2 is the set of second markers for all sticky descendants ch of c, together with the first markers of

all other descendant of c. Recall that the first two markers are the tail of the chord, and not the

markers inherited from its parent, which may come earlier.

3. We construct I3 as follows. Denote by c1 the first chord which starts after c ends.

• If c1 starts at pj1, j1 ` 1q for j1 ą j ` 1 we take for I3 the set of first markers of each chord

which starts c ends.

• If c1 starts at pj ` 1, j ` 2q, then we act as we did for I2, namely, for c1 and any other chord

in a maximal sticky chain from c1 we add to I3 the second marker, and for all the remaining

chords which start afterwards we choose the first marker.

• Finally, if c1 starts at pj, j ` 1q, we write c0 “ c and we initiate I3 to be the empty set.

Write c2, c3, . . . , ch for a maximal Loch Ness Monster which starts at c0. We recall that be

that we mean the longest collection of chords with the property that cl starts at the head

pjl´1, jl´1 ` 1q of cl´1, for l “ 1, . . . , h, put j0 “ j and pjh, jh ` 1q for the head of ch. Observe

that each cl must be a top chord.

For each l P rhs first we add jl to I3. Then, for any descendant in a sticky chain from cl, add

the second marker. For any other chord which descends from cl we add the first marker.

Denote by c̃ the first chord which starts after ch ends. c̃ is a top chord, and we denote its tail

by pj̃, j̃ ` 1q. j̃ ą jh, since c̃ does not belong to the Loch Ness Monster. If j̃ ą jh ` 1, add j̃

to I3, as well as the first marker of every chord that comes after it.

If j̃ “ jh ` 1 then for each sticky descendant c̃ of it, take the second marker, while for the

remaining chords take the first marker.
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Note that all added entries are different, since chords start at different markers, and the third marker

of a chord cl can never be the first or second marker of any other chord, except cl`1. Therefore, the size

of I is k, and is easily seen not to intersect A. Moreover, if l ď h then jl ` 1 R I by construction.

We now change the matrix C, by applying row operations, to another matrix C̄ which is more

convenient to analyze, and detpCIq ‰ 0 if and only if detpC̄Iq ‰ 0. We define C̄ in two steps.

• First apply row operations that cancel the domino inherited by the parent, and make the first

marker of every chord c1 be the first nonzero position in the row of c1. This is done by going

parent-to-child, for each chord cl we subtract εl times its parent’s chord, which cancels the domino

inherited to that chord by its parent. These operations result in adding nonzero entries, but only

to the right of the starting domino of each chord’s column. Moreover, the first domino of each row

is untouched, and rows that correspond to top chords, like c, are not affected.

• Then for every chord c1 P tc, c1, . . . , chu or c1 “ c̃, and j̃ “ jl ` 1, we act iteratively on the sticky

chain which descends from c1, in parent-to-child order. For every parent we subtract a multiple

of its row from its sticky child in order to cancel the first domino entry of the latter. The second

domino entries remain unchanged during this process.

These actions may add nonzero entries at positions which are after the head of each chord. They

may also add nonzero entries before the tail of a chord, but in a limited way: If c1 “ c they may

add nonzero entries at column i. If c1 “ cl, they may add nonzero entries at column jl´1. If c1 “ c̃,

the may add nonzero entries at column jh. The rows of tc, c1, . . . , ch, c̃u and non-sticky descendants

do not change.

Consider the matrix C̄I . Its restriction to the first |I1| rows and columns is upper triangular with nonzero

diagonal. Thus, it is nonsingular precisely if the matrix C̃ “ C̄
IzI1
rkszr|I1 |s

, obtained from it by erasing the

first |I1| rows and columns is nonsingular.

The first row of this matrix corresponds to c. In this row there is a single nonzero entry, column

indexed p. Thus, C̃ is nonsingular precisely if the matrix C 1, obtained from C̃ by erasing the first row

and the column indexed p is nonsingular.

Now, by the construction of C̄ and of I2, which misses i, i ` 1 the restriction of C 1 to its first |I2|

rows and columns is again upper triangular, hence C 1 is nonsingular precisely if Cp1q, obtained from C 1

by erasing these rows and columns is nonsingular.

We iteratively construct Cpl`1q from Cplq which is nonsingular precisely if Cplq is nonsingular in a

similar fashion. We first note that in Cplq the row which corresponds to cl has nonzero entry only in

the location which corresponds to column jl. Indeed cl “ pjj´1, jj´1 ` 1, jl, jl ` 1, nq, as remarked

above jl ` 1 R I, and tjj´1, jj´1 ` 1, nu either do not belong to I, or were removed from the column

set in previous steps. Erasing the row which corresponds to cl and column jl we obtain a matrix whose

restriction to the first belowpclq rows and columns is upper triangular with nonzero diagonal, where

we remind that belowpclq is the number of chords which descend from cl. Erasing also these rows and

columns we obtain Cpl`1q. Continuing like this, we end at Cph`1q.

By the same reasoning this matrix is upper triangular with nonzero diagonal, hence invertible. As

needed.

For the third part of the lemma, suppose that there is a vector in V spanned by tehuhPAztpu. Take

I P
`
rns
k

˘
with I X A “ tpu and PIpV q ‰ 0. Its existence implies that the support of every nontrivial

linear combination of the elements of V must contain an element out of Aztpu.
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3.4 Agreement of Permutations

Recall Definition 2.13 of π, the decorated permutation of rns associated directly to a chord diagram

D P CDn,k, which was used in Definition 2.16 of the BCFW positroid cell of D. On the other hand,

D gives rise to a positroid cell via the algorithm construct-matrixpDq, and by Corollary 3.28 the

decorated permutation of that cell is the algorithmic permutation σ of D, from Definition 3.16. The next

two lemmas show that π and σ admit an identical inductive characterization. It follows that σ “ π and

the algorithm construct-matrix indeed produces the BCFW cell of D.

Lemma 3.29. Let Da P CDn,k. The permutation σa satisfies the following properties, and is uniquely

determined by them.

1. If k “ 1 and c1 “ pi, i ` 1, l, l ` 1q then σa “ pi pi ` 1q l pl ` 1q nq.

2. If Da contains a top chord cj “ pi, i ` 1, l, l ` 1q, then let Dc be the subdiagram made of cj and

the chords which start to its right, with index set Nc “ rnszri ´ 1s, and let Db be the subdiagram

made of all the remaining chords, with index set Nb “ ri ´ 1s Y tij˚ ` 1, l, nu, where pij˚, ij˚ ` 1q

is tail of the last descendant of cj in a sticky chain, and we relabel markers so that i is relabeled

as ij˚ and i ` 1 as l, so that chord which ends at pi, i ` 1q in Da ends in Db at pij˚ ` 1, lq while

every chord that ends at pi ´ 1, iq in Da ends at pi ´ 1, ij˚ ` 1q in Dc. Then σa “ σbσc, where the

permutations are extended to rns by adding black fixed points outside of Nb, Nc.

3. Suppose that Da is obtained from Db by a combinatorial upper embedding: adding a new long top

chord c1 which starts at p1, 2q and ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q. Then

σa “ p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nqσbp1 2q,

where σb is the decorated permutation of Db, whose index set is rnszt1u.

Proof. The first item is straightforward. For the second item, note that by Remark 3.19 the algorithmic

permutation can be written as

σa “ τb τc ρc ρb,

If in Db all chords end before i, then the two permutations commute and the effect of the replacements

i Ñ ij˚ ` 1, i ` 1 Ñ l in Db is trivial, and the claim holds.

If in Db there are some chords which end at pi´1, iq but no chord ends at pi, i`1q then ρc, τc commute,

since their periods do not contain common indices: in ρc appear only elements of the form ih`1, lh, lh`1

for chords ch “ pih, ih ` 1, lh, lh ` 1q in Dc, and these are always larger than the corresponding terms for

Db. Also most transpositions of τc are of indices which do not appear in Db. The only exclusion is the

leftmost transposition in τc which is pi ij˚ ` 1q. It has a common index only with triplets of Db of the

form pp ` 1 i ´ 1 iq. Commuting to such elements gives

pi ij˚ ` 1qpp ` 1 i ´ 1 iq “ pp ` 1 i ´ 1 ij˚ ` 1qpi ij˚ ` 1q.

Thus, the commutation of pi, ij˚ ` 1q with ρb has the prescribed effect. Since i does not appear in τb the

claim also follows in this case.

The final case is when there are chords in Db which end at pi, i ` 1q and possibly also chords which

ends at pi ´ 1, iq. Note that the latter appears in ρb to the right of the former. The only element in

ρc which shares an index with elements of ρb is ppi ` 1q l pl ` 1qq which does not commute only with

elements of the form ppp ` 1q i pi ` 1qq. Commuting such elements results in replacing each appearance

of i ` 1 in ρb by l, since

ppi ` 1q l pl ` 1qqppp ` 1q i pi ` 1qq “ ppp ` 1 i lqppi ` 1q l pl ` 1qq.
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After moving ρc to the right of ρb the only term of τc which does not commute with elements in its right

is again pi ij˚ ` 1q which does not commute with elements of the form ppp ` 1q pi ´ 1q iq or ppp ` 1q i lq.

Again the effect of commuting it with them is i Ñ ij˚ ` 1 in the terms of b. Since again i, i ` 1 do not

appear in τb also in this case the result follows.

For the third item, we can write

σa “ p1 pi1˚ ` 1qqτbp2 nqp2 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1qqρb,

where τb, ρb are as in the previous item. The required permutation σb is obtained from τbρb by replacing

every term of the form p2 pih ` 1qq, for children ch “ pih, ih ` 1, lh, lh ` 1q of c1, by p2 nq.

We first move p1 pi1˚ ` 1qq to the right. If in Db no chord starts at 2 then i1˚ ` 1 “ 2 and p1 2q

commutes with τb. Otherwise τb is of the form

p2 pi1˚ ` 1qqp3 pi1˚ ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pi1˚ pi1˚ ` 1qqσ1,

σ1 does not contain 1 but it contains p2 pih ` 1qq for every child ch “ pih, ih ` 1, lh, lh ` 1q of c1.

Commuting with p1 pi1˚ ` 1qq we obtain that

p1 pi1˚ ` 1qqτb “ τ̃bp1 2q

where τ̃b is obtained from τb by replacing every appearance of 2 by 1, where we have used

p1 pi1˚ ` 1qqp2 pi1˚ ` 1qq “ p2 pi1˚ ` 1qqp1 2q

to commute with p2 pi1˚ ` 1qqp3 pi1˚ ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pi1˚ pi1˚ ` 1qq and

p1 2qp2 pih ` 1qq “ p1 pih ` 1qqp1 2q

to commute with σ1.

Then we commute it with p2 nqp2 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1qq “ p2 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq and obtain

p1 2qp2 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq “ p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nqp1 2q,

and then further commute p1 2q to the right, which is possible since ρb does not contain 1, 2 in the indices

on which it acts nontrivially.

We now wish to commute p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq to the left of τ̃b. Among the indices 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n

only 1 can appear in τ̃b, and only in p1 pih ` 1qq terms. Since

p1 pih ` 1qqp1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq “ p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nqppih ` 1q nq,

the result follows.

The fact that the permutation is uniquely determined by these properties follows from a simple

induction on the number of chords.

Lemma 3.30. πa satisfies the following properties, and is uniquely determined by them.

1. If k “ 1 then πa “ pa1 pa1 ` 1q b1 pb1 ` 1q nq.

2. If Da contains a top chord ch “ pi, i ` 1, l, l ` 1q, let Dc be the subdiagram made of ch, and the

chords which start after it, including its descendants, on the markers set of is Nc “ rnszri´ 1s. Let

Db be the subdiagram made of all the remaining chords, with index set Nb “ ri´ 1s Y tih˚` 1, l, nu,

where pih˚, ih˚ ` 1q is the head of the lowest chord in the sticky chain from ch, and we relabel the

markers so that a chord that ends at pi, i ` 1q in Da ends in Db at pih˚ ` 1, lq while every chord

that ends at pi´ 1, iq in Da ends at pi´ 1, ih˚` 1q in Dc. Then πa “ πbπc, where the permutations

are extended to rns by adding black fixed points.
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3. Suppose that Da is obtained from Db by a combinatorial upper embedding: adding a new top chord

which starts at p1, 2q and ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q. Then

πa “ p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nqπbp1 2q,

where πb is the decorated permutation of Db, whose markers set is rnszt1u.

Proof. The first item is immediate from the definition of T, U, V,W. The third item is also immediate:

πb and πc are just the partial products made of the 5-cycles which correspond to the chords of Db, Dc

respectively.

For the first item, by definition we have

πa “ pT1 U1 V1 W1 nqπb,

and it is easily seen that pT1 U1 V1 W1 nq “ p1 R pn´ 2q pn´ 1q nq where R “ 2 if the next chord starts

at pj, j ` 1q for j ą 2, and otherwise R “ U2. In the former case, 1, 2 do not appear in πb and we can

split

p1 2 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq “ p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nqp1 2q,

and commute p1 2q to the rightmost position. In the latter case, 1 does not appear in πb, and 2 appears

there exactly once - in the leftmost term p2 R2q. We split

p1 R2 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nq “ p1 pn ´ 2q pn ´ 1q nqp1 R2q.

Since p1 R2qp2 R2q “ p2 R2qp1 2q, we can again commute p1 2q to the rightmost position. As needed.

Simple induction shows that these properties determine the permutation uniquely.

Corollary 3.31. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram. The decorated permutation π of D is equal to the

algorithmic permutation σ of D.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemmas 3.30 and 3.29. Both permutations are determined by the same

recursion.

3.5 Another Algorithm

We describe a variant of Algorithms 3.10 and 3.14, which is useful for analyzing the effect of extending

a chord diagram by adding chords to the right of the given ones. The variant algorithm iterates the top

chords in opposite order, increasing in their occurrence along D, rather than decreasing. The descendants

of each chord are scanned in decreasing order as before.

Algorithm 3.32. Given a chord diagram D, The algorithm construct-matrix-rightwards is the

following variation of construct-matrix from Algorithm 3.10. The variables M,N,K, tsl, ul, vl, wlu
k
l“1

are as before. The statements tail, fill and the subroutine sub-construct-matrix are as in Algo-

rithms 3.10 and 3.14 and not restated here. Denote the top chords of D by cp1q, . . . , cpgq in increasing

order, from first to last. The notation c1, . . . , cl, . . . , ck is reserved for the usual tailwise increasing

ordering.
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construct-matrix-rightwards(chord diagram D P CDn,k, variables sl, ul, vl, wl P R for l P rks)

initialize: Let N “ tnu, and M P MatHˆN

for every cphq “ pih, ih ` 1, jh, jh ` 1q “ cl in pcp1q, . . . , cpgqq do

for m in pjh´1 ` 2, jh´1 ` 3, . . . , ih, ih ` 1, jh ` 1q do fill(m) // where j0 “ ´1

headright(cphq): apply yih`1pvlq ˝ xjh`1pslq ˝ xjhpwlq ˝ incjh;l to M and add jh to N

sub-construct-matrix(children(cphq), ih ` 2, jh) // ordered last to first

tail(cphq)

for m in pjg ` 2, . . . , n ´ 1q do fill(m)

return M

The analysis of construct-matrix-rightwards is similar to the original variant. Let S1 be the

positroid cell constructed by this algorithm. Its dimension is again at most 4k. As in Definition 3.16 and

Remark 3.19 for the case of construct-matrix, the chord diagram D is associated via the left-to-right

algorithm with another algorithmic permutation,

σ1 “ τ 1g ¨ τ 1g´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τ 11 ¨ ρ11 ¨ ρ12 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1g

where cp1q, . . . , cpgq are the top chords in increasing order, and the factors τ 1f and ρ1f are the following

products of 2-cycles and 3-cycles corresponding to a chord cpfq “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q:

• τ 1f is the same as τf except for the rightmost transposition, which is pi` 1 jq instead of pi` 1 nq.

• ρ1f is the same as ρf except for the leftmost 3-cycle, which is pj j ` 1 nq instead of pi` 1 j j ` 1q.

The following two lemmas are analogous to Proposition 3.15 and Lemma 3.24 of the original algorithm,

and their proofs are omitted.

Lemma 3.33. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram, and let C P DMn,k be the domino matrix that

corresponds to D. Then construct-matrix-rightwardspDq has the same form of C, and it satisfies

the domino sign rules.

Lemma 3.34. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram. The decorated permutation of the positroid S1 that

arises from construct-matrix-rightwards(D) is the other algorithmic permutation σ1 of D.

In order to show that the two algorithms parametrize the same positroid cell, we prove that their

decorated permutations agree.

Lemma 3.35. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram. Let S the positroid arising from construct-

matrixpDq, and associated with the algorithmic permutation σ, and let S1 be the positroid arising from

construct-matrix-rightwardspDq, and associated with the other algorithmic permutation σ1. Then

σ “ σ1 and hence S “ S1.

Proof. The two algorithmic permutations are

σ “ τ1 ¨ τ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ τg ¨ ρg ¨ ρg´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1

σ1 “ τ 1g ¨ τ 1g´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τ 11 ¨ ρ11 ¨ ρ12 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1g

We claim first that for every top chord cpfq

τ 1f ¨ ρ1f “ τf ¨ ρf
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Indeed, if cpfq “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q then these factors differ by

τf “ ¨ ¨ ¨ pi ` 1 nq ρf “ pi ` 1 j j ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨

τ 1f “ ¨ ¨ ¨ pi ` 1 jq ρ1f “ pj j ` 1 nq ¨ ¨ ¨

Our claim follows from the identity

pi ` 1 nq pi ` 1 j j ` 1q “ pi ` 1 jq pj j ` 1 nq

We apply this claim to the factors of the first top chord c1 “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q in σ1, and obtain

σ1 “ τ 1g ¨ ¨ ¨ τ 12 ¨ τ1 ¨ ρ1 ¨ ρ12 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1g

The factor ρ1 commutes with all ρ1f for f ě 2 as they do not share any elements other than fixed points.

Indeed, the least element in ρ2 is either j2 the third marker of c2 or the second marker of one of its

descendants, and these are strictly greater than j ` 1 the fourth marker of c1. Similarly, τ1 commutes

with all τ 1f for f ě 2. Indeed, all the transpositions in τ 1f are in the range j to n´ 1, while the rightmost

transposition in τ1 swaps its second marker i ` 1 with n, and other transposition only involve tails of c1

and its descendants which are smaller than j. In conclusion,

σ1 “ τ1 ¨ τ 1g ¨ ¨ ¨ τ 12 ¨ ρ12 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρ1g ¨ ρ1

The lemma follows by iterating for all top chords cp2q, . . . , cpgq until we obtain σ.

3.6 The Domino Theorem

We conclude Section 3 by stating key results and corollaries that play a role in later sections. We have seen

that the algorithm construct-matrixpDq defined in Sections 3.1-3.2 generates domino matrices. By

the analysis of Section 3.3 it gives a positroid cell, shown in Section 3.4 to have the decorated permutation

of D as in Definition 2.13. An equivalent variant of this algorithm has been given in Section 3.5. We

record this alternative construction of BCFW cells in the following corollary.

Corollary 3.36. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram. The BCFW positroid cell that corresponds to D is

equal to construct-matrixpDq and to construct-matrix-rightwardspDq.

Proof. By Lemma 3.24 and its Corollary 3.28, Corollary 3.31, Definition 2.16, and Lemma 3.35.

It follows that BCFW cells have domino representations. This result gives one direction of Theo-

rem 1.6. It was conjectured by Karp, Williams, Zhang, and Thomas [KWZ20, Conjecture A.7]. The

other direction that domino matrices exactly parametrize these cells is shown in Section 7.

Theorem 3.37. Let D P CDn,k be a chord diagram and S its BCFW positroid cell. Every point V P S has

a representative matrix in the domino form of D, that satisfies the domino sign rules. This representation

is unique up to rescaling each row by a positive number.

Proof. By Corollary 3.36, the BCFW cell that corresponds to D is generated by Algorithm 3.10. The

output has the domino form of D and satisfies the sign rules by Proposition 3.15. Uniqueness up to

rescaling rows follows from the proof of Lemma 3.24.

The analysis of the BCFW triangulation in the coming sections uses the recursive nature of its

algorithmic constructions. It critically depends on which matrix operations generate a BCFW cell S of

some chord diagram D from a BCFW cell S1 of some subdiagram D1 of D. The relation between D

and D1 comes in three different flavors, stated in Corollaries 3.38, 3.39 and 3.40 below.
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In these corollaries, we always consider a chord diagram D “ pN, Cq and a subdiagram D1 “ pN 1, C1q

with a subset N 1 Ă N of the markers and a subset C1 Ă C of the chords. In fact, N 1 is taken to be a

cyclic interval of N in these cases, and the chords C1 are exactly those whose four markers are in N 1. In

each case, we relate the respective BCFW positroid cells S and S1.

We always assume a common largest marker n “ maxN “ maxN 1. The matrix operation xi “ xiptq

is always carried out with a positive variable t P p0,8q, and similarly for yi. Writing yiÝ̋1 implies that

i is contained in the index set when the operation is applied at its current precedent. In all diagrams

and subdiagrams, the two markers of a chord’s tail or head are assumed to be consecutive numbers, and

hence denoted pi, i ` 1q rather than pi, i¯1q.

Corollary 3.38 (left extension). Let D1 “ pN 1, C1q be a subdiagram of D “ pN, Cq, obtained by removing

markers i P NzN 1 for i ă m “ minN 1 and removing chords pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q P CzC1 for j ď m. Then

the BCFW cell of D is generated from the BCFW cell of D1 by a sequence of operations from

tprei : 1 ď i ă mu Y tinci : 1 ď i ă mu Y txi : 1 ď i ď mu Y tyiÝ̋1 : 1 ď i ă mu

Corollary 3.39 (right extension). Let D1 “ pN 1, C1q be a subdiagram of D “ pN, Cq obtained by removing

markers i P NzN 1 for i ą m “ maxpN 1ztnuq and removing chords pi, i` 1, j, j ` 1q P CzC1 for i` 1 ě m.

Then the BCFW cell of D is generated from the BCFW cell of D1 by a sequence of operations from

tprei : m ă i ă nu Y tinci : m ă i ă nu Y txi : m ă i ă nu Y tyiÝ̋1 : m ď i ă nu

Corollary 3.40 (top extension). Let D1 “ pN 1, C1q be a subdiagram of D “ pN, Cq, obtained by removing

the marker m “ minN and removing a top chord pm,m ` 1, nÝ̋2, nÝ̋1q P CzC1. Then the BCFW cell

of D is generated from the BCFW cell of D1 by an upper embedding, whose sequence of operations is

ynÝ̋2 ˝ ynÝ̋1 ˝ yn ˝ xm ˝ incm

Proof of Corollaries 3.38, 3.39 and 3.40. For all three claims, we consider a sequence of matrix oper-

ations that constructs the BCFW cell S of D. This sequence splits into a prefix that constructs the

BCFW cell S1 of D1, and a suffix that only contains operations in the given ranges. Thus, by applying

the prefix of the sequence we obtain S, and then we generate S1 from S as required.

For Corollary 3.38 we use Algorithm 3.10. This algorithm scans the diagram D right to left, such

that all heads and tails and markers in D1 are handled before those not in D1. Hence, if we stop it at

the right moment, then we have ran the algorithm for D1 and have generated S1. The exact ranges for

the remaining operations are straightforward to verify from the details of the algorithm.

Corollary 3.39 is shown similarly using Algorithm 3.32, which handles top chords from left to right,

each one together with its descendants. Hence it first generates S1, and then S by a sequence of operations

in the given ranges. For later reference, we mention additional properties of this sequence in case of a

single top chord pi, i` 1, j, j ` 1q in CzC1. It starts with pre operations followed by xj`1 ˝ xj ˝ yi`1 ˝ incj .

Afterwards, there are no yjÝ̋1 or yj, and only in the case i “ m ´ 1 there is one ym´1.

Finally, Corollary 3.40 is based on the fact that a cell with a single top chord is obtained by an upper

embedding. This follows from Remark 3.23 and the last case of Lemma 3.29. More explicitly, these

operations can be shown to produce the cell as in the end of the proof of Lemma 3.24.

4 Twistors and Functionaries

The points of the amplituhedron An,k,mpZq are k-dimensional spaces in the Grassmannian Grk,k`m.

Hence, they may be described by representative k ˆ pk ` mq full rank matrices, or by the Plücker
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coordinates of that Grassmannian. Arkani-Hamed and Trnka [AT14] introduced yet another set of

coordinates for the amplituhedron, the twistor coordinates, which take into account the positive matrix Z.

These coordinates were used by Arkani-Hamed, Thomas and Trnka [ATT18] to develop a combinatorial

and topological picture of the amplituhedron. Parisi, Sherman-Bennett and Williams [PSW21] used

them to characterize the Z-images of a large family of positroid cells giving triangulations of An,k,2.

4.1 Definitions

We start with some definitions and basic results stated for general m. Later, we focus on the case m “ 4

relevant to this paper, even where our treatment extends to other values of m. As before, our definitions

for t1, . . . , nu extend to general index sets N Ă N.

Let Z P Matąnˆpk`mq be a matrix with positive pk`mq ˆ pk`mq minors where k ă n and m ď n´k,

as in the definition of the amplituhedron An,k,mpZq. Denote the rows of Z by Z1, . . . , Zn P R
k`m. For a

point Y P Grk,k`m we also denote by Y a representative matrix in Matkˆpk`mq when its choice factors

out. When this matrix is written as Y “ rZpCq “ CZ, the convention is that both C and Z have

nonnegative determinants in their maximal minors, and in cases that determinants might be negative

we explicitly say so. Let Y1, . . . , Yk P R
k`m denote the rows of Y . The determinant of a square matrix

M is denoted by xMy.

Definition 4.1. Consider a matrix Z P Matnˆpk`mq and a representative matrix Y P Grk,k`m. For

every set I “ ti1, . . . , imu, such that 1 ď i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă im ď n, the Ith twistor coordinate of Y is the

determinant of the pk ` mq ˆ pk ` mq matrix whose rows are Y1, . . . , Yk, Zi1 , . . . , Zim . We write it using

any of the following notations:

xY ZIy “ xY1 . . . Yk Zi1 . . . Zimy “ xY Zi1 . . . Zimy “ xY i1i2 . . . imyZ

When Y or Z are fixed and understood from the context, we omit one or both of them and write,

for example, xi1i2 . . . imy. In the case k “ 0, the twistor xi1i2 . . . imy is simply the determinant of the

corresponding minor of Z.

Remark 4.2. Although the
`
n
m

˘
different twistors correspond to unordered subsets I P

`
rns
m

˘
, the order

of indices in a twistor xY i1i2 . . . imyZ is important, by the above definition as a determinant. In the

forthcoming, we occasionally use the freedom to write indices not in order, for example x1375y “ ´x1357y.

We also write twistors with repeating indices, for example x2466y “ 0.

The twistors coordinates xY Zi Zjy are instrumental in the study of triangulations of the m “ 2

amplituhedron [PSW21]. It turns out that in triangulations of the m “ 4 amplituhedron, sums of

products of twistors serve an important function. We hence give them the following name.

Definition 4.3. Let 0 ď m ď n. A functionary is a homogeneous polynomial in the
`
n
m

˘
twistors xY ZIy.

In more detail, a functionary is a real function of Y P Grk,k`m and Z P Matąnˆpk`mq of the form

F
´

xY ZIy : I P
`
rns
m

˘¯
:“ F

ˆ
pxIq

IP
`
rns
m

˘
˙ˇ̌

ˇ̌
xI“xY ZIy

where F is a homogeneous polynomial over R of degree d in the variables txI : I P
`
rns
m

˘
u, defined for all

applicable k P t0, . . . , n ´ mu.

Example 4.4. Here is a functionary of degree 3:

F “ xY 1234y xY 1256y xY 3489y ´ xY 1346y xY 1259y xY 2348y
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Definition 4.5. A functionary is pure if the multisets of indices occurring in all monomials are the

same. This multiset is called the type of the functionary. The multiplicity of an index i in denoted dipF q.

Example 4.6. The functionary from Example 4.4 is pure of type 112233445678. Its multiplicities are

pd1pF q, . . . , d9pF qq “ p2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1q. The functionary F 1 “ x1345y ` 1
8

x2345y is not pure.

Definition 4.7. For Y and Z of m “ 4, we use a special shorthand for the following two-term pure

quadratic functionary:

@@
i i1

ˇ̌
j j1

ˇ̌
h h1

ˇ̌
l
DD

Y,Z
“

@
Y i j j1 l

D
Z

@
Y i1 h h1 l

D
Z

´
@
Y i1 j j1 l

D
Z

@
Y i h h1 l

D
Z

where, in fact, Y and Z are always omitted from this notation.

Example 4.8.
@@

1 2
ˇ̌

4 5
ˇ̌

7 8
ˇ̌

9
DD

“ x1459y x2789y ´ x2459y x1789y

Remark 4.9. This functionary and similar ones have appeared in the literature before, for example

in [Lam15] and in [AM21]. It is most often applied with i1 “ i ` 1, j1 “ j ` 1, and h1 “ h ` 1.

Lemma 4.10. The following identity is straightforward from the Plücker relations.

@@
i i1

ˇ̌
j j1

ˇ̌
h h1

ˇ̌
l
DD

“ ´
@@

i i1
ˇ̌
h h1

ˇ̌
j j1

ˇ̌
l
DD

“
@@

j j1
ˇ̌
h h1

ˇ̌
i i1

ˇ̌
l
DD

“ ´
@@

h h1
ˇ̌
j j1

ˇ̌
i i1

ˇ̌
l
DD

“
@@

h h1
ˇ̌
i i1

ˇ̌
j j1

ˇ̌
l
DD

“ ´
@@

j j1
ˇ̌
i i1

ˇ̌
h h1

ˇ̌
l
DD

We conclude this introduction to the amplituhedron’s coordinates by recalling some well-known prop-

erties of twistors. First, we expand a twistor coordinate of a point in the amplituhedron in terms of

determinants in Z and Plücker coordinates of its preimage.

Lemma 4.11 (Lemma 3.6, [PSW21]). Consider a matrix Z P Matnˆpk`mq and two representative

matrices C P Grk,n and Y “ CZ P Grk,k`m. For every I P
`
rns
m

˘
, the Ith twistor coordinate is given by

xY ZIy “
ÿ

JPprns
k q

xCJy xZJ ZIy “
ÿ

JPprnszI
k q

spJ, Iq xCJy xZIYJy

where spJ, Iq “ p´1q |tpi, jq : i P I, j P J, i ă ju| .

We remark that this expansion is based on the Cauchy-Binet formula. The determinants of C are

simply the Plücker coordinates xCJy “ PJ pCq in the Grassmannian Grk,n. Note that I, J and I Y J are

unordered sets, and hence the rows of ZI , ZJ and ZIYJ are taken in increasing order. In the typical use

case, C and Z are nonnegative matrices, so the sign of the Jth term is spJ, Iq.

In the rest of Section 4 we focus on the case m “ 4 for the sake of simplicity. The following definition

concerns twistors made of consecutive pairs.

Definition 4.12. Let rZ : Grěk,n Ñ Grk,k`4 as before. The twistor coordinates of the form xi i`1 j j`1y

or x1 i i ` 1 ny are named boundary twistors.

We later show that the points in Grk,k`4 where a boundary twistor vanishes are the boundary of

the amplituhedron An,k,4pZq, as previously conjectured, see e.g. [ATT18]. The next lemma presents a

well-known fact, that boundary twistors have a constant sign on the amplituhedron.

Lemma 4.13 (e.g. [ATT18]). Let Z P Matąnˆpk`4q. For every C P Grěk,n

1. x rZpCq ZIy ě 0 for every set of four indices of the form I “ ti, i ` 1, j, j ` 1u.
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2. p´1qkx rZpCq ZIy ě 0 for every set of four indices of the form I “ t1, i, i ` 1, nu.

with equality if and only if the space C contains a nonzero vector supported on the four indices I.

Example 4.14. In A8,3,4 the twistors x1234y and x2367y are nonnegative, and x1348y is nonpositive.

Remark 4.15. As noted above, by writing x rZpCq ZIy we slightly abuse notation, as this requires

considering a specific nonnegative representative matrix C P Matěkˆn for C P Grěk,n, and interpreting its

image rZpCq “ CZ P Matk,k`m as the corresponding representative matrix of rZpCq P Grk,k`m. Here,

for example, the lemma holds regardless of the choice of C, though it is crucial to avoid a nonpositive

representative matrix C P Matďkˆn. We continue this abuse of notation in the rest of this section, where it

is also crucial to consider the same representative C in all the twistors that occur in a certain functionary

or claim.

Proof of Lemma 4.13. Both types of inequality follow from Lemma 4.11, noting that all the terms in the

sum have the same sign as stated. There is equality xi i¯1 j j¯1y “ 0 exactly when all these terms

vanish, which means that the Plücker coordinates xCJy “ 0 for every k columns J Ď rnszti, i¯1, j, j¯1u.

Equivalently, these n ´ 4 columns of C are not of full rank k. Since rankC “ k, this condition amounts

to the existence of a nonzero linear combination of C’s rows supported on ti, i¯1, j, j¯1u.

For general I, it depends on the choice of Z which points C P Grěk,n satisfy x rZpCq ZIy “ 0. However,

Lemma 4.13 shows that for some twistors this only depends on the preimage point C regardless of Z.

We denote these points as follows.

Definition 4.16. For n ě k ě 1, let

SBA “ SBA,n,k,4 “
!
C P Grěk,n : C X span tei, ei¯1, ej , ej¯1u ‰ t0u for some i and j

)

where ei P R
n is the ith unit vector.

Remark 4.17. It follows from the characterization by Plücker coordinates above, that for every n

and k the set SBA is a union of positroid cells, and is closed. For every Z P Matąnˆpk`4q it comprises

the points whose Z-image has a zero twistor coordinate of the form xi i¯1 j j¯1y. Also by the Plücker

characterization, for every positroid S Ď SBA there is a boundary twistor xi i¯1 j j¯1y that vanishes

on rZpSq.

We later show that SBA is the preimage of the boundary of the amplituhedron An,k,4pZq.

4.2 Promotion of Functionaries

We turn to analyze how twistors, and thereby functionaries, transform under the matrix operations pre,

inc, x, y, and ÐÑι , defined in Section 3.1. We start with the map prei : Grk,N Ñ Grk,NYtiu, which adds

a column of zeros at some new index i R N .

Lemma 4.18. Let C P Grěk,N and let Z P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`4s where i R N and k ě 0. For every

I “ ti1, i2, i3, i4u Ď N ,

x rZNpCq pZN qIy “ x rZppreiCq ZIy

Here we use the notation rZN : Grěk,N Ñ Grěk,k`4 for the map induced from right multiplication

C ÞÑ CZN , where ZN P MatąNˆrk`4s is obtained from Z by deleting the ith row. The lemma follows

from ppreiCqZ “ CZN and ZI “ pZN qI .

We mainly use this lemma and similar ones in order to keep track of the signs of functionaries under

the matrix operations. We first define an abbreviated notation for a functionary having a fixed sign at

a point, and then state an immediate corollary of Lemma 4.18 as another lemma.
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Definition 4.19. Let C P Grk,N for a finite N Ă N and k ě 0, let F pxI : I P
`
N
4

˘
q be a functionary, and

let s P t´1,`1u. We say that F has a fixed sign s at C, and write

signF
´

x rZpCq ZIy : I P
`
N
4

˘¯
“ s

if this evaluation of F at rZpCq has the same sign s for every Z P MatąNˆrk`4s. If the sign depends on Z

then we say that F does not have a fixed sign at C. Note that in this definition Z is not a given matrix,

and its dimensions are understood from the context.

Lemma 4.20. Let C P Grěk,N and i R N , and let F pxI : I P
`
N
4

˘
q be a homogeneous polynomial. If

signF px rZpCq ZIy : I P
`
N
4

˘
q “ s P t˘1u, then signF px rZppreiCq ZIy : I P

`
N
4

˘
q “ s.

The next matrix operation is inci : Grk,N Ñ Grk`1,NYtiu, which adds a unit vector at a new coordi-

nate i R N . For a representative matrix C P MatěrksˆN
, without loss of generality we insert the ith unit

vector as the last row. The resulting representative matrix is inci;k`1 C P Matěrk`1sˆpNYtiuq where the

columns after i are negated.

The next lemma analyzes how the twistor coordinates of rZpCq translate to those of rZpinci Cq. This

requires a certain “projection” of Z P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`5s to another positive matrix Z
 j
 i P MatąNˆrk`4s.

Lemma 4.21. Let C P Grěk,N and Z P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`5s where i R N and k ě 0, and let j P rk ` 5s such

that Zj
i ‰ 0. For every I “ ti1, i2, i3, i4u Ď N ,

x rZ j
 i pCq pZ j

 i qIy “ p´1q|IXris| x rZpinciCq ZIy

where the matrix Z
 j
 i P MatąNˆprk`5sztjuq is defined by

pZ j
 i qqp “ p´1qδrpăis`δrqăjs

˜
Zq
p ´

Z
q
i Z

j
p

Z
j
i

¸
pZj

i qδrq“j¯1s

Proof. First, we interpret the formula defining Z
 j
 i . As Z

j
i ‰ 0, we subtract multiples of Zi from all

other rows Zp to cancel Zj
p and make this column vanish for p P N . The sign in the beginning means

that we negate all rows before i, and again negate all columns before j. Since p P N and q P rk ` 5sztju

the ith row and jth column of Z are actually deleted. The last factor multiplies some arbitrary column

j¯1 by the removed entry Z
j
i . As an illustration, if Zi “ p1, 0, 0, . . . , 0q then we just delete the ith row

and 1st column, and negate the rows before i. This example may be regarded as a generic case, since

Grk`1,k`5 can always be rotated by composing a suitable pk ` 5q ˆ pk ` 5q matrix on Z, to turn Zi into

a unit vector. As before, rZ j
 i denotes the induced map from Grěk,N to Grk,k`4.

Examine the maximal determinants in the resulting matrix Z
 j
 i . Let J P

`
N

k`4

˘
. The factors

p´1qδrpăis`δrqăjs contributes p´1qj`|JXris|, while the column multiplied by pZj
i qδrq“j¯1s contributes Z

j
i .

The remaining matrix pZq
p ´ Z

q
i Z

j
p{Zj

i q is exactly the pi, jq minor of ZJYtiu after subtraction of Zi from

other rows. On the other hand, this subtraction does not affect the determinant of ZJYtiu, so the

Laplace expansion by the column j expresses it as the same pi, jq minor multiplied by p´1qj`|JXris|Zj
i .

In conclusion, both maximal determinants are given by the same product, hence xZJYtiuy “ xpZ j
 i qJy.

The lemma follows by applying Lemma 4.11 back and forth. Note that all maximal determinants of

inci C vanish unless one of their k ` 1 columns is Ci. Therefore, we restrict the summation to terms of

the form J Y tiu.

x rZpincipCqq ZIy “
ÿ

JPpNzI
k q

spJ Y tiu, Iq xpinci CqJYtiuy xZIYJYtiuy

“
ÿ

JPpNzI
k q

spJ, Iq p´1q|IXris| xCJy xpZ j
 i qIYJy

“ p´1q|IXris| x rZ j
 i pCq pZ j

 i qIy
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The second line is obtained by the definitions of the sign spJ, Iq and the map inci, together with the

identity of determinants shown above. Finally, note that this calculation holds in the case k “ 0 as well,

when there is a single term J “ ∅, and the 0 ˆ 0 determinant xCJy “ 1 by convention.

Lemma 4.21 has the following useful corollary for functionaries.

Lemma 4.22. Let C P Grěk,N and i R N , and let F pxI : I P
`
N
4

˘
q be a homogeneous polynomial. If

signF px rZpCq ZIy : I P
`
N
4

˘
q “ s P t˘1u, then signF pp´1q|IXris|x rZpinciCq ZIy : I P

`
N
4

˘
q “ s.

Proof. If Z P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`5s is a positive matrix, let j P rk ` 5s be such that Z
j
i ‰ 0. As shown in

the proof of the previous lemma, xZJYtiuy “ xpZ j
 i qJy for all J P

`
N

k`4

˘
, hence Z

 j
 i P MatąNˆrk`4s is a

positive matrix as well. Thus F pp´1q|IXris|x rZpinciCq ZIy : I P
`
N
4

˘
q “ F px rZ j

 i pCq pZ j
 i qIy : I P

`
N
4

˘
q has

the given fixed sign s.

Example 4.23. If C P Grěk,1235678 is such that x rZpCq 1 3 5 6y x rZpCq 2 5 6 7y ą 0 for all positive 7ˆ pk`4q

matrices Z, then x rZpinc4Cq 1 3 5 6y x rZpinc4Cq 2 5 6 7y ă 0 for all positive 8 ˆ pk ` 5q matrices Z.

We continue with the two matrix operations xk
i ptq, yki ptq : Grěk,N Ñ Grěk,N , which add to some

column a t-multiple of an adjacent column, usually applied with t P p0,8q. Recall from Definition 3.4

that these maps act as right multiplication C ÞÑ C ¨ rxiptqs by N ˆ N matrices. These matrices are

rxiptqs “ IdN ` tEi¯1
i and ryiptqs “ IdN ` tEi

i¯1, with the “overflow” exception that if i “ maxN and

k is even then tEminN
maxN or tEmaxN

minN is subtracted rather than added. The following lemma examines the

effect of these transformations on the twistor coordinates.

Lemma 4.24. Let C P Grěk,N and Z P MatąNˆrk`4s for some N and k ě 0. For t P r0,8q and i P N let

Z 1 “ rxiptqsZ and Z2 “ ryiptqsZ. For every I “ ti1, i2, i3, i4u Ď N ,

A
rZ 1pCq Z 1I

E
“

A
rZpxiptqCq ZI

E
` δri P I, i¯1 R Isp´1qpk´1qδri“maxNs t

A
rZpxiptqCq ZIYti¯1uztiu

E

A
rZ2pCq Z2I

E
“

A
rZpyiptqCq ZI

E
` δri R I, i¯1 P Isp´1qpk´1qδri“maxNs t

A
rZpyiptqCq ZIYtiuzti¯1u

E

Proof. The positivity of Z 1 and Z2 follows from the positivity of Z and t ě 0, for the same reasons

that the nonnegativity of C is preserved under xi and yi. Note that this argument relies on the sign

coefficient p´1qk´1 “ p´1qk`4´1 in the overflow case i “ maxN . Hence the induced maps rZ 1 and rZ2
are well-defined from Grěk,N to Grk,k`4.

The first k rows of the determinants on the left are rZ 1pCq “ C ¨rxiptqs¨Z “ pxiptqCq¨Z “ rZpxiptqCq by

the associativity of matrix multiplication. Every row j ‰ i remains Z 1j “ Zj while Z 1i “ Zi ˘ tZi¯1, with

subtraction if and only if k is even and i “ maxN . If i R I then clearly ZI “ Z 1I and the claim follows. If

both i P I and i¯1 P I then ZI and Z 1I differ by a unimodular row operation, so xY Z 1Iy “ xY ZIy. The

remaining case that i P I and i¯1 R I gives rise to the additional term ˘t x rZpxiptqCq ZIYti¯1uztiuy by

the linearity of the determinant in each row. The argument for yi is analogous, where Z2i¯1 “ Zi¯1 ˘ tZi

and the exceptional case is that i R I and i¯1 P I.

Example 4.25. Take C P Grěk,n and Z P Matąnˆpk`4q and i “ 3. Let Z 1 “ rx3ptqsZ as in the lemma,

and denote Y “ rZ 1pCq “ rZpx3ptqCq.

xY Z 12 Z
1
5 Z

1
6 Z

1
7y “ xY Z2 Z5 Z6Z7y

xY Z 12 Z
1
3 Z

1
4 Z

1
7y “ xY Z2 Z3 Z4Z7y

xY Z 12 Z
1
3 Z

1
6 Z

1
7y “ xY Z2 Z3 Z6Z7y ` t xY Z2 Z4 Z6 Z7y

xY Z 12 Z
1
4 Z

1
6 Z

1
7y “ xY Z2 Z4 Z6Z7y
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As in the previous matrix operations, we state the following useful corollary for functionaries. Unlike

the previous cases, here the resulting functionary computed at Y “ rZpxiptqCq depends on the preimages

in the Grassmannian via the real parameter t. In some cases where we use this Lemma, t is expressible

using xY ZIy twistors as well.

Lemma 4.26. Let C P Grěk,N , i P N , and t P p0,8q, and let F pxI : I P
`
N
4

˘
q be a homogeneous

polynomial. If signF px rZpCq ZIy : I P
`
N
4

˘
q “ s P t˘1u, then the functionaries

F
´

x rZpxiptqCq ZIy ` δri P I, i¯1 R Isp´1qpk´1qδri“maxNs t x rZpxiptqCq ZIYti¯1uztiuy : I P
`
N
4

˘¯

F
´

x rZpyiptqCq ZIy ` δri R I, i¯1 P Isp´1qpk´1qδri“maxNs t x rZpyiptqCq ZIYtiuzti¯1uy : I P
`
N
4

˘¯

have the same fixed sign s.

Remark 4.27. For every even m, twistors and functionaries of An,k,mpZq transform similarly to the

above lemmas, under the application of the matrix operations pre, inc, x and y to a preimage C P Grěk,n
under Z P Matąnˆpk`mq. The situation is different for odd m only in the overflow case, where xnptq or

ynptq acts on the last and first columns. While the matrix rxk
nptqs “ Idn ` p´1qpk´1q tEn

1 preserves the

nonnegativity of C, a different matrix rxk
np´tqs “ Idn ` p´1qpk`m´1q tEn

1 is required in order to preserve

the positivity of Z.

We proceed to the matrix operation ÐÑι i,l,rpt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , srq : Grěk´1,N Ñ Grě
k,NYtiu, given in

Definition 3.6. Since ÐÑι i,l,r composes a sequence of xi¯j and yiÝ̋j on inci, it transforms functionaries as

in the above analysis of these operations. Thus, the resulting functionaries depend on the real parameters

t1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , sr. We first analyze the effect of ÐÑι i,l,r for m “ 4 and any l and r, though later we

focus on the case that l ` r “ 4 as well.

Lemma 4.28. Let C P Grěk´1,N , i R N , l ě 0 and r ě 0 for l`r ď |N |, pt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , srq P p0,8ql`r,

and let F pxI : I P
`
N
4

˘
q be a homogeneous polynomial. If signF px rZpCq ZIy : I P

`
N
4

˘
q “ s P t˘1u, then

signF
´

p´1q|IXris|
A

rZ pÐÑι i,l,r pt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , srq Cq Z 1I

E
: I P

`
N
4

˘¯
“ s

when multilinearly expanded as a functionary with respect to Z P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`4s via

Z 1 “ rxips1qs ¨ rxi¯1ps2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rxi¯pr´1qpsrqs ¨ ryiÝ̋1pt1qs ¨ ryiÝ̋2pt2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ ryiÝ̋lptlqs ¨ Z

Proof. Let Z P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`4s. Using the definition of ÐÑι i,l,r, the relation between Z and Z 1, and the

associativity of matrix multiplication, write the twistors of ÐÑι i,l,rpCq in the lemma as x rZ 1pinci Cq Z 1Iy.

The matrix Z 1 P MatąpNYtiuqˆrk`4s is positive as argued in Lemma 4.24 for a single xi operation. Hence

the expression in the lemma has the same sign s by Lemma 4.22.

It is left to show that this expression is a functionary with respect to Z. The four rows of every Z 1I are

linear combinations of the rows of Z. Hence every twistor xY Z 1Iy can be expanded linearly, successively

in each of the four rows, and expressed as a linear combination of twistors of the form xY ZJy. Repeating

for all twistors in F , we obtain a functionary at ÐÑι i,l,rpCq with respect to Z as required.

In more detail, and for later reference, we spell out the relation of rows of Z 1 to rows of Z. These are

used below when computing the functionaries that arise from this lemma. First, note that

Z 1j “ Zj j R tiÝ̋pl ´ 1q, . . . , i¯pr ´ 1qu

Z 1iÝ̋j “ ZiÝ̋j ˘ tj`1 Z
1
iÝ̋pj`1q 0 ă j ă l

Z 1i¯j “ Zi¯j ˘ sj`1 Z
1
i¯pj`1q 0 ă j ă r

Z 1i “ Zi ˘ t1 Z
1
iÝ̋1 ˘ s1 Z

1
i¯1
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where the ˘ sign is ` in the consecutive case, and p´1qk´1 in the overflow case, i.e., when the two

row indices are minpN Y tiuq and maxpN Y tiuq. The formula for Z 1iÝ̋j follows from the application of

ryiÝ̋pj`1qptj`1qs on Z. The added term is specifically Z 1
iÝ̋pj`1q rather than ZiÝ̋pj`1q because of a previous

application of ryiÝ̋pj`2qptj`2qs. The formula for Z 1i¯j similarly follows from rxi¯jpsj`1qs. The case of Z 1i
follows from both rxips1qs and ryiÝ̋1pt1qs.

From these recursive relations, we can expand every row Z 1j as a linear combination of the rows of Z

as follows:

Z 1iÝ̋l “ ZiÝ̋l

Z 1iÝ̋pl´1q “ ZiÝ̋pl´1q ˘ tl ZiÝ̋l

Z 1iÝ̋pl´2q “ ZiÝ̋pl´2q ˘ tl´1 ZiÝ̋pl´1q ˘ tl´1tl ZiÝ̋l

...

Z 1iÝ̋1 “ ZiÝ̋1 ˘ t2 ZiÝ̋2 ˘ t2t3 ZiÝ̋3 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ pt2t3 ¨ ¨ ¨ tlqZiÝ̋l

where the sign of the term ˘Zp in the expansion of Z 1q is ` unless k is even and p ą q. Similarly,

Z 1i¯r “ Zi¯r

Z 1i¯pr´1q “ Zi¯pr´1q ˘ sr Zi¯r

Z 1i¯pr´2q “ Zi¯pr´2q ˘ sr´1 Zi¯pr´1q ˘ sr´1sr Zi¯r

...

Z 1i¯1 “ Zi¯1 ˘ s2 Zi¯2 ˘ s2s3 Zi¯3 ˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ ps2s3 ¨ ¨ ¨ srqZi¯r

where the sign of the term ˘Zp in the expansion of Z 1q is ` unless k is even and p ă q. Finally,

Z 1i “ Zi ˘ t1 ZiÝ̋1 ˘ t1t2 ZiÝ̋2 ˘ . . . ˘ pt1t2 ¨ ¨ ¨ tlqZiÝ̋l

˘ s1Zi¯1 ˘ s1s2 Zi¯2 ˘ . . . ˘ ps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ srqZi¯r

where ˘ is p´1qk´1 for terms with index iÝ̋j ą i or i¯j ă i, and ` otherwise.

Expanding each twistor using these combinations for its four Z 1I rows, we obtain a functionary of
ÐÑι i,l,rpCq with respect to Z as claimed above.

Remark 4.29. Let I “ ti1, i2, i3, i4u Ă N Y tiu. In the setting of Lemma 4.28, we point to some cases

in which the expansion of xY Z 1Iy in the twistors xY ZJy can be simplified.

1. If tiÝ̋p, iÝ̋qu Ă I for 0 ď p ă q ď l, truncate the expansion of Z 1iÝ̋p from the term ZiÝ̋q.

2. If ti¯p, i¯qu Ă I for 0 ď p ă q ď r, truncate the expansion of Z 1i¯p from the term Zi¯q.

3. If tiÝ̋p, iÝ̋pp ` 1qu Ă I for 0 ă p ă l, then replace Z 1iÝ̋p by ZiÝ̋p.

4. If ti¯p, i¯pp ` 1qu Ă I for 0 ă p ă r, then replace Z 1i¯p by Zi¯p.

5. If tiÝ̋l, . . . , i, . . . , i¯ruzI “ tiÝ̋l1, . . . , i, . . . , i¯r1u for some l1, r1 ě 0 then xY Z 1Iy “ xY ZIy.

Proof. The first two cases follow from the general formulas for Z 1j in the proof of Lemma 4.28, noting

that twistors where Z 1iÝ̋q or Z 1i¯q appears twice must vanish. The remaining are special cases.

The functionary generated by ÐÑι i,l,r in Lemma 4.28 contains the parameters t1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , sr in

the coefficients of twistors. Apparently, these coefficients depend not only on the point Y P An,k,4 but

also on its preimage ÐÑι i,l,rpt1, . . . , srqC P Grěk,n. A key step in the promotion of functionaries is that

when l ` r ď 4 these variables can generically be recovered from the twistor coordinates of Y .
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Lemma 4.30. Let C “ ÐÑι i,l,rpt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , srqC 1 P Grěk,N for some t1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , sr P R and

some C 1 P Grě
k´1,Nztiu such that i P N and l ` r ď 4. Let J “ tj1, j2, j3, j4, j5u Ď N be such that

tiÝ̋l, . . . , i, . . . , i¯ru Ď J . Then, for every Z P MatąNˆrk`4s,

tj “
´

@
CZ ZJztiÝ̋ju

D
@
CZ ZJztiÝ̋pj´1qu

D p´1qpk´1qδriÝ̋j“maxNs 1 ď j ď l

sj “
´

@
CZ ZJzti¯ju

D
@
CZ ZJzti¯pj´1qu

D p´1qpk´1qδri¯j“minNs 1 ď j ď r

as long as the denominators are nonzero.

These formulas follow by comparing the two determinants, noting that one row of CZ gives essentially

ZiÝ̋pj´1q ` tj ZiÝ̋j . We omit further details, and instead state the following lemma, which formulates

the relation between variables and twistors suitably for our purposes.

Lemma 4.31. Let C “ ÐÑι i,l,4´lpt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , s4´lqC
1 P Grěk,N for some C 1 P Grě

k´1,Nztiu where

i P N , and pt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , s4´lq P p0,8q4. Denote J “ tj1, j2, j3, j4, j5u “ tiÝ̋l, . . . , i, . . . , i¯p4 ´ lqu

in this order. If j1 ă j5 then for every Z P MatąNˆrk`4s the vector

´
`x rZpCq ZJztj1uy, ´x rZpCq ZJztj2uy, `x rZpCq ZJztj3uy,´x rZpCq ZJztj4uy,`x rZpCq ZJztj5uy

¯

is a nonnegative scalar multiple of the vector

´
pt1t2 ¨ ¨ ¨ tlq, . . . , t1t2, t1, 1, s1, s1s2, . . . , ps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ s4´lq

¯
P R

5

If j5 ă j1 then the same holds where each ˘x rZpCq ZJztjhuy is multiplied by p´1qk |tminN,...,j5uztjhu|.

Example 4.32. On the image of rZ ˝ ÐÑι 5,2,2pt1, t2, s1, s2q in A7,k,4pZq,

p`x4567y,´x3567y,`x3467y,´x3457y,`x3456yq 9 pt1t2, t1, 1, s1, s1s2q

Example 4.33. On the image of rZ ˝ ÐÑι 1,3,1pt1, t2, t3, s1q in A7,k,4pZq,

p`x1267y,´x1257y,`x1256y,´p´1qkx2567y,`p´1qkx1567yq 9 pt1t2t3, t1t2, t1, 1, s1q

Specializing Lemma 4.31 even to one coordinate, it already shows that certain twistors are either

nonnegative or nonpositive on some parts of the amplituhedron, such as x3567y, x3457y, x1257y, and

x2567y in the above examples. The other twistors in these examples have a constant sign on the ampli-

tuhedron by Lemma 4.13. We remark that Lemma 4.31 easily generalizes to all even m, with ÐÑι i,l,m´l

and |J | “ m ` 1, and also to odd m in the case j1 ă jm`1.

The proof of Lemma 4.31 is given below, using the following observation from linear algebra, which

is stated as a separate lemma for later use.

Lemma 4.34. Let k,m ě 1 and let Y P Mat˚kˆpk`mq and Z P Mat˚pm`1qˆpk`mq be two matrices of full

rank. If at least one of the m ` 1 determinants

xY Z2 Z3 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zm`1y, xY Z1 Z3 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zm`1y, . . . , xY Z1 Z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zmy

is nonzero, then spanpY1, . . . , Ykq X spanpZ1, . . . , Zm`1q is a one-dimensional space, spanned by

m`1ÿ

j“1

p´1qj´1 xY Z1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zj´1 Zj`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zm`1yZj
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Proof. Since one of the m` 1 determinants is nonzero, the space spanpY1, . . . , Yk, Z1, . . . , Zm`1q is of full

dimension k`m. The matrices Y and Z have full ranks k and m` 1 respectively, and it follows that the

subspace spanpY1, . . . , Ykq X spanpZ1, . . . , Zm`1q is exactly one-dimensional. Consider a nonzero vector

in this intersection:
kÿ

i“1

aiYi “
m`1ÿ

j“1

bjZj

For p, q P rm`1s, apply to both sides the linear functional fpqpuq “ xY Zrm`1sztp,qu uy. Since fpqpYiq “ 0

for every i P rks, and fpqpZjq “ 0 for every j R tp, qu,

0 “ bp fpqpZpq ` bqfpqpZqq

Hence, the ratios between the coefficients b1, . . . , bm`1 are given by

bp

bq
“ ´

xY Zrm`1sztp,qu Zqy

xY Zrm`1sztp,qu Zpy
“ p´1qp´q

xY Zrm`1sztpuy

xY Zrm`1sztquy

The claim follows by starting from any bq ‰ 0.

Proof of Lemma 4.31. First consider the case j1 ă j5. The point C P Grk,N is as usual regarded as a

nonnegative representative k ˆ N matrix. Since C arises from ÐÑι i,l,4´l it contains a row Ck with the

five nonzero entries

CJ
k “

´
pt1t2 ¨ ¨ ¨ tlq, . . . , t1t2, t1, 1, s1, s1s2, . . . , ps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ s4´lq

¯

Therefore, the image Y “ rZpCq contains the corresponding row

Yk “ pCZqk “ C
j1
k Zj1 ` C

j2
k Zj2 ` C

j3
k Zj3 ` C

j4
k Zj4 ` C

j5
k Zj5 P R

k`4

The 5 ˆ pk` 4q matrix ZJ has a full rank by the positivity of Z, and so does the kˆ pk` 4q matrix Y .

By Lemma 4.34, the five twistors

´
`xY j2 j3 j4 j5yZ , ´xY j1 j3 j4 j5yZ , `xY j1 j2 j4 j5yZ , ´xY j1 j2 j3 j5yZ , `xY j1 j2 j3 j4yZ

¯

are proportional to the coefficients Cj1
k , . . . , C

j5
k . Also, if these twistors all vanish then the required claim

holds as well, where the proportion equals zero. Otherwise, the proportion is positive because the first

term pt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tlq ą 0 while the first twistor xY j2 j3 j4 j5y is nonnegative by Lemma 4.13.

The overflow case j5 ă j1 is similar with some sign adjustments. In exactly one of the two intervals

J 1 “ tj1, . . . ,maxNu or J2 “ tminN, . . . , j5u, the coefficients C
jh
k gain a factor of p´1qk´1 due to an xj

or yj operation. Thus, by Lemma 4.34, the vector pCj1
k , . . . , C

j5
k q is proportional to the same five twistors

with some ˘ signs, that still alternate within each of the two parts. The row reordering that rewrites

xY j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , jh´1 jh`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ j5y as xY Jztjhuy contributes another p´1q factor to the twistors in either J 1

or J2, depending on parity. Note that the parity of |J2ztjhu| detects exactly whether jh P J 1 or J2. In

conclusion, the ratio p´1qh´1p´1qk|J
2ztjhu|xY Jztjhuy {Cjh

k is equal to a single proportionality constant

for all h P t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u, which is again nonnegative by the two cases of Lemma 4.13.

We return to the setting of Lemma 4.28, which analyzes the evolution of a functionary F under the

matrix operation ÐÑι i,l,rpt1, . . . , srq. In the case l ` r “ 4, the output matrix has a row with five nonzero

entries, and one can apply Lemma 4.31 in order to decouple the resulting functionary from the apparent

dependence on the parameters t1, . . . , s4´l. The following lemma gives formulas that generically let us

express this functionary only in terms of twistors of the image under rZ.
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Lemma 4.35. Let Y “ rZpÐÑι i,l,4´lpt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , s4´lq Cq for some C P Grě
k´1,Nztiu where i R N and

Z P MatąNˆrk`4s. Then, the rows of the matrix

Z 1 “ rxips1qs ¨ rxi¯1ps2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rxi¯p3´lqps4´lqs ¨ ryiÝ̋1pt1qs ¨ ryiÝ̋2pt2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ ryiÝ̋lptlqs ¨ Z

satisfy the following formulas, regardless of the nonnegative variables pt1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , s4´lq.

1. If j “ iÝ̋l or j “ i¯p4 ´ lq or j R J “ tiÝ̋l, . . . , i¯p4 ´ lqu then Z 1j “ Zj.

2. If iÝ̋l ď j ď iÝ̋1 then

xY ZJztjuyZ
1
j “ xY ZJztjuyZj ´ xY ZJztjÝ̋1uyZjÝ̋1 ` . . . ˘ xY ZJztiÝ̋luyZiÝ̋l

3. If i¯1 ď j ď i¯p4 ´ lq then

xY ZJztjuyZ
1
j “ xY ZJztjuyZj ´ xY ZJztj¯1uyZj¯1 ` . . . ˘ xY ZJzti¯p4´lquyZi¯p4´lq

Proof. These relations follow immediately from those derived in the proof of Lemma 4.28. The case

Z 1j “ Zj is only restated. The second case is obtained by replacing the coefficients 1, tj`1, tj`1tj`2, . . .

with proportional twistors, supplied by Lemma 4.31. The third case is similarly obtained by replacing

the coefficients 1, sj`1, sj`1sj`2, . . . , psj`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s4´lq.

We note that a combined formula holds for Z 1i and it is omitted from this lemma. Also the overflow

cases are similar with possible sign adjustments, as derived in the proofs of Lemmas 4.28 and 4.31, and

not repeated here.

The upshot of Lemma 4.35 is the following procedure for analyzing the effect of ÐÑι i,l,4´l on twistors

and functionaries. Suppose that a functionary F of fixed sign at C is given, and we are interested in the

consequences for Y “ rZpÐÑι i,l,4´lpt1, . . . , s4´lqCq. Then, express F using twistors of the form xY Z 1Iy as

in Lemma 4.28. Suppose also that the twistor xY ZJztjuy is nonzero for each Z 1j in this expression. This

depends in general on the given point C, though though usually sufficient to verify for one of five twistors,

by Lemma 4.31. Then, expand each xY Z 1Iy as a rational function in twistors of Z using Lemma 4.35.

Usually the product of twistors in the denominator has a fixed and computable sign, by Lemma 4.31.

Then, multiply by these twistors to obtain a functionary, only with twistor of Y and Z, that has a known

fixed sign. This procedure is demonstrated by Examples 4.37, 4.38, and 4.40 below.

Remark 4.36. Recall Definition 4.5 of a pure functionary, where the multiplicity of every occurring

index is the same in all monomials. The promotion F 1 of a pure functionary F under ÐÑι i,l,4´l is also pure,

with a different type. If one applies Lemma 4.35 with J “ tj1, j2, j3, j4, j5u “ tiÝ̋l, . . . , i, . . . , i¯p4 ´ lqu

then the degree of F 1 is larger than the degree of F by
ř

jPJ djpF q. In this case, the multiplicity of each

j R J stays djpF 1q “ djpF q, and the multiplicity of each j P J becomes djpF 1q “
ř

jPJztiu djpF q. Using

Remark 4.29, one may reduce the degree and multiplicities. See the examples below.

In conclusion, the results of this section let us compute new functionaries from given ones. Let F be

a pure functionary that has a fixed sign at some point or some cell in the nonnegative Grassmannian. In

many cases, Lemmas 4.20, 4.22, 4.26, 4.28, 4.30, 4.31 and 4.35 let us compute new pure functionaries of

fixed sign on its image under the matrix operations prei, inci, xi, yi, and ÐÑι i,l,4´l. We call the resulting

functionary the promotion of F .
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4.3 Lower and Upper Embeddings

Recall the upper embedding ÐÑι 1,3,1 and the lower embedding ÐÑι n´2,2,2 from Definition 3.7. In this section

we analyze some important cases of promotion of twistors and functionaries under these operations. It

is helpful to first illustrate the procedure with a specific example.

Example 4.37. Let C 1 P Grěk´1,234567 and suppose that the functionary x3 4 5 7y has a fixed sign `1

at C 1. This means that x rZpC 1qZ3 Z4 Z5 Z7y ą 0 for all Z P Matą234567ˆrk`3s, which is for example the

case if it arises from C 1 “ pre6 C
2, by Lemmas 4.13 and 4.20. Suppose also that we are interested in the

upper embedding C “ ÐÑι 1,3,1pt, t1, t2, sqC 1 for all pt, t1, t2, sq P p0,8q4.

Lemma 4.28 says that also x rZpCqZ 13 Z
1
4 Z

1
5 Z

1
7y is a functionary of fixed sign `1, when expanded in

rows of Z P Matą1234567ˆrk`4s using the relation Z 1 “ rx1psqs ¨ ry7ptqs ¨ ry6pt1qs ¨ ry5pt2qs ¨ Z. By the first

case of Lemma 4.35, we obtain Z 13 “ Z3, Z 14 “ Z4, and Z 15 “ Z5. The second case yields
A

rZpCq 1 2 5 6
E
Z 17 “

A
rZpCq 1 2 5 6

E
Z7 ´

A
rZpCq 1 2 5 7

E
Z6 `

A
rZpCq 1 2 6 7

E
Z5

Substituting the Z 1j in the functionary, we obtain

A
rZpCq 1 2 5 6

E A
rZpCqZ 13 Z

1
4 Z

1
5 Z

1
7

E
“

A
rZpCq 1 2 5 6

E A
rZpCq 3 4 5 7

E
´

A
rZpCq 1 2 5 7

E A
rZpCq 3 4 5 6

E

Note that the third terms drops since x3 4 5 5y “ 0, which demonstrates a case of Remark 4.29. The

twistor x1 2 5 6y is nonnegative by Lemma 4.13. If C is such that this twistor is strictly positive at C, then

the above expression is nonzero. In conclusion, the promotion of x3 4 5 7y under the upper embedding
ÐÑι 1,3,1 is x1 2 5 6y x3 4 5 7y´x1 2 5 7y x3 4 5 6y, and it has the same fixed sign. By Definition 4.7 it is written

also as
@@

6 7
ˇ̌

1 2
ˇ̌

3 4
ˇ̌

5
DD

, or as
@@

1 2
ˇ̌

3 4
ˇ̌

6 7
ˇ̌

5
DD

by Lemma 4.10.

Example 4.38. Consider a point C in image of the lower embedding

ÐÑι n´2,2,2pt1, t2, s1, s2q : Grě
k´1,rnsztn´2u Ñ Grě

k,rns

for any positive t1, t2, s1, s2. Let Y “ rZpCq where Z P Matąnˆpk`4q may be any such matrix. We assume

throughout this example that C is such that xY n´3 n´2 n´1 nyZ ‰ 0, and omit Y and Z from all

twistor notations. By Lemma 4.31, the following vectors are positively proportional.
¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˝

xn´3 n´2 n´1 ny

´xn´4 n´2 n´1 ny

xn´4 n´3 n´1 ny

´xn´4 n´3 n´2 ny

xn´4 n´3 n´2 n´1y

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˝

t2t1

t1

1

s1

s1s2

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

Suppose that at some preimage of C under ÐÑι n´2,2,2pt1, t2, s1, s2q the twistor xj j`1 n´3 ny has a fixed

sign s, for some j P t1, . . . , n ´ 5u. Since |tj, j ` 1, n ´ 3, nu X rn ´ 2s| “ 3, Lemma 4.28 gives

sign
@
Y Z 1j Z 1j`1 Z 1n´3 Z 1n

D
“ ´s

when regarded as a functionary at Y “ rZpCq after expanding rows of Z 1 in rows of Z. By the formulas

derived in that lemma, Z 1j “ Zj , Z 1j`1 “ Zj`1, Z 1n “ Zn, and Z 1n´3 “ Zn´3 ` t2Zn´4. The latter is

written in twistors using Lemma 4.35 as

xn´4 n´2 n´1 nyZ 1n´3 “ xn´4 n´2 n´1 nyZn´3 ´ xn´3 n´2 n´1 nyZn´4

By the above proportional vectors, xn´4 n´2 n´1 ny ă 0 at Y for every Z, hence

sign xn´4 n´2 n´1 ny
@
Z 1j Z 1j`1 Z 1n´3 Z 1n

D
“ s
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We use the above relations between Z 1 and Z to expand this expression, and find the following functionary

with respect to Z that has the fixed sign s at C.

xn´4 n´2 n´1 ny
@
Z 1j Z 1j`1 Z 1n´3 Z 1n

D

“
@
Z 1j Z 1j`1 xn´4 n´2 n´1 nyZ 1n´3 Z 1n

D

“
@
Zj Zj`1

`
xn´4 n´2 n´1 nyZn´3 ´ xn´3 n´2 n´1 nyZn´4

˘
Zn

D

“ xn´4 n´2 n´1 ny xj j`1 n´3 ny ´ xn´3 n´2 n´1 ny xj j`1 n´4 ny

“
@@

n´4 n´3
ˇ̌
n´2 n´1

ˇ̌
j j`1

ˇ̌
n

DD

“
@@

j j`1
ˇ̌
n´4 n´3

ˇ̌
n´2 n´1

ˇ̌
n

DD

Note that this derivation covers also the extremal case j “ n´ 5, where the index n´ 4 repeats twice in

the result. In this case, xj j`1n´4ny “ 0, and the second term drops. Equivalently, Remark 4.29 lets

us replace Z 1n´3 directly by Zn´3 in this case, and learn that signxn´5n´4n´3ny “ ´s at C.

One use case of this derivation is when the preimage of C has a column of zeros at the position n´ 1.

In other words, for some C 1 and C2,

C “ ÐÑι n´2,2,2pt1, t2, s1, s2qC 1 C 1 “ pren´1 C
2 C2 P Grě

k´1,rnsztn´1,n´2u

By Lemma 4.13, sign xj j`1n´3ny “ `1 at C2 for every j, and also at C 1 using Lemma 4.20. Therefore,

the quadratic functionary
@@

j j`1
ˇ̌
n´4 n´3

ˇ̌
n´2 n´1

ˇ̌
n

DD
is nonnegative at every such C.

Example 4.39. We focus on the special case k “ 1 of the previous example, where the promotion is

applied on a 0 ˆ pn ´ 1q matrix. We demonstrate with direct calculations that there is no exception in

this case. After ÐÑι n´2,2,2 the resulting 1ˆn matrix C has the form p0, . . . , 0, an´4, an´3, an´2, an´1, anq,

which is the domino matrix of a single chord from pn´4, n´3q to pn´2, n´1q. For j ď n´5, we expand

in the first row every twistor that participates in the functionary
@@

j j`1
ˇ̌
n´4 n´3

ˇ̌
n´2 n´1

ˇ̌
n

DD
.

xj n´4 n´3 ny xj`1 n´2 n´1 ny ´ xj`1 n´4 n´3 ny xj n´2 n´1 ny

“ p´an´2xZj,n´4,n´3,n´2,ny ´ an´1xZj,n´4,n´3,n´1,nyq

¨ p´an´4xZj`1,n´4,n´2,n´1,ny ´ an´3xZj`1,n´3,n´2,n´1,nyq

´ p´an´2xZj`1,n´4,n´3,n´2,ny ´ an´1xZj`1,n´4,n´3,n´1,nyq

¨ p´an´4xZj,n´4,n´2,n´1,ny ´ an´3xZj,n´3,n´2,n´1,nyq

Expanding and regrouping,

“ an´2an´4pxZj,n´4,n´3,n´2,nyxZj`1,n´4,n´2,n´1,ny ´ xZj`1,n´4,n´3,n´2,nyxZj,n´4,n´2,n´1,nyq

` an´2an´3pxZj,n´4,n´3,n´2,nyxZj`1,n´3,n´2,n´1,ny ´ xZj`1,n´4,n´3,n´2,nyxZj,n´3,n´2,n´1,nyq

` an´1an´4pxZj,n´4,n´3,n´1,nxZj`1,n´4,n´2,n´1,ny ´ xZj`1,n´4,n´3,n´1,nyxZj,n´4,n´2,n´1,nyq

` an´1an´3pxZj,n´4,n´3,n´1,nyxZj`1,n´3,n´2,n´1,ny ´ xZj`1,n´4,n´3,n´1,nyxZj,n´3,n´2,n´1,nyq

Simplifying with the Plücker relations,

“ an´2an´4xZj,j`1,n´4,n´2,nyxZn´4,n´3,n´2,n´1,ny ` an´2an´3xZj,j`1,n´3,n´2,nyxZn´4,n´3,n´2,n´1,ny

` an´1an´4xZj,j`1,n´4,n´1,nyxZn´4,n´3,n´2,n´1,ny ` an´1an´3xZj,j`1,n´3,n´1,nyxZn´4,n´3,n´2,n´1,ny

This expression is positive as required, even in the end case j “ n ´ 5, where some but not all of the

terms vanish.
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Example 4.40. Consider a point C in the image of the upper embedding

ÐÑι 1,3,1pt1, t2, t3, s1q : Grě
k´1,rnszt1u Ñ Grěk,n

for any positive t1, t2, t3, s1. As before, let Y “ rZpCq where Z P Matąnˆpk`4q may be any such matrix.

Throughout this example, assume that C is such that xY 1 2 n´1 nyZ ‰ 0, and omit Y and Z from all

twistor notations. By Lemma 4.31 the following vectors are positively proportional.
¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˝

x1 2 n´1 ny

´x1 2 n´2 ny

x1 2 n´2 n´1y

p´1qk´1x2 n´2 n´1 ny

p´1qkx1 n´2 n´1 ny

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˝

t1t2t3

t1t2

t1

1

s1

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

Consider a twistor of the form xj j`1 n´1 ny. By Lemma 4.13 it has a fixed sign `1 on the preimage

of C under the upper embedding, for j P t2, . . . , n ´ 4u. Lemma 4.28, with |I X ris| “ |I X r1s| “ 0,

implies that after the embedding xY Z 1j Z 1j`1 Z 1n´1 Z 1ny is still nonnegative. This expression has to be

written as a functionary with the rows of Z, using the relations from the proof of that lemma: Z 1i “ Zi

for i P t2, . . . , n ´ 2u, while Z 1n´1 “ Zn´1 ´ t3Zn´2 and Z 1n “ Zn ´ t2Z
1
n´1 “ Zn ´ t2Zn´1 ` t2t3Zn´2.

Using Lemma 4.35, we write

x1 2 n´2 nyZ 1n´1 “ x1 2 n´2 nyZn´1 ´ x1 2 n´1 nyZn´2

x1 2 n´2 n´1yZ 1n “ x1 2 n´2 n´1yZn ´ x1 2 n´2 nyZn´1 ` x1 2 n´1 nyZn´2

Note, however, that in a twistor of the form Z 1t...,n´1,nu the second relation can be truncated as in

Remark 4.29, and one may substitute Z 1n Ð Zn. The above proportional vectors imply that the twistor

coordinate x1 2 n´2 ny ă 0 on the image of the upper embedding for every Z. Therefore,

x1 2 n´2 ny xZ 1j Z 1j`1 Z 1n´1 Z 1ny ď 0

Using the above relations between Z 1 and Z, we expand this expression multilinearly, and derive the

following nonpositive functionary with respect to Z.

0 ě x1 2 n´2 ny xZ 1j Z 1j`1 Z 1n´1 Z 1ny

“
@
Z 1j Z 1j`1 x1 2 n´2 nyZ 1n´1 Z 1n

D

“
@
Zj Zj`1

`
x1 2 n´2 nyZn´1 ´ x1 2 n´1 nyZn´2

˘
Zn

D

“ x1 2 n´2 ny xj j`1 n´1 ny ´ x1 2 n´1 ny xj j`1 n´2 ny

“
@@

n´2 n´1
ˇ̌

1 2
ˇ̌
j j`1

ˇ̌
n

DD

“
@@

1 2
ˇ̌
j j`1

ˇ̌
n´2 n´1

ˇ̌
n

DD

As in the example of lower embedding, we directly verify the case k “ 1. Here C is the 1 ˆ n matrix

pa1, a2, 0, . . . , 0, an´2, an´1, anq, the domino form of one long top chord. The following calculation shows

that the quadratic functionary is strictly negative, even in the end case j “ 2 where some terms vanish.

x1 j j`1 ny x2 n´2 n´1 ny ´ x2 j j`1 ny x1 n´2 n´1 ny

“
`

´ a2xZ1,2,j,j`1,ny ´ an´2xZ1,j,j`1,n´2,ny ´ an´1xZ1,j,j`1,n´1,ny
˘

¨
`

` a1xZ1,2,n´2,n´1,ny
˘

´
`

` a1xZ1,2,j,j`1,ny ´ an´2xZ2,j,j`1,n´2,ny ´ an´1xZ2,j,j`1,n´1,ny
˘

¨
`

´ a2xZ1,2,n´2,n´1,ny
˘

“ xZ1,2,n´2,n´1,ny
`

´ a1an´2xZ1,j,j`1,n´2,ny ´ a1an´1xZ1,j,j`1,n´1,ny

´ a2an´2xZ2,j,j`1,n´2,ny ´ a2an´1xZ2,j,j`1,n´1,ny
˘
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5 Injectivity

In this section we prove Theorem 1.3, that each BCFW cell maps injectively onto its image. Moreover,

we solve an inverse problem: given a point in the image of the BCFW cell S, we find its unique preimage

in that cell.

We start the inverse problem. Fix a BCFW cell S. By Theorem 3.37 there is a chord diagram D with

chords tciuiPrks such that every point in the cell S has a domino matrix representation dictated by D,

which is unique up to rescaling each one of the k rows by a positive number. It follows that every point

in S has a representative matrix C, such that nonzero entries of every row Ci are precisely in the five or

six positions supportpciq, and with the right signs.

Our strategy is to calculate the nonzero entries of C iteratively in parent-to-child order. We start

with the top chords, and after calculating the entries for a row, we calculate the entries of each of its

children. The procedure for finding the preimage of a point in rZpSq, in its domino form, is as follows.

• Let ci “ pj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1q be a top chord. Let Ci be the corresponding matrix row, so that

supportpCiq “ ti1, . . . , i5u “ tj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1, nu. Lemma 4.34 with Y and ZsupportpCiq determines

uniquely the nonzero entries of this row Ci1
i , . . . , Ci5

i , up to rescaling the row by a positive constant,

assuming at least one of xY i2 i3 i4 i5y, xY i1 i2 i3 i5y, . . . , xY i1 i2 i3 i4y ‰ 0.

• Suppose we have calculated the nonzero entries of the parent of ci. Write ci “ pj, j ` 1, l, l` 1q, and

let ph, h ` 1q be the tail of the parent of ci. Apply Lemma 4.34 with Y and the five row vectors

t1Zh ` t2Zh`1, Zj , Zj`1, Zl, Zl`1

where pt1, t2q are the entries in positions h and h ` 1 of the parent of ci. Given that at least one

of the determinants xY Zj Zj`1 Zl Zl`1y, . . . , xY pt1Zh ` t2Zh`1qZj Zj`1 Zly is nonzero, there is a

unique solution for the coefficients of these five vectors, and hence for the entries of the row Ci, up

to rescaling the row by a nonzero constant.

Remark 5.1. This method for calculating the entries of a row that is supported on m ` 1 entries using

twistor coordinates has previously appeared in the literature. The appendix of [AM21, Appendix A]

provides one example for m “ 4. Another example for m “ 2 appears in [PSW21, Section 4]. The

novelty of the above procedure is that it allows, in the context of BCFW cells, to calculate entries in

rows of larger support, which is generally the case for descendants.

The existence and uniqueness of a preimage rely on the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let S P BCFWn,k, Z P Matąnˆpk`4q, and Y P rZpSq. For every chord ci “ pj, j ` 1, l, l` 1q

in the chord diagram of S:

1. If ci is a top chord then xY ZIy ‰ 0 for every I Ď tj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1, nu of size |I| “ 4.

2. If ci is a child of another chord then xY Ztj,j`1,l,l`1uy ‰ 0.

Proof. We start with the first case. Suppose that Y “ CZ, where C is the domino form of an arbitrary

point V P S. In this case, Ci has support A “ tj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1, nu. Let I “ ti1, . . . , i4u Ă A be as in the

statement, and tpu “ AzI. Then by Lemma 4.11 and the fact that Ci is supported on the entries of A,

xY ZIy “
ÿ

JPprnszI
k q, pPJ

xCJyxZJYIyspJ, Iq.

If xCJy ‰ 0 for a given J, then there must be a bijection f : rks Ñ J such that C
fphq
h ‰ 0, or equivalently

the entry fphq is in the support of Ch. Since ci is a top chord, the supports of the rows that correspond
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to chords that start before ci are contained in rj ` 1s Y tnu. The supports of rows for chords that descend

from ci are contained in rl` 1szrj ` 1s. The support of the remaining rows (other than Ci) are contained

in rnszrls. Thus, if xCJy ‰ 0, then the conditions J P
`
rnszI
k

˘
, p P J and the fact that ci is a top chord

imply:

• k1 “ |J X rj ´ 1s| is the number of chords that start before ci, which is i ´ 1.

• k2 “ |J X tj ` 2, . . . , l ´ 1u| is the number of chords that descend from ci, which is belowpciq

• k3 “ |J X tl` 2, . . . , n´ 1u| is the number of chords that start after ci ends: behindpciq ´ belowpciq.

Hence, for every J in the above sum that contributes a nonzero determinant, the sign spJ,Aztpuq as

defined in Lemma 4.11 depends solely on p, as follows.

spJ,Aztpuq “

$
’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%

p´1qk2`k3 “ p´1qbehindpciq, if p “ j,

p´1q1`k2`k3 “ p´1qbehindpciq`1, if p “ j ` 1,

p´1qk3 “ p´1qbehindpciq´belowpciq, if p “ l,

p´1q1`k3 “ p´1qbehindpciq´belowpciq`1, if p “ l ` 1,

1, if p “ n.

Thus, it is enough to show that there is a set J P
`
rns
k

˘
with J X tj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1, nu “ tpu and

xCJy ‰ 0, but this follows from Lemma 3.25.

We turn to the second case. Write c “ ci “ pj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1q. We show that xY j, j ` 1, l, l ` 1y is non

vanishing for all Z and Y P rZpSq. The strategy is to start with the subdiagram D1 that descends from

c, that is, made of the chord c and its descendants, erasing the markers outside, except for n. Then one

uses Corollaries 3.38-3.40 to extend it to the full diagram. We show how the twistor of interest evolves

during this process, and that it remains nonzero, for all positive Z, and even keeps its sign. We note

that a direct proof for this claim can be produced along the lines of Lemma 3.25, but the proof we now

show is simpler, and demonstrates the promotion technique, which is crucial in Section 6 below, where

direct proofs seem less accessible.

Let D1 be the subdiagram which descends from c and S1 the corresponding positroid. In D1, c is a

top chord, hence Lemma 5.2,(1) applies. Thus, for all positive matrices Z 1 of the appropriate size, on
rZ 1pS1q it holds that

xj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1y ą 0

By Corollaries 3.38-3.40, S is obtained from S1 by a series of operations of the form:

1. inch, preh for h R tj, j ` 1, . . . , l ` 1u Y tnu.

2. xhptq, t P R`, for h R tj ` 1, . . . , l ` 1u Y tnu, or yhptq, t P R` for h R tj ´ 1, . . . , l ´ 1u Y tnÝ̋N 11u,

where Ý̋ is calculated with respect to the index set at the time of the application of yhptq.

3. Upper embeddings with respect to a chord which starts before pj, j ` 1q and ends at pl, l ` 1q or

after. It has the form ÐÑι i,3,1pt1, t2, t3, s1q, t1, t2, t3, s1 P R`, where i¯1 ď j and iÝ̋3 ě l.

All these operations preserve the form and the sign of the twistor xj, j ` 1, l, l` 1y. Indeed, for preh, inch

this follows from Lemmas 4.20 and 4.22, where for inch we use that |I X rhs| is either 0 or 4 for each

twistor which participates in the expressions for the determinants, by the restrictions on h. For xh, yh this

follows from Lemma 4.26 and the restrictions on h. For upper embeddings it follows from Remark 4.29

and the constraints on h. Thus, each step keeps this twistor positive, for all Z.
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We now prove that the inverse problem has a solution, and that Theorem 1.3 holds.

Proposition 5.3. Let S P BCFWn,k, Z P Matąnˆpk`4q, and Y P rZpSq. Then, Y has a unique preimage

under rZ, which is described by the above procedure. In particular, the restriction of rZ to S is injective.

Proof. Assume that, perhaps by changing the representative matrix Y , that Y “ CZ where C has the

domino form of S. If ci “ pj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1q is a top level chord then on the one hand Yi belongs to the

row span of Y, and on the other hand it is a linear combination of Zs for s P tj, j ` 1, l, l` 1, nu. The five

vectors Zs for s P tj, j ` 1, l, l` 1, nu are linearly independent, since k ě 1 and Z is a positive nˆ pk` 4q

matrix, so every collection of different k ` 4 rows is linearly independent. By Lemma 4.34 and the first

case of Lemma 5.2, Ci is uniquely determined, as the correct ith row of C.

Suppose now that ci is not a top chord, but we have found the unique possible representative for the

row of its parent Cp. In this case k ě 2. Since C is a domino matrix and Cp is its pth row, the entries

t1 “ αp and t2 “ βp are both nonzero. Therefore if ph, h`1q is the tail of cp then v “ t1Zh ` t2Zh`1 ‰ 0.

As before, Yi is both in the row span of Y and in the linear span of tv, Zj, Zj`1, Zl, Zl`1u. These five

vectors are again linearly independent. When h ` 1 “ j this follows from the linear independence of

the five vectors tZh, Zh`1, Zj`1, Zl, Zl`1u, which in turn follows from the positivity of Z. Otherwise,

h ` 1 ă j and it follows from the independence of the six vectors tZh, Zh`1, Zj, Zj`1, Zl, Zl`1u, because

Z is positive and k ě 2. Hence, by Lemma 4.34 and the second case of Lemma 5.2 the entries of Ci are

uniquely recovered, and we obtain the correct row in the domino matrix C. Repeating for every chord,

we recover the whole matrix C.

The output of the inverse problem process is a functionary-valued matrix. Observe that every point

in Grk,k`4 where twistor coordinates used in the inverse problem process are nonzero, has a preimage

in the same functionary-valued matrix form, though in general the resulting matrix is not nonnegative.

This preimage has the same form of a domino matrix corresponding to the chord diagram D, though the

sign rules might be violated. This observation leads to the following generalization of Proposition 5.3,

which is useful in later sections. Recall SBA from Definition 4.16.

Proposition 5.4. Let D be a chord diagram. Consider the subspace of the Grassmannian consisting of

vector spaces that have a D-domino representative in the sense of Definition 2.5, but do not necessarily

satisfy the sign constraints of Definition 2.10. Denote by S1 the subset of this space made of elements

which do not belong to SBA. Then, for all positive Z, the restriction of rZ to S1 is injective. The unique

preimage of every Y P rZpS1q can be written in terms of twistor coordinates by the same formulas as those

produced in the course of the inverse problem process described above. In particular the inverse map from
rZpS1q to S1 is smooth.

Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Proposition 5.3, only that the verification of the

assumptions of Lemma 4.34 differs. In the previous proof it relied on Lemma 5.2, while here it relies on

Lemma 4.13. We only list the changes.

In the coarse of calculating the row Ci, which corresponds the chord ci “ pj, j`1, l, l`1q, we first need

to check that the twistor xj, j`1, l, l`1y ‰ 0. In the current setting, the non vanishing of xj, j`1, l, l`1y

is a consequence of S1 X SBA “ H and Lemma 4.13.

The only other assumption we need to check is that v, Zj , Zj`1, Zl, Zl`1 are linearly independent,

where v “ Zn if ci is a top chord, and otherwise v “ t1Zh ` t2Zh`1, using the domino Ci inherits from

the parent. In case of a top chord there is no change in the proof. In the other case, the argument used

to show these five vectors are linearly independent can only fail if either v “ 0 or v is proportional to

Zj , where the latter option might happen only if ci is a sticky child. In both cases xj, j ` 1, l, l ` 1y “ 0,

which, using Lemma 4.13, implies C P SBA.

The inverse map is smooth since the resulting preimage is given as a functionary-valued matrix.
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We end this section with a corollary of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 1.3 about the signs of different

twistors on a BCFW cell. It is stated with the index set t1, . . . , nu for convenience.

Lemma 5.5. Let S P BCFWn,k be a BCFW cell.

1. Let i, j P rns such that i`1 ă j and |ti, i`1, j, j¯1u| “ 4. Then the boundary twistor xi, i`1, j, j¯1y

has a fixed sign on rZpSq, which is `1 unless j “ n and k is odd.

2. If cl “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q is a top chord and ti1, . . . , i4u “ ti, i ` 1, j, j ` 1, nuztpu, then the twistor

xY Zi1 Zi2 Zi3 Zi4y has a fixed sign on rZpSq, which is `1 if p “ n, p´1qk´l if p “ i, p´1qk´l`1 if

p “ i ` 1, p´1qk´l´belowpclq if p “ j, and p´1qk´l´belowpclq`1 if p “ j ` 1.

Proof. For the first item, by Remark 4.17 and Lemma 4.13, it is enough to show that S is not contained

in SBA. But, by Remark 4.17 again, if S were contained in SBA, then some twistor xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y would

have vanished identically on S. This would imply that rZpSq is contained in a codimension one subspace

of Grk,k`4, but then rZ cannot be injective on S, in contradiction to Theorem 1.3.

The second item is an immediate consequence of the proof of Lemma 5.2, where the signs appear in

the calculation of Lemma 5.2,(1) and we use that behindpclq “ k ´ l.

6 Separation

In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. We find for each pair pSa, Sbq of BCFW cells a separating

functionary, meaning a functionary that has, for every positive Z, fixed and opposite signs on rZpSaq

and rZpSbq. Finding the separating functionary involves analyzing the corresponding chord diagrams, Da

and Db. We first analyze cases where the two cells are separated by a twistor. We show that such a

twistor exists if Da and Db have rightmost top chords with different heads. If the rightmost top chords

of Da and Db have same heads and different tails, then we find a quadratic functionary that separates

the cells. Finally, if the two diagrams have the same rightmost top chord then we use induction.

Both in finding a quadratic separator, and in the induction step, we crucially rely on the results

of Section 4 and Corollaries 3.38-3.40. We show a separation for simpler subdiagrams, explicitly or by

induction, and analyze their evolution under the extension steps of Corollaries 3.38-3.40.

The first proposition shows that certain twistors have certain fixed signs on some BCFW cells. It is

used below for separation of cells by twistors.

Proposition 6.1. Let Z be a positive N ˆ pk ` 4q matrix, and i “ maxpNqÝ̋1. Then

xj, j¯1,maxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqy ě 0

for every point of rZppreipGrě
k,Nztiuqq, and every j ă iÝ̋2. Moreover, this twistor is strictly positive

on rZpSq if S is a BCFW cell whose corresponding chord diagram does not include a chord ending at

pmaxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqÝ̋1q.

If S is a BCFW cell whose chord diagram contains a chord ending at pmaxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqÝ̋1q then

there exists j ă iÝ̋2 for which xj, j¯1,maxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqy ă 0 for every point of rZpSq, for all Z.

Proof. The first claim is known, see for example the closely related [BH19, Lemma 4.3]. It follows

immediately from the Cauchy-Binet formula in Lemma 4.11 by noting that in this case nonzero terms

in the summation must have i R J, and therefore spJ, Iq “ 1.

For the ’Moreover’ part, note that S “ preipS
1q, for S1 a BCFW cell on the marker set Nztiu. On

the image of S1 in the amplituhedron xj, j¯1,maxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqy ą 0, By Lemma 5.5,(1) applied to S1

(where Ý̋ is calculated with respect to N). Applying prei and using Lemma 4.20 we obtain the result.
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When the chord diagram contains a chord that ends at pmaxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqÝ̋1q, there is a unique

such chord that is also a top chord. It is supported on tj, j¯1,maxpNqÝ̋2,maxpNqÝ̋1,maxpNqu. Ap-

plying Lemma 5.5,(2) establishes the claim in this case.

The next proposition shows that certain quadratic functionaries have certain fixed signs on certain

BCFW cells. It is used below for separating cells by quadratics.

Proposition 6.2. Let Z be a positive nˆ pk ` 4q matrix. Let Da P CDn,k be a chord diagram with a top

chord c whose markers are pi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q. Then, at every point of rZpSaq, the functionaries

@@
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
ă 0

for every j P rn ´ 4sztiu.

Remark 6.3. In Proposition 6.2 it is equivalent to say that at every point of rZpSaq,

@@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
ą 0

for every j P rn ´ 4sztiu. The two statements are equivalent by the Plücker’s relations, see Lemma 4.10.

This alternative writing is more natural when j ă i.

Proof. We first consider j ą i. Denote by Dc the sub diagram of Da which contains the descendants of

c and whose index set is ti ` 1, . . . , nu. By Corollaries 3.38 and 3.40, Sa can be constructed as follows.

• Apply the upper embedding ÐÑι i,3,1 to R
4
` ˆ Sc.

• Apply to the resulting cell a sequence of operations from:

– preh, inch for h ă i

– xhptq, t ą 0, h ď i

– yhptq, t ą 0, h ă i ´ 1 or h “ n

By Lemma 5.2,(1) the twistors xi1, i2, i3, i4y ‰ 0 for all ti1, . . . , i4u Ă ti, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu. By

Lemma 5.5,(1) all boundary twistors are nonzero. Thus we can use Example 4.40 to deduce that after

applying the upper embedding,

@@
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
ă 0

for every j P ti ` 1, . . . , n ´ 4u.

The iterations of preh do not change the negativity, by Lemma 4.20. For iterations of inch, we have

I X rhs “ H. By Lemma 4.22 again the sign remains. Finally, for steps of the form xh, yh, our constraint

on h guarantees that the form or sign of the functionary do not change, by Lemma 4.26.

We turn to the case j ă i. By Corollary 3.39, Sa can also be constructed as follows. Let Db be the

sub diagram of Da made of chords whose support is contained in ri ` 1s Y tnu. Note that i ď n ´ 4. Let

Sb be the corresponding positroid cell, then Sa can be constructed from Sb by

• Apply to Sb pren´1, incn´2, followed by yi`1, xn´2 and xn´1.

• Apply to the resulting cells a sequence of operations from:

– preh, inch where h P ti ` 2, . . . , n ´ 3u

– xh where h P ti ` 2, . . . , n ´ 1u

– yh where h P ti, . . . , n ´ 4u
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As noted in the proof of Corollary 3.39, this sequence contains a single yipuq operation.

By Proposition 6.1 after applying pren´1 all twistors xj, j ` 1, i ` 1, ny for j ă i are positive. If

Da differs from Db by exactly one chord, then only the first step and one additional yi operation are

performed. The combination of these operations is precisely the lower embedding ÐÑι n´2,2,2pt1, t2, s1, s2q.

By Lemma 5.2,(1) the twistors xi1i2i3i4y ‰ 0 for all ti1, . . . , i4u Ă ti, i` 1, n ´ 2, n´ 1, nu. Thus, we can

employ Example 4.38 and deduce that the twistor xj, j ` 1, i ` 1, ny is promoted to the functionary

@@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
,

which is positive.

In the general case the situation is rather similar. Write c “ cl. First note that after the first step,

every point of the positroid

S1 “ xn´1ps2qxn´2ps1qyi`1pt1qincn´2pren´1pSbq

has a matrix representative C whose lth has non zero entries only in positions i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n.

Therefore, by the Cauchy-Binet formula of Lemma 4.11 the twistor xi, n´ 2, n´ 1, ny is always negative.

Indeed, each contribution to it uses the entry Ci`1
l ‰ 0, and a minor of C

ris
rl´1s, and all of these con-

tributions appear with the same minus sign. Moreover, at least one term is non zero, the minor CI
rl´1s

for I the set of first domino entries of each chord, just as in Lemma 3.25. No operation from the series

of operations of the second step affects the form of this twistor, by Lemmas 4.20, 4.22, 4.26. Its sign

changes by ´1 for every inch operation, since |I X rhs| “ |tiu| “ 1.

Second, note that most operations do not affect the twistors xj, j ` 1, i` 1, ny. These include all preh
and xh operations, and all yh operations, except for the single yipuq operation, by Lemmas 4.20 and 4.26

respectively. Each application of inch preserves the form of the twistor, but changes the sign by ´1,

since |I X rhs| “ |tj, j ` 1, i ` 1u| “ 3, by Lemma 4.22.

Let k1 be the number of applications of inch during the process, which come before the application

of yipuq, where we include incn´2 in the count. Then just before we apply yipuq,

sgnpxi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyq “ sgnpxj, j ` 1, i ` 1, nyq “ p´1qk
1

.

By Lemma 4.26, the application of yipuq promotes xj, j ` 1, i ` 1, ny to

x rZpCq, Zj , Zj`1, pZi`1 ` uZiq, Zny “ x rZpCq, Zj , Zj`1, Zi`1, Zny ` ux rZpCq, Zj , Zj`1, Zi, Zn, y (1)

where matrix argument C is the matrix obtained after applying yipuq. Moreover, this expression has the

same sign p´1qk
1

, for every positive Z.

Now, u can actually be read from rZpCq. Indeed, before applying yipuq, the lth row of the matrix only

had non zero entries at positions i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n. Therefore, after applying yipuq, Cl has non zero

entries at positions i, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n and we can write

u “
Ci

l

Ci`1
l

.

We also know that xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny ‰ 0. Thus, we can apply Lemma 4.34 to C and the linearly

independent vectors Zi, Zi`1, Zn´2, Zn´1, Zn to deduce

u “ ´
xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny

xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny
.

Multiplying (1) by xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny and substituting for u we obtain that

xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyx rZpCq, Zj , Zj`1, Zi`1, Zny ´ xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyx rZpCq, Zj , Zj`1, Zi, Zny
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has sign p´1qk
1`k1

“ 1. This expression is precisely the functionary

@@
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
.

By applying Plücker’s relations, Lemma 4.10, we see that this functionary equals

@@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
,

which must therefore be positive. Finally, the additional operations of the second step of the construction

of Sa from Sb do not change the form of this functionary, by Lemmas 4.20, 4.22 and 4.26. Only inch

operations may affect the sign, but as above, inch alters the sign of each of the four twistors forming

the functionary
@@

i, i ` 1
ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
, hence does not affect the sign of the functionary,

which remains positive. As claimed.

Remark 6.4. The argument in the second part of the above proof can be applied to more general

twistors. A twistor of the form xi1, . . . , i4y with i1 . . . , i4 P ris Y tnu keeps its original form. It also keeps

its original sign if n R ti1, . . . , i4u, and it changes sign to p´1qk
1

times the original sign if n P ti1, . . . , i4u.

If one of the indices, say i4, equals i ` 1, then the twistor is promoted to the functionary

xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyxi1, i2, i3, i ` 1y ´ xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyxi1, i2, i3, iy,

which has the same sign if n P ti1, i2, i3u, or p´1qk
1

times the same sign otherwise, where k1 is as above.

In all cases the resulting functionary is pure. Moreover, as in Remark 4.36, a pure functionary F with a

fixed sign s and multiplicities djpF q as in Definition 4.5, is promoted to another pure functionary F 1 with

a fixed sign. The multiplicity of each index i, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n increases by di`1pF q. The sign s changes

by p´1qdi`1pF q`dnpF q.

We are now in position to prove the main theorem, Theorem 1.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. We show that for every two different BCFW cells of a certain n, even with different

values of k, there is a separating functionary. A separating functionary is a pure functionary having fixed

and opposite signs on the two cells, independently of the positive matrix Z. We proceed by induction

on n. The case where n “ 4 and k “ 0 is trivially true, since there is a single cell. Assuming the claim

for all n1 ă n, we consider two different BCFW cells,

Sa, Sb P
n´4ď

k“0

BCFWn,k

Let Da and Db denote the corresponding chord diagrams. We consider several cases.

(A) One Diagram is Trivial

Suppose that Db is the diagram with no chords. Then all twistors, which are the determinants of 4 ˆ 4

minors of Z, are positive on the image of Sb. Since Da ‰ Db, the other diagram Da has at least one

chord, and hence at least one top chord. Let c “ pi, i ` 1, j, j ` 1q be the last top chord. Then by

Lemma 5.5 (2), the twistor xi, i ` 1, j, ny is always negative on the image of Sa.

(B) Common Unused Markers

If both Da and Db do not have a chord in the segments next to some marker h P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u, then Sa

and Sb have a common zero column at h. It follows that Sa “ prehpSa1 q and Sb “ prehpSb1 q for some

BCFW cells Sa1 ‰ Sb1 with n ´ 1 columns. By the induction on n, there is a separating functionary

between Sa1 and Sb1 . Applying Lemma 4.20, this functionary is promoted to a separating functionary

between Sa and Sb.
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(C) Different Last Used Marker

Suppose that exactly one of Da and Db has a top chord of the form pi, i` 1, n´ 1, n´ 2q. Then the other

cell must have a zero column at its n´ 1 coordinate. In this case, the twistor xi, i` 1, n´ 2, ny separate

between them, by Proposition 6.1.

(D) Different Last Chords

Suppose that Da and Db have last top chords pi, i`1, n´2, n´1q and pj, j`1, n´2, n´1q respectively, for

i ‰ j. Then Proposition 6.2 implies that the sign of the functionary
@@

i, i ` 1
ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD

differs between the images of Sa and Sb.

(E) Different Last Subdiagrams

The remaining case is i “ j, meaning that both Da and Db have the same last top chord c “ pi, i` 1, n´

2, n ´ 1q. Here induction may produce higher degree functionaries. Since Da ‰ Db, they either differ in

the chords descendent from c, or in those before c. We first consider the former case. Let Da1 and Db1

be the respective subdiagrams of Da and Db, induced on the marker set ti ` 1, . . . , nu, and let Sa1 and

Sb1 be the corresponding cells. Note that Da1 and Db1 may consist of a different number of chords, and

one of them may even be empty.

By induction there is a pure functionary F separating the images of Sa1 and Sb1 . It follows from

Corollary 3.40 and Corollary 3.38 that Sa and Sb can be constructed from Sa1 and Sb1 by the following

procedure.

• Apply the upper embedding ÐÑι i,3,1 to both R
4
` ˆ Sa1 and R

4
` ˆ Sb1 .

• Apply to the resulting cells two sequences of operations from:

– preh, inch for h ă i

– xhptq, t ą 0, h ď i

– yhptq, t ą 0, h ă i ´ 1 or h “ n

As in the proof of Proposition 6.2, by Lemma 5.2,(1) all twistors xi1, . . . , i4y ‰ 0 for ti1, . . . , i4u Ă

ti, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu. Thus we can apply Lemma 4.28 and Lemma 4.31 to deduce that after the first

step, the functionary F is promoted to a pure functionary F 1. Importantly, since all indices from F are

larger than i, the index i may appear in a twistor in F 1 only if it comes as a coefficient in the expansion

of Z 1n or Z 1n´1 in case 2 of Lemma 4.35. In particular, whenever i appears in a twistor of F 1, also i ` 1

appears in the same twistor.

Applications of preh do not change the form or sign of the functionary, by Lemma 4.20. They also

maintain the special property that every twistor which includes the index i contains also i` 1. A similar

claim holds for iterations of inch, where this time Lemma 4.22 is called, and we use I X rhs “ H. Using

Lemma 4.26, the restriction on h, and the special property described in the previous paragraph, also

steps of xh, yh do not affect the form of the promoted functionary, and do not change the signs of the

functionary. Thus, the separating functionary is promoted in both cases to the same functionary, and

its sign is still a witness for separation.

(F) Same Last Subdiagram

Finally, suppose that the subdiagram which descends from c is the same for both Da and Db. Let Da1

and Db1 be the respective chord diagrams obtained by erasing c and its descendants. Their marker set is

t1, . . . , i, i ` 1, nu, and Da1 ‰ Db1 since Da ‰ Db, so at least one of them contains chords. By induction,

there is a pure separating functionary F between the corresponding images of Sa1 and Sb1 . This time we

apply Corollary 3.39 to construct the cells Sa and Sb from Sa1 and Sb1 respectively.
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• Apply to both cells pren´1, incn´2, followed by yi`1, xn´2 and xn´1.

• Apply to the resulting cells the same sequence of operations from:

– preh, inch where h P ti ` 2, . . . , n ´ 3u

– xh where h P ti ` 2, . . . , n ´ 1u

– yh where h P ti, . . . , n ´ 4u

As noted in the proof of Corollary 3.39, this sequence contains a single yiptq operation.

Arguing as in the analogous part of Proposition 6.2, and as in Remark 6.4, the separating functionary

F is promoted to a pure functionary F 1 which separates Sa from Sb, for all Z.

In conclusion, the cases (A)-(F) cover all possible configurations of two different chord diagrams, and

the theorem follows.

Remark 6.5. In case (E), the functionary F 1 is obtained from F by replacing every occurrence of n´ 1

or n in a twistor, according to the rule

Zn´1 Ð xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, nyZn´1 ´ xi, i ` 1, n ´ 1, nyZn´2

Zn Ð xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1yZn ´ xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, nyZn´1 ` xi, i ` 1, n ´ 1, nyZn´2

and expanding multilinearly. Similarly, in case (F), the functionary F 1 is obtained from F by replacing

every occurrence of the index i ` 1 in a twistor by

Zi`1 Ð xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyZi`1 ´ xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nyZi

Suppose that djpF q are the multiplicities of indices in F , as in Definition 4.5, and s is its sign on the

cell. In case (E), the multiplicities of ti, i`1, n´2, nu increase by dn´1pF q, and those of ti, i`1, n´2, n´1u

increase again by dnpF q by Remark 4.36. The sign changes by p´1qdn´1pF q, since only the negative factor

xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny, which is the coefficient of Zn´1, flips the sign. In case (F), the sign and type change

as in Remark 6.4.

This gives a straightforward recursive algorithm to compute a separating functionary between every

two given cells, corresponding to two chord diagrams with k1, k2 P t0, . . . , n ´ 4u. We provide an

implementation of this function in [ELT22], and its complete output for n “ 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

7 Boundaries of BCFW Cells

In this section we complete the characterization of the BCFW cells via explicit inequalities on its domino

entries and some of their 2 ˆ 2 minors. We moreover characterize the codimension one boundaries of

those cells. We show that many boundary components are shared by pairs of cells. We characterize

those, as well as those which are not.

7.1 Representation by Inequalities

Recall Definition 2.10. The following corollary is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.15.

Corollary 7.1. Every point in a BCFW cell Sa P BCFWn,k satisfies the following constraints.

1. The entries of the starting domino of each row are positive.

2. The entries of the ending domino of Ci have sign p´1qbelowpciq.
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3. The nth entry, if ci is a top chord, is of sign p´1qk´i.

4. If Ci is not a top chord, then the constant which multiplies the domino entries inherited to Ci from

its parent is of sign p´1qbeyondpciq.

5. If cj is a descendant of ci which ends at the same domino pl, l ` 1q then the determinant of the

2 ˆ 2 minor C
l,l`1
i,j is of sign p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1.

6. If cj starts in the domino pl, l` 1q in which ci ends, then the determinant of the 2 ˆ 2 minor C
l,l`1
i,j

is of sign p´1qbelowpciq.

Indeed, the first four items are as in Definition 2.10. The last two are obtained by rewriting the last two

items in that definition using the previous items.

From here until the end of this section, fix a chord diagram Da, as well as the corresponding BCFW

cell Sa. Recall Definitions 2.5, 2.10.

Notation 7.2. For i “ 1, . . . , k let

ε̂i “ p´1qbehindpciqεi,

if ci is a top level chord, and otherwise

ε̂ip´1qbeyondpciqεi.

Let

γ̂i “ p´1qbelowpciqγi, δ̂i “ p´1qbelowpciqδi.

Note that if ci is a sticky child of cj and ph, h` 1q is the tail of ci then Ch
i “ αi ` ε̂iβj . If cj is a same-end

descendant of ci, and the head of both is pl, l ` 1q write

ηi,j “ p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1 detpCl,l`1
ij q.

If pci, cjq are head-to-tail chords, whose common markers are pl, l ` 1q put

θi,j “ p´1qbelowpciq detpCl,l`1
ij q

Denote by ĄV ar “ ĄV ara the collection of these elements, V ar1 “ V ar1a the subset made of elements of

the form ε̂i, αi, βi, γ̂i, δ̂i. Finally, let V ar “ V ara be the subset of ĄV ar defined by

• ηij appears only if i is the parent of j. In this case δ̂i and γ̂j do not appear.

• θij appears only if ci and cj are siblings. In this case γ̂i and βj do not appear.

• All other variables of types ε̂i, αi, βi, γ̂i, δ̂i belong to V ar.

By Corollary 7.1 all the variables defined above are positive. In this section and the next one it is

more convenient to work with this domino variables and not the usual ones. We can now complete the

description of Sa in terms of domino bases.

Proposition 7.3. Let C be a domino matrix in the sense of Definition 2.5 for the chord diagram Da.

For every I P
`
rns
k

˘
, detpCIq is a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients in the variables of ĄV ar, which

is nonzero precisely if the Plücker coordinate PI is nonvanishing on Sa. Thus, if in addition C satisfies

the inequalities of Definition 2.10, or equivalently the inequalities of Corollary 7.1, then C represents a

point in Sa.
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Proof. Let I “ ti1, . . . , iku P
`
rns
k

˘
be an arbitrary set. Expand detpCIq to obtain

ÿ

f :rksÑI, a bijection

p´1qspfq
kź

i“1

C
fpiq
i ,

where

spfq “ |tpi, jq|i ă j and fpiq ą fpjqu.

Further expand in terms of the domino variables αi, βi, γi, δi, εi to obtain

detpCIq “
ÿ

f :rksÑI, a bijection,
Mf‰H

p´1qspfq
ÿ

MPMf

M, (2)

where Mf is the collection of monomials in the domino variables which appear in the expansion ofśk
i“1 C

fpiq
i . The set Mf may include more than one element only if for some i ci is a sticky child of cj ,

and fpiq is its first marker. In this case C
fpiq
i “ αi ` εiβj .

Define an involution ϕ on \fMf as follows. Let M be a monomial, and let i ă j P rks be the smallest

indices, if such indices can be found, which satisfy

1. ci, cj are either siblings or a parent and a child,

2. fpiq, fpjq are the first two markers of ch, the parent of cj (which may be ci).

3. M is divisible by αhβh.

In case i, j can be found, set f 1 : rks Ñ I as the bijection which agrees with f everywhere on rks, except

at i, j in which f 1piq “ fpjq, f 1pjq “ fpiq. We note that M P Mf 1 and define ϕpf,Mq “ pf 1,Mq. If there

is no such pair, define ϕpf,Mq “ pf,Mq.

The meaning of the third condition above is that the contribution of ci, cj to M comes from the terms

inherited by the parent of cj .

Observe that spfq “ spf 1q ` 1. Thus if we change the order of summation in (2), to first sum over

ϕ-equivalence classes, and then summing the terms p´1qspfqM in each equivalence class, we see that the

sum of equals the sum over fixed point of ϕ, that is over monomials which do not contain αhβh for any h.

Denote this collection of monomials by M. We can thus write

detpCIq “
ÿ

pf,MqPM

p´1qspfqM. (3)

Let D be the collection of pairs d “ ph, h ` 1q which appear in Da, either as heads or tails of chords.

Given a bijection f : rks Ñ I, we say that two chords ci, cj f -share d, if both contain d as their head or tail,

and tfpiq, fpjqu “ th, h`1u. Define an involution ϕd on M, for each d “ ph, h`1q P D as follows. Consider

pf,Mq P M. If there are two chords ci, cj which f -share d, we define f 1 by f 1piq “ fpjq, f 1pjq “ fpiq

and fplq “ f 1plq otherwise. Note that for any d there is at most one such pair ti, ju. There is a natural

bijection between M X Mf and M X Mf 1 . In case d is the head of both ci, cj, and, without loss of

generality fpiq ă fpjq then in terms of minors this bijection is just the multiplication by
γjδi
γiδj

. In case d

is the head of ci and the tail of cj , then it is the multiplication by
αjδi
βjγi

, if fpiq ă fpjq and
βjγi

αjδi
otherwise.

We define ϕdpf,Mq as pf 1,M 1q, where M 1 is the outcome of the aforementioned multiplication. Note

that again spfq “ spf 1q ` 1.

Let Φ be the equivalence relation generated by tφdudPD. We show that the sum of all monomials in a

Φ-equivalence class is a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients in the elements of ĄV ar, and thus prove

the claim.

Define sipfq by
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• belowpciq, the number of descendants of ci if fpiq belongs to the head of ci.

• beyondpciq, the number of descendants of the parent of ci which start before ci, if ci is not a top

level chord, and fpiq belongs to the tail of ci’s parent.

• behindpciq “ k ´ i, if ci is a top chord, and fpiq “ n.

For every d “ ph, h ` 1q P D, define Contradictiondpfq to be 0, except in the following two cases in

which it is 1.

• There are ci, cj which f -share d, cj is a same-end descendant of ci, and fpjq ą fpiq.

• There are pci, cjq are head-to-tail chords which f -share d and fpiq ą fpjq.

For bijection f which is not cancelled by the first involution ϕ we have

spfq “
ÿ

iPrks

sipfq `
ÿ

dPD

Contradictiondpfq. (4)

Indeed, if f has no contradictions, then a pair pi, jq where i ă j but fpiq ą fpjq, which contributes to

spfq may appear if only if

• fpiq belongs to the head of ci and cj is a descendant of ci.

• fpjq belongs to the tail of the parent of cj , and ci is a descendant of that parent, which comes

before cj .

• ci is a top chord, and fpiq “ n, cj starts after ci.

These cases are enumerated exactly once in the definition of tsipfquiPrks.

If there are contradictions, we can resolve them, as in the definition of ϕd, to obtain a bijection f̃

without contradictions, for which the formula holds. Then it is easy to see that undoing the resolution

adds one to the sign of both sides of (4), for each contradiction.

By Corollary 7.1 and the definition of si we have

p´1qsipfqC
fpiq
i ą 0. (5)

Every Φ-equivalence class R has a collection DR Ď D, a bijection fR and a monomial MR, such that

fR has contradictions for any d P DR, and any pf,Mq P R is of the form ϕd1
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ϕdl

pfR,MRq for some

d1, . . . , dl. Set IpDRq “
Ť

dPDR
tjd, jd ` 1u where pjd, jd ` 1q are the markers of d, which are seen to form

disjoint sets for different elements in DR. The size of R is 2|DR|.

Using (4), (5) we can write
ř
pf,MqPRp´1qspfqM as

ÿ

pf,MqPR

ź

dPDR

p´1qContradictiondpfq
ź

iPrks

p´1qsipfqC
fpiq
i “

ÿ

pf,MqPR

ź

dPDR

p´1qContradictiondpfq
ź

iPrks

|C
fpiq
i |.

This sum can be reorganized to

ź

jRIpDRq

|Cj

f
´1

R
pjq

|
ź

dPDR

p|Cjd

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjdq

| ´ |Cjd

f
´1

R
pjdq

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

|q, (6)

where we have used that fR has a contradiction for each d P DR, and the above description of R.

All terms in the first product are clearly positive. But also all terms in the second product are.

Indeed, if d is the head of both ci, cj where i ă j then by the assumption detpCjd,jd`1
i,j q has sign
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p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1. When we scale the ith and jth rows of the determinant by p´1qbelowpciq and

p´1qbelowpcjq respectively, we obtain

|Cjd
i ||Cjd`1

j | ´ |Cjd`1
i ||Cjd

j | ă 0. (7)

Now, in this case the contradiction is obtained for f, such as fR, which maps i Ñ jd, j Ñ jd ` 1. Thus,

the left hand side of (7) equals

´
´

|Cjd

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjdq

| ´ |Cjd

f
´1

R
pjdq

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

|
¯
.

which implies that |Cjd

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjdq

| ´ |Cjd

f
´1

R
pjdq

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

| ą 0.

Similarly, if d is the ending domino of both ci and the starting domino of cj then i ă j, and

a contradiction will be obtained from bijections f, like fR, with fpiq “ jd ` 1, fpjq “ jd. By the

assumption the determinant of Cjd,jd`1
i,j has sign p´1qbelowpciq. We scale the ith row of the determinant

by p´1qbelowpciq. The result is thus positive. Thus, the corresponding determinant which appears in (6)

is

|Cjd

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjdq

| ´ |Cjd

f
´1

R
pjdq

||Cjd`1

f
´1

R
pjd`1q

| “ |Cjd
i ||Cjd`1

j | ´ |Cjd`1
i ||Cjd

j |

“ p´1qbelowpciq detpCjd,jd`1
i,j q ą 0.

All terms in the product (6) belong to ĄV ar. As claimed.

The fact that the nonzero Plücker coordinates correspond precisely to the nonzero polynomials is

straightforward. Since we only used in the proof the domino form of C and the signs of Corollary 7.1,

every matrix in that form that satisfies these inequalities has the same nonvanishing determinants, and

they are all positive.

Remark 7.4. Showing that every point that satisfies the constraints of Corollary 7.1 lies in the positroid

Sa can also be done in an alternative way. Looking carefully at the argument of Lemma 3.24 which

determines the variables of the construct-matrix from a point in the positroid, one can see that

these constraints are exactly the required constraints for finding a preimage in R
4k
` . The argument we

presented above has the advantage of giving the positive decomposition of the Plücker coordinates, a

decomposition we will soon use.

The upshot of the next lemma is to show that the vanishing of an element in ĄV arzV ar implies the

vanishing of at least two elements of V ar.

Lemma 7.5. Every element in ĄV arzV ar can be represented as a linear combination of Laurent monomi-

als in the variables of ĄV ar, such that all coefficients are nonnegative, and at least one of the monomials

appearing in this sum with a positive coefficient is of the form P
Q
, where P is a product of elements of

V ar, and Q is a product of elements of V ar1.

Proof. We first prove the claim for elements of V ar1zV ar. There are two cases to consider. The first is

that ci has a same-end child cj . In this case γ̂j, δ̂i P V ar1zV ar and ηij P V ar. From the definitions and

Corollary 7.1 we have:

ηij “ p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1 det

˜
γi δi

γj δj

¸
“ p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1pγiδj ´ γjδiq,

and

γi “ p´1qbelowpciqγ̂i, δi “ p´1qbelowpciqδ̂i, γj “ p´1qbelowpcjqγ̂j , δj “ p´1qbelowpcjqδ̂j .
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Thus, δ̂iγ̂j “ ηij ` γ̂iδ̂j , and hence δ̂i “
ηij`γ̂iδ̂j

γ̂j
, γ̂j “

ηij`γ̂iδ̂j

δ̂i
, as claimed.

The second case is when ci, cj are head-to-tail siblings. Then γ̂i, βj P V ar1zV ar and θij P V ar. Again

by Corollary 7.1,

θij “ p´1qbelowpciq det

˜
γi δi

αj βj

¸
“ p´1qbelowpciqpγiβj ´ αjδiq,

and

γi “ p´1qbelowpciqγ̂i, δi “ p´1qbelowpciqδ̂i, αj “ αj , βj “ βj .

Thus, γ̂iβj “ θij ` δ̂iαj , and therefore γ̂i “
θij`δ̂iαj

βj
, βj “

θij`δ̂iαj

γ̂i
, showing the claim for this case.

We now find an expression for ηil when cl is a same-end descendant which is not the child of ci. In

this case ci must have a same end child, denote it by cj. Then ηij P V ar. Write

C
i,j,l
h,h`1 “

¨
˚̋
γi δi

γj δj

γl δl

˛
‹‚.

By Corollary 7.1,

γi “ p´1qbelowpciqγ̂i, δi “ p´1qbelowpciqδ̂i, γj “ p´1qbelowpcjqγ̂j , δj “ p´1qbelowpcjqδ̂j ,

γl “ p´1qbelowpclqγ̂l, δl “ p´1qbelowpclqδ̂l,

and

ηij “ p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1pγiδj ´ γjδiq, ηil “ p´1qbelowpciq´belowpclq`1pγiδl ´ γlδiq,

ηjl “ p´1qbelowpcjq´belowpcjq`1pγjδl ´ γlδjq.

We see that δlpγiδj ´ γjδiq, δipγjδl ´ γlδjq, δjpγiδl ´ γlδiq all have the same sign

p´1qbelowpciq`belowpcjq`belowpclq`1,

and moreover the sum of the first two equals the third. Thus, δ̂l
δ̂j
ηij ` δ̂i

δ̂j
ηjl “ ηil. If δ̂l P V ar then this

case follows. Otherwise we use the first case to write δ̂l “ ηll1`γ̂lδ̂l1

γ̂l1
, and substitute this in the expression

for ηil.

We now express θjl where cj has a same-end ancestor ci and there is a third chord cl which starts at

ph, h ` 1q where ci, cj end. We may take ci to be a sibling of cl, and then θil P V ar.

Write

C
i,j,l
h,h`1 “

¨
˚̋
γi δi

γj δj

αl βl

˛
‹‚.

By Corollary 7.1,

γi “ p´1qbelowpciqγ̂i, δi “ p´1qbelowpciqδ̂i, γj “ p´1qbelowpcjqγ̂j , δj “ p´1qbelowpcjqδ̂j

αl “ αl, βl “ βl,

and

ηij “ p´1qbelowpciq´belowpcjq`1pγiδj´γjδiq, θil “ p´1qbelowpciqpγiβl´δiαlq, θjl “ p´1qbelowpcjqpγjβl´δjαlq.

We see that βlpγiδj ´ γjδiq, ´δjpγiβl ´ δiαlq, ´δipγjβl ´ δjαlq have sign p´1qbelowpciq`belowpcjq`1, and

moreover the sum of the first two equals the third. Thus, βl

δ̂i
ηij `

δ̂j

δ̂i
θil “ θjl, and we finish as in the

previous case.
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7.2 Codimension One Boundaries

The stratification of the nonnegative Grassmannian was much studied in the literature [Pos06, Section

18], [PSW09, Section 6]. Postnikov showed that the closure of a positroid is a disjoint union of positroids.

Moreover, a positroid S is contained in the closure of a another positroid S1 if and only if all the Plücker

coordinates that vanish on S1 also vanish on S. It was later shown that this stratification yields a CW

complex structure on the closure of each positroid, and in particular on Grěk,n [PSW09, Section 6].

In what follows, we refer to a positroid as a stratum or boundary stratum of another positroid, if

the former is a cell in the CW decomposition of the closure of the latter. Recall that Corollary 7.1 and

Notation 7.2 allow translating the inequalities of Definition 2.10 to the positivity of the elements of ĄV ar.

Definition 7.6. Let Da be a chord diagram, and ‹ P V ara. A matrix C is a pDa, ‹q-extended domino

matrix if it is in the form of Definition 2.5, satisfies the all inequalities of Definition 2.10, with the

exception that ‹ “ 0 instead of being positive. C is said to be a Da-extended domino matrix if it is in

the form of Definition 2.5, only that the inequalities of Definition 2.10 are relaxed to be weak inequalities.

We write B‹Sa for the subset of the nonnegative Grassmannian whose elements have a representative in

the pDa, ‹q-extended domino form. We also write ĆB‹Sa Ě B‹Sa for the set of vector spaces which have a

representative in the Da extended domino form with ‹ “ 0.

Recall that SBA Ď Grěk,n is defined as the collection of vector spaces which intersect nontrivially

spanpei, ei¯1, ej , ej¯1q for some i, j.

We start by describing generation algorithms for these spaces, in the spirit of Algorithm 3.10, in all

cases but the case of Bβi
Sa, when ci is a sticky child. A generation algorithm for this case can also be

written, but will not be needed in what follows.

Recall the algorithm construct-matrix in Section 3.2. We now describe the changes needed in

order to generate the boundary positroids B‹, ‹ P V ar above. Let cl “ pi, i ` 1, h, h ` 1q be a chord

in Da.

• Bε̂l : Act as in construct-matrix, but do not perform ypi`1qÝ̋1pslq in headpclq.

• Bαl
: Act as in construct-matrix, but do not perform yipulq in tailpc˚lq.

• Bβl
(if cl is not a sticky child and βl P V ar), Bθml

(assuming θml P V ar ): Act as in construct-

matrix, but instead of headpclq apply inci, yiÝ̋1pslq, xipvlq, xhpwlq, and add i to N. In tailpc˚lq

skip yi`1pulq.

• Bγ̂l
(assuming γ̂l P V ar ): Since γ̂l P V ar, then the parent of cl ends after cl, and no sibling of

cl starts at ph, h ` 1q. preh is skipped in fillphq, and is performed in headpclq instead of doing

xhpwlq.

• B
δ̂l

(if δ̂l P V ar), Bηlm
(assuming ηlm P V ar ): Act as in the algorithm, omitting xhpwlq in headpclq.

Denote by construct-matrix‹
`
D, tsl, ul, vl, wlu

k
l“1

˘
, for ‹ P V ar, the output of the algorithm, applied

with the variables ts˚, u˚, v˚, w˚u. Note that one variable is absent, according to the above items, but

in order not to make the notation heavier we do not write it explicitly.

Lemma 7.7. construct-matrix‹
`
Da, tsl, ul, vl, wlu

k
l“1

˘
, for a chord diagram Da and ‹ P V ara,

generates positroid cells whose elements have representatives in the pDa, ‹q-extended domino form.

Proof. The proof for ε̂l, αl, βl, γ̂l, δ̂l is identical to the proof of Proposition 3.15. We should note that for

βl, the assumption βl P V ar is used to guarantee that not only when the row of cl is generated, its i ` 1
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entry will be zero, but also that this will not change by later xi operations. A similar comment holds

for γ̂l, δ̂l.

The proof for ηlm and θml is also similar to the proof of Proposition 3.15. This time, after headpclq

in the case of ηlm, the h ` 1 entry of that row is 0. After headpcmq, the minor tl,mu ˆ th, h ` 1u will

have proportional columns. The subsequent steps will not change that. Similarly, for θml, after tailpc˚lq

the entry i` 1 of the row of cl is 0. After headpc˚mq, the minor tm, lu ˆ ti, i` 1u will have proportional

columns. The subsequent steps will not change that.

By repeating the argument of Proposition 3.15 it is easily seen that not only every ‹1 P V arz‹ is

nonzero, it also has the expected sign of Corollary 7.1.

The generation algorithm can be translated into an algorithmic decorated permutation, which we

denote by πa,‹ according to the receipt of Lemma 3.20. Recall Definition 3.16. It will be convenient in

what follows to use slightly different notations for the same permutation, and to write it in terms of the

chords ci, enumerated according to their starting point, rather than c1i which are enumerated according

to their endpoints. We will write ci “ pai, ai ` 1, bi, bi ` 1q, and then the permutation πa reads

pp1 q1q pp2 q2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pp2k q2kq
ź

ci is ordered according
to increasing order of heads

ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq (8)

where, pi, qi are as in Definition 3.16 and since we work with non commutative variables our convention

is that the multiplication is from left, i.e.
ś3

i“1 xi “ x3x2x1. In case of same-end chords, the parent is

considered to end after the child. We also recall the notation cj˚ to denote the last sticky descendant in

the sticky chain from cj , and aj˚ is its first marker. We denote by a˚j either n, if cj is a top chord, or

ah ` 1, where ch is the parent of ah, otherwise.

Observation 7.8. In cases ‹ P V ara for which the generation algorithm was defined, the algorithmic

permutation πa,‹ is obtained as follows.

• πa,ε̂j is obtained from (8) by omitting the transposition ppaj ` 1q a˚j q.

• πa,αj
is obtained from (8) by omitting the transposition paj paj˚ ` 1qq, where cj˚ is the last sticky

descendant in the sticky chain from cj .

• πa,γ̂j
is obtained from (8) by replacing the cycle ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq by ppaj ` 1q pbj ` 1qq.

• π
a,δ̂j

, πa,ηj,j1 are obtained from (8) by replacing the cycle ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq by ppaj ` 1q bjq.

• πa,βj
, πa,θj1,j

are obtained from (8) by replacing ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq by paj bj pbj ` 1qq, replacing

ppaj ` 1q a˚j q by paj a˚j q, and removing the transposition paj paj˚ ` 1qq.

Lemma 7.9. Let Da P CDn,k be a chord diagram. Let ‹ P V ara be an element which is not of the

form βi for a sticky child, αi for a chord which has a sticky child, or ε̂i. Denote by S the positroid cell

that arises from construct-matrix‹
`
D, tsl, ul, vl, wlu

k
l“1

˘
. Every point in S is obtained from a unique

choice of the 4k ´ 1 positive variables. Hence, S is 4k ´ 1-dimensional.

Moreover, in these cases the positroid generated by the algorithm coincides with B‹Sa, and πa,‹ is the

associated permutation. In addition B‹Sa is a codimension one boundary of Sa.

The restrictions we make in this statement are not always necessary, but they suffice for our needs,

and simplify the proof.

Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.24. The first statement and the ’Hence’ part

are proven by constructing an inverse map, again in an inductive process. That is, for a given point in
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S, which must be an output of construct-matrix‹, we determine the real parameters of the xl and yl

operations used to construct it. Finding these values for k “ 1 is straightforward.

More than one top chord:

Suppose we have shown the claim for less than k chords. Assume first that Da has at least two top chords.

For ‹ P tαl, βl, γ̂l, δ̂l, ηlm, θmlu, write cl “ pi, i ` 1, h, h ` 1q and denote by cp “ pq, q ` 1, j, j ` 1q the

top chord from which cl descends. Let Db be the subdiagram made of chords which end no later than

pj, j ` 1q. Let Dc be the subdiagram made of the other chords, with index set rnszrj ´ 1s. Suppose that

Db has k1 chords. We consider first the case k1 ă k.

We can write

C “

˜
C 1

C2

¸
,

where C 1 consists of the first k1 rows and C2 of the last k ´ k1 rows. Let V 1, V 2 be their row spans,

respectively. The recursive structure of the algorithm construct-matrix‹
`
D, tsr, ur, vr, wrukr“1

˘
,

allows to write, as in the proof of Lemma 3.24, C 1, C2 explicitly:

C 1 “ pren´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ prej`2 construct-matrix‹
`
D, tsr, ur, vr, wrurPrk1s

˘
,

and

C2 “ prej´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pre1 xjpwq construct-matrix
`
Dc, tsr, ur, vr, wrurPrkszrk1s

˘
,

where w is the sum of wr variables that appear in xj operations for C 1.

We claim that V 1, V 2 are uniquely determined from V. Indeed, by the same argument of Lemma 3.24,

we see that if this is not the case then either V 1 or V 2 contains a vector in spantej , ej`1, enu. V 2

is the row span of a standard domino matrix. Therefore, by the same argument of Lemma 3.25, V 2 X

spantej, ej`1, enu “ 0. We want to show that also C 1 does not contain a vector in the span of tej , ej`1, enu.

If ‹ P tαp, βp, γ̂p, δ̂pu, which means p “ l, then there is i1 P ti, i ` 1u such that pC 1pqi
1

‰ 0. As in the

proof of Lemma 3.25 we can find I P
`
rj´1s
k1

˘
which intersects ti, i ` 1u in i1 for which detppC 1qIq ą 0,

which implies, again as in that proof, that there is no linear combination of the rows of C 1 which lies in

spantej, ej`1, enu. If ‹ R tαp, βp, γ̂p, δ̂pu, and ‹ ‰ αl, then detppC 1qIq ą 0, where I is be the set of first

markers of each chord. This is seen by performing row operations which cancel the dominoes inherited

to chords from their parent. These operations do not change the starting dominoes and transform pC 1qI

to an upper triangular with nonzero diagonal. If ‹ “ αl, then we take I to be the set of first markers of

each chord, except for l and the maximal sticky chain which descends from it. For these chords we pick

the second marker, and again the same reasoning shows that the determinant is nonzero. Thus, in this

case we also see that V 1 does not contain a vector in spantej , ej`1, enu.

By induction we can recover from V 1 the parameters used to construct C 1. We then apply xjp´wq to

V 2 and use induction again to recover the remaining parameters for C2.

The next case is k1 “ k. Since we assume that there is more than one top chord, cp must be the last

top chord. This time let Dc be the subdiagram of cp and its descendants, and Db the subdiagram of

chords which precede cp, with marker set rq ` 1s Y tnu. Redefine k1 to be the number of rows in Db, and

set

C “

˜
C 1

C2

¸
,

where C 1 consists of the first k1 rows, and C2 the last k ´ k1 rows. V 1, V 2 are the row spans.

We use the recursive structure of the algorithm again to write

C 1 “ pren´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ preq`2 construct-matrix
`
D, tsr, ur, vr, wrurPrk1s

˘
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and

C2 “ preq´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pre1 xqpwq construct-matrix‹
1 `
Dc, tsr, ur, vr, wrurPrkszrk1s

˘
,

where w is the sum of wr variables that appear in xq operations for C 1, and ‹1 “ ‹ unless cl “ cp is a

top chord and ‹ “ θml. In that exceptional case ‹1 “ βl, since after the algorithm finishes to construct

the row of cl its entry labeled i ` 1 “ q ` 1 is 0. It becomes non zero only by applications of xq in later

stages, whose total effect on this row is the effect of xqpwq.

Again we show that V 1, V 2 can be determined from V. We need to show that neither V 1 nor V 2 contain

a non zero vector in spanteq, eq`1, enu. This time V 1 is the row span of a standard domino matrix, hence

for V 1 this is done as in Lemma 3.24. For V 2, we split as above to the two cases depending on whether ‹

belongs to tαp, βp, γ̂p, δ̂pu or not, and the same conclusion holds. As in the previous case we use induction

to retrieve the parameters of the algorithm for C 1, and then for C2 after applying xqp´wq to V 2.

A single top chord:

The final case to consider is that Da has a single top chord cp “ c1, which we may assume, perhaps after

removing zero columns, that starts at p1, 2q and ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q. If ‹ R tα1, β1, γ̂1, δ̂1u, then as in

the analogous part in the proof of Lemma 3.24 we can write

C “

˜
C1

C 1

¸

where

C 1 “ prenrescale1pu1q x1p1q rotatek´1 construct-matrix‹
`
Db, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszr1s

˘
,

if ‹ ‰ η1m and

C 1 “ prenrescale1pu1q x1p1q rotatek´1 construct-matrix
`
Db, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszr1s

˘
,

otherwise. The reason for this exception is that in case η1m “ 0 the missing parameter is w1 from

headpc1q.

As above, the next step is to show that there is no non zero vector in the intersection between the

linear span of rows 2, . . . , k and V 1 “ spante1, e2, en´2, en´1u. In order to show that this intersection is

zero, first recall that by assumption ‹ is not of the form βl, for any cl which is a sticky child. In this case,

we can find I P
`
t3,4,...,n´3,nu

k

˘
such that detpCIq ‰ 0, showing that no vector in spante1, e2, en´2, en´1u

is spanned by C’s rows. We construct I as follows. First, we add n to I. Then for every chord in the

sticky chain from c1 we take its second marker. Then, if ‹ ‰ αl for l P t2, . . . , ku we add to I the first

marker of any other chord. If ‹ “ αl, for some cl, then also for this chord, which by assumption does

not have a sticky child we take the second marker, and for other chords the first. The first row of CI

has a single nonzero entry at n. Removing this row and the column n leaves us with a matrix, that like

in the proof of Lemma 3.25 is upper triangular with nonzero diagonal after some row operations.

Thus, the intersection is 0, hence C1, V 1 can be determined from V. As in the proof of Lemma 3.24

we calculate s1, u1, v1 from C1, then undo pren, rescale1pu1q, x1p1q, rotatek´1, use induction to recover

the parameters tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszr1s and then recover w1.

We are left with the case ‹ P tα1, β1, γ̂1, δ̂1u. The proof of Lemma 3.25 extends to this case, and

we can find a set I Ď
`
t3,4,...,n´3,nu

k

˘
with detpCIq ‰ 0. This shows as above that indeed C1, and

V 1 “ spant2, . . . , ku are uniquely determined. Again we can recover the parameters for c1, except,

possibly, w1. If ‹ P tγ̂1, δ̂1u then we act just as above. If ‹ “ β1, we erase the first row and nth column,

cyclically shift the first column to be the last, possibly changing the sign of this column to preserve

positivity, and re-index it as n. If ‹ “ α1, then by assumption c1 does not have a child which sticks to

it. We erase the first row and nth column. Note that the first column is now a zero column. We then
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move the second column to be the nth column, possibly changing the sign of this column to preserve

positivity. In all these cases, the resulting vector space is precisely the row span of

construct-matrix
`
Db, tsh, uh, vh, whuhPrkszr1s

˘
,

we use induction to calculate its parameters and then calculate w1 if ‹ ‰ δ̂1.

The ’Moreover’ part:

Arguing exactly as in Section 3.3, based on Summary 3.22, we deduce from the dimension calculation

above that πa,‹ is the associated permutation.

By definition B‹Sa contains the positroid S generated by the algorithm. But using Proposition 7.3,

whose proof generalizes to the case where one element in V ar is taken to vanish, we see that the set

of nonvanishing Plücker coordinates for any point in B‹Sa are the same. But since S ‰ H and S is

characterized by the nonvanishing Plücker coordinates, the two spaces coincide. The set of nonvanishing

Plücker coordinates for B‹Sa is contained in the corresponding set for Sa, for example by Proposition 7.3

again. Since they are not in the same dimension, the former is a boundary of the latter, of codimension

one.

The main result of this section is the next proposition.

Proposition 7.10. Each boundary stratum of a BCFW cell Sa is either contained in SBA or is a

boundary stratum of another BCFW cell Sb.

Before getting to the proof, we define shift operations on chords in a chord diagram. These operation

are crucial to the pairing of boundaries.

Definition 7.11. Let ci “ ph, h ` 1, l, l ` 1q be a chord in a chord diagram Da.

Left shifting the tail of ci (unobstructed):

If h ą 1, no chord starts at ph´ 1, hq or ends at ph, h` 1q we define Dshifti;s,lpaq as the diagram obtained

from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith chord ph ´ 1, h, l, l ` 1q.

Right shifting the tail of ci (unobstructed):

If ci is not short, and no chord starts at ph ` 1, h ` 2q we define Dshifti;s,rpaq as the diagram obtained

from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith chord ph` 1, h` 2, l, l` 1q. If ci is short, l ă n´ 2 and

no other chord starts or ends at pl, l ` 1q “ ph ` 2, h` 3q we define Dshifti;s,rpaq as the diagram obtained

from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith chord ph ` 1, h ` 2, h ` 3, h ` 4q.

Right shifting the tail of ci (obstructed):

Suppose ci is short and l ă n ´ 2.

• If no other chord ends at pl, l ` 1q “ ph ` 2, h ` 3q but ci has a sibling ph ` 2, h ` 3, j, j ` 1q then

we define Dshifti;s,rpaq as the diagram obtained from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith

chord ph ` 1, h ` 2, j, j ` 1q.

• If no other chord starts at pl, l ` 1q “ ph ` 2, h ` 3q but some ancestors of ci end there, we define

Dshifti;s,rpaq as the diagram obtained from Da by removing the ith chord, pushing the heads of all

of its same-end ancestors one marker backwards, that is to end at ph` 1, h` 2q, and adding a new

short i chord ph ` 1, h ` 2, h ` 3, h ` 4q.

• If there is a chord ph ` 2, h ` 3, j, j ` 1q and some ancestors of ci end at ph ` 2, h ` 3q, we define

Dshifti;s,rpaq as the diagram obtained from Da by removing the ith, pushing the heads of all of its

same-end ancestors one marker backwards, that is to end at ph ` 1, h ` 2q, and adding a new ith

chord ph ` 1, h ` 2, j, j ` 1q.
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Left shifting the head of ci (unobstructed):

If ci is not short and it has no same-end descendant Dshifti;s,lpaq is defined from Da by replacing the ith

chord by ph, h ` 1, l ´ 1, lq. If ci is short, h ą 1 and no chord starts at ph ´ 1, hq or ends at ph, h ` 1q,

Dshifti;e,lpaq is defined from Da by replacing the ith chord by ph ´ 1, h, h ` 1, h ` 2q.

Left shifting the head of ci (obstructed):

• Suppose ci is not short, and it has a same-end child which starts at pj, j ` 1q, for j ą h ` 1.

In this case Dshifti;e,lpaq is obtained from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith chord

ph, h ` 1, j, j ` 1q.

• Suppose ci is not short, and it has a same-end child which starts at ph ` 1, h ` 2q, but no chord

ends at ph, h` 1q or starts at ph´ 1, hq and h ą 1. In this case Dshifti;e,lpaq is obtained from Da by

replacing the ith chord with a new ith short chord ph ´ 1, h, h ` 1, h ` 2q.

• Suppose ci is not short, it has a same end child which starts at ph` 1, h` 2q, and there are chords

ending at ph, h`1q. In this case Dshifti;e,lpaq is obtained from Da by removing the ith chord, pushing

the endpoint of each chord whose head is ph, h` 1q to end at ph` 1, h` 2q and add a new ith short

chord ph ´ 1, h, h ` 1, h ` 2q.

• If ci is short and some chord ends at ph, h ` 1q then Dshifti;e,lpaq is obtained from Da by removing

the ith chord, pushing the endpoint of each chord whose head is ph, h ` 1q to end at ph ` 1, h ` 2q

and add a new ith short chord ph ´ 1, h, h ` 1, h ` 2q.

Right shifting the head of ci (unobstructed):

If l ă n ´ 2, the parent of ci does not end at pl, l ` 1q and no sibling of ci starts at pl, l ` 1q we

define Dshifti;e,rpaq as the diagram obtained from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith chord

ph, h ` 1, l ` 1, l ` 2q.

Right shifting the head of ci (obstructed):

If the parent of ci does not end at pl, l ` 1q but a sibling of ci starts at pl, l ` 1q and ends at pj, j ` 1q,

we define Dshifti;e,rpaq as the diagram obtained from Da by replacing the ith chord with a new ith chord

ph, h ` 1, j, j ` 1q.

In all these cases we call the resulting chord diagram the shifted diagram.

i´1 i i`1 j j`1i´1 i i`1 j j`1

Ð

Ñ

i i`1 j´1 j j`1i i`1 j´1 j j`1

Ñ

Ð

i´1 i i`1 ... i`3i´1 i i`1 ... i`3

Ð

Ñ

(1) right tail nonshort (2) left head nonshort (3) right tail short

left tail right head left head short
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i i`1 j j`1 l l`1i i`1 j j`1 l l`1

Ñ

Ð

i i`1 ... i`3 j j`1i i`1 ... i`3 j j`1

Ñ

Ð

(4) left head obstructed nonsticky (5) left head obstructed sticky

right head obstructed right tail obstructed short

i i`1 ... ... i`4i i`1 ... ... i`4

Ñ

Ð

i i`1 ... i`3 j j`1i i`1 ... i`3 j j`1

Ñ

Ð

(6) left head short rolling heads (7) left head obstructed sticky rolling heads

right tail short rolling heads right tail obstructed short rolling heads

The following observation is straightforward.

Observation 7.12.

• If the left shift of the tail of ci is defined, then in Dshifti;s,lpaq the right shift of the tail of the ith

chord is defined, and

Da “ Dshifti;s,rpshifti;s,lpaqq.

• If ci is not short, and the right shift of its tail is defined, then in Dshifti;s,rpaq the left shift of the

head of the ith chord is defined, and

Da “ Dshifti;s,lpshifti;s,rpaqq.

• If ci is short and the right shift of its tail is defined, then in Dshifti;s,rpaq the left shift of the head

of the ith chord is defined, and

Da “ Dshifti;e,lpshifti;s,rpaqq.

• If ci is short, and the left shift its head of ci is defined, then in Dshifti;e,lpaq the right shift of the

ith chord’s tail is defined, and

Da “ Dshifti;s,rpshifti;e,lpaqq.

• If ci is not short, and the left shift its head of ci is defined, then in Dshifti;e,lpaq the right shift of

the ith chord’s head is defined, and

Da “ Dshifti;e,rpshifti;e,lpaqq.

• If right shift of the head of ci is defined, then in Dshifti;e,rpaq the left shift of the ith chord’s head

is defined, and

Da “ Dshifti;e,lpshifti;e,rpaqq.
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Proof of Proposition 7.10. The proof follows from the following three lemmas.

Lemma 7.13. BSa Ď SBA Y
Ť
‹PV ara

ĆB‹Sa “ SBA Y
Ť
‹PV ara

B‹Sa, where B‹Sa is the topological closure

of B‹Sa.

Lemma 7.14. In the following situations ĆB‹Sa Ď SBA :

1. ‹ “ ε̂i.

2. ‹ “ αi, where ci is either a short chord which ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q or ci has a sticky child.

3. ‹ “ βi for ci which either starts at p1, 2q or ci is a sticky child.

4. ‹ “ γ̂i, when ci ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q.

5. ‹ “ δ̂i when ci is short and either starts at p1, 2q or is a sticky child.

6. ‹ “ ηij , if cj is a sticky and same-end child of ci, and ci either starts at p1, 2q or is a sticky child.

Lemma 7.15. The following codimension one boundaries of BCFW cells are boundaries of two different

cells, hence also their closures are:

1. Unobstructed cases:

• If the right shift of the head of ci is unobstructed then

Bγ̂i
Sa “ B

δ̂i
Sshifti;e,rpaq.

• If the right shift of the tail of ci is unobstructed and ci is not short,

Bαi
Sa “ Bβi

Sshifti;s,rpaq.

• If the right shift of the tail of ci is unobstructed and ci is short,

Bαi
Sa “ B

δ̂i
Sshifti;s,rpaq.

2. If ci is short and there is another chord cj which starts where ci ends then αi P V ara and ηij P

V arshifti;s,rpaq, and vice versa (meaning: if cj is a child of ci which is both sticky and same ended,

then ηij P V arb and αi P V arshifti;e,l). In this case

Bαi
Sa “ Bηij

Sshifti;s,rpaq.

3. If ci is short, ends before pn´ 2, n´ 1q and ends where its parent end, but no chord starts where it

ends, then δ̂i P V arshifti;s,rpaq, and vice versa (meaning: if ci is short and there is a chord ending

where ci starts then δ̂i P V arb and αi P V arshifti;e,lpbq). In this case

Bαi
Sa “ B

δ̂i
Sshifti;s,rpaq.

4. If ci has a sibling cj which starts where ci ends (as usual we consider two top chords also as siblings)

then θij P V ara, and ηij P V arshifti;e,r , and vice versa (meaning: if ci has a same-end child which

is not sticky, then ηij P V arb and θij P V arshifti;e,lpbq). In this case

BθijSa “ Bηij
Sshifti;e,r .
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By Lemma 7.13 each boundary stratum of Sa is either contained in SBA, or is characterized by the

vanishing of at least one ‹ P V ar. All possible cases for the vanishing of ‹ P V ara are covered by

Lemma 7.14 and Lemma 7.15, as we now show.

Indeed, ε̂i boundaries are covered in Lemma 7.14, case 1.

αi boundaries are covered in case 1 of Lemma 7.15, if the right shift of the tail is unobstructed. If the

right shift of the tail is obstructed, then if ci is short, then either ci ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q (Lemma 7.14,

case 2), or it ends where some other chord ends or starts (cases 2,3 of Lemma 7.15). If ci is not short,

but this shift is obstructed then ci must have a sticky child (case 2 of Lemma 7.14 again).

βi boundaries are covered in case 1 of Lemma 7.15, if the left shift of the tail is unobstructed. If the

left shift of the tail of ci is obstructed, then either ci starts at p1, 2q, or it is a sticky child (case 3 of

Lemma 7.14), or it starts where some other chord cj ends. In this case βi R V ar.

γ̂i boundaries are covered in case 1 of Lemma 7.15, if the right shift of the head is unobstructed.

The right shift of the head is obstructed when this chord either ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q, when it has a

sibling which starts where ci ends, or when ci is the same-end child of cj . The first situation is treated

in Lemma 7.14, case 4. In the second and third situations γ̂i R V ar.

δ̂i boundaries are covered in case 1 of Lemma 7.15, if the left shift of the head is unobstructed.

There are several cases in which this shift is obstructed. If ci is short it could either be that it starts

at p1, 2q or it is a sticky child (case 5 of Lemma 7.14), or it starts where some other chord ends (case 2

of Lemma 7.15). If ci is not short then the left shift of the head is obstructed only if ci has a same-end

child. In this case δ̂i R V ar,

θij boundaries are covered in Lemma 7.15, case 4.

ηij boundaries are covered in Lemma 7.15, case 4, when cj is not a sticky child of ci. If it is a sticky

child, and ci is either a sticky child itself, or starts at p1, 2q then this case is covered in Lemma 7.14, case

6. The remaining possibilities are handled in Lemma 7.15, case 2.

The proof follows.

We turn to the proofs of the lemmas.

Proof of Lemma 7.14. Assume that ci starts at ph, h ` 1q and ends at pl, l ` 1q.

For the first item, if ε̂i “ 0 then the ith row a linear combination of eh, eh`1, el, el`1.

For the second item, if ci is short and ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q then αi “ 0 implies that the ith row a

linear combination of en´3, en´2, en´1, en. If ci has a sticky child cj then if cj ends at pl1, l1 ` 1q then the

vanishing of αi, which affects also ci’s children, in the domino they inherit from ci, makes the jth row a

linear combination of eh`1, eh`2, el1 , el1`1.

For the third item, if h “ 1 then also i “ 1 and c1 is a top level chord. Thus if β1 “ 0 then the first

row is a linear combination of e1, el, el`1, en. If ci is a sticky child, and βi “ 0 then the ith row a linear

combination of eh´1, eh, el, el`1.

When ci ends at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q, setting γ̂i “ 0 implies that the ith row is a linear combination of

eh, eh`1, en´1, en.

When ci is short and starts at p1, 2q putting δ̂i “ 0 makes the i row a linear combination of e1, e2, e3, en,

since in this case ci is also a top chord. If ci is short and a sticky child then after substituting δ̂i “ 0 the

resulting ith row lies in the span of eh´1, eh, eh`1, eh`2.

Finally, in the last case, if ci starts at p1, 2q, then ci “ c1 is a top chord, and the submatrix C
l,l`1
1,j

has rank one. By adding to C1 an appropriate multiple of Cj we can make the l, l ` 1 entries of the

first row 0, and the resulting row is in the span of e1, e2, e3, en. Similarly, if ci is a sticky child, the same

argument shows that some linear combination of Ci and Cj belongs to spanpeh´1, eh, eh`1, eh`2q.
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Proof of Lemma 7.13. Every V P Sa, the closure of Sa, is the limit of a converging sequence tViu
8
i“1 Ă Sa.

Let Ci be a domino representatives for Vi, where we use the freedom to scale each row by an element in

R` to guarantee that as i Ñ 8 the entries of Ci remain bounded, and at least one of them does not tend

to 0. By passing to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that each entry of Ci tends to a limit. Let

C8 be the limit matrix. Note that this matrix’s rows need not to span V, but must be included in V .

This matrix will have at least one nonzero entry in each row, and it will be in the extended Da-domino

form.

If for C8 all elements of ĄV ar remain nonzero, then by Proposition 7.3 C8 P Sa.

If, for some 1 ď i ď k the starting domino of pC8qi is zero, then this row has support contained in

the set of indices pj, j ` 1, h, h ` 1q where pj, j ` 1q is the head of ci, and ph, h ` 1q is pn ´ 1, nq if ci

is a top chord, and otherwise it is the tail of ci’s parent. As in the proof of Lemma 7.14, in this case

V P SBA. Similarly, if a chord ci has a sticky child cj and either the first domino entry of pC8qi vanishes,

or the second domino entry of pC8qj vanishes, then by Lemma 7.14 V P SBA.

When those situations do not occur, C8 has full rank. Indeed, let ij be the index of the first non

vanishing entry of the tail of cj . By our assumption on C8, for every j P rks the index ij is defined, and

ij`1 ą ij . Set I “ ti1, . . . , iku. Then the matrix pC8qI is invertible, since, if we apply row operations,

going top-bottom, which cancel the domino inherited to chords from their parents, the resulting matrix

is upper triangular, with non zero diagonal elements.

Since C8 is an extended domino matrix, and some element of ĄV ar vanishes, by Lemma 7.5, at least

one element of V ar vanishes. Thus, V P ĆB‹Sa, for some ‹ P V ar.

If ‹ is one of the cases considered in Lemma 7.14, then V P SBA. We will finish the proof by showing

that in the remaining cases
ĆB‹SazSBA “ B‹SazSBA, (9)

and thus V P B‹Sa.

For any point ĆB‹SazBSa the set of vanishing Plücker coordinates strictly contains the vanishing Plücker

coordinates of the positroid B‹Sa, by Proposition 7.3 and the fact a positroid is determined by its set of

vanishing Plücker coordinates. Thus it is a true boundary point of B‹Sa and is therefore contained in

the closure. By the above analysis any point of B‹SazSBA has an extended domino form. It is easily seen

that at any such point ‹ “ 0, and therefore B‹SazSBA Ď ĆB‹SazSBA.

Proof of Lemma 7.15. In all cases considered in the lemma, the boundary strata are the ones which are

associated to the decorated permutations of Observation 7.8 by Lemma 7.9. It is therefore be enough

to compare the permutations for pairs of strata that we claim that are equal. We first write each

permutation of the shifted chord diagram using the permutation of the original chord diagram, and with

the notations of the former and then examine, using Observation 7.8 how these permutations change

when we move to the boundary strata. The final step is to carefully compare the resulting permutations.

First item: We start with the unobstructed cases.

• The diagram Dshifti;e,rpaq is obtained from Da by shifting the head of ci to the right. The associated

permutations, πa, πshifti;e,rpaq in their (8) forms, differ in a single cycle: the cycle ppai`1q bi pbi`1qq

in πa is replaced by ppai ` 1q pbi ` 1q pbi ` 2qq. By Observation 7.8, πa,γ̂i
is obtained from πa by

replacing ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq by ppai ` 1q pbi ` 1qq, while π
shifti;e,rpaq,δ̂i

is obtained from πa by

replacing ppai ` 1q pbi ` 1q pbi ` 2qq by ppai ` 1q pbi ` 1qq, hence they are the same.

• When ci is not short, the diagram Dshifti;s,rpaq is obtained from Da by shifting the tail of ci to the

right. Since we can do the shift, before the shift ci had no sticky child. The associated permutations,

πa, πshifti;s,rpaq, in their (8) forms, differ in three places: the cycle ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq in πa is

replaced by ppai ` 2q bi pbi ` 1qq, the transposition ppai ` 1q a˚i q in πa is replaced by ppai ` 2q a˚i q,
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and the transposition pai pai ` 1qq in πa is replaced by ppai ` 1q tq, where t “ aj ` 1 where cj is

the last descendant in a sticky chain starting from the shifted ci.

By Observation 7.8, πa,αi
is obtained from πa by omitting the transposition pai pai ` 1qq. Similarly,

πshifti;s,rpaq,βi
is obtained from πshifti;s,rpaq by erasing pa tq, replacing ppai ` 2q bi pbi ` 1qq, by

ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq, and replacing ppai ` 2q a˚i q by ppai ` 1q a˚i q. The resulting permutations are

again the same.

• The last unobstructed case to consider is when ci is short and we consider the αi boundary. Note

that now bi “ ai ` 2. Dshifti;s,rpaq is obtained from Da by shifting all markers of ci one position

to the right. The effect on the permutation is shifting all indices by `1, except for a˚i which does

not change. According to Observation 7.8, πa,αi
is obtained from πa by omitting pai pai˚ ` 1qq “

pai pai ` 1qq. π
shifti;s,rpaq,δ̂i

is obtained from πshifti;s,rpaq by removing ppai ` 2q pbi ` 1q pbi ` 2qq “

pbi pbi`1q pbi`2qq and adding pbi pbi`1qq instead. Note that since ci is short, its two transpositions

are consecutive in the order of (8). This holds also after the shift. More precisely, for Da we have

πa “ σ1ppai pai ` 1qqppai ` 1q a˚i qσ2ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqσ3,

for Dshifti;s,rpaq

πshifti;s,rpaq “σ1ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚i qσ2pbi pbi ` 1q pbi ` 2qqσ3

“ σ1ppai ` 1q biqpbi a
˚
i qσ2pbi pbi ` 1q pbi ` 2qqσ3,

and hence

πa,αi
“ σ1pppai ` 1q a˚i qσ2ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqσ3,

πshifti;s,rpaq “ σ1ppai ` 1q biqpbi a
˚
i qσ2pbi pbi ` 1qqσ3 “ σ1ppai ` 1q a˚i qpbi pai ` 1qqσ2pbi pbi ` 1qqσ3

For some permutations σ1, σ2, σ3. Now, σ2 is made from transpositions ppaj ` 1q a˚j q and cycles

ppaj `1q bj pbj `1qq for chord cj which end after the head of ci. For any such chord bj ą bi “ ai `2,

otherwise the right shift would have been obstructed. From the same reason aj ` 1, a˚j ‰ bi. Also

aj ‰ ai ` 1 since ai ` 1 cannot be the first marker of any chord, and a˚j “ ai ` 1 would imply that

cj is a child of ci, which is impossible as ci is short. Thus, σ2 and pbi pai ` 1qq commute, and we

can write

πshifti;s,rpaq “ σ1ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2pbi pai ` 1qqpbi pbi ` 1qqσ3 “ σ1ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqσ3

hence πa,αi
“ πshifti;s,rpaq.

Second item: We consider the case where ci is short, and there is another chord cj which starts where

ci ends. Let cir , . . . , ci2 , ci1 “ ci be the longest same-end chain whose lowest element is ci, the possibility

r “ 1 is not excluded. Note that cir and cj are siblings, and we write a˚ for the second marker of their

parent, or n if they are top chords. In addition,

ai1 ` 2 “ bi1 “ . . . “ bir “ aj .

By (8), πa “

σ1pai1 pai1 ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q pai2 ` 1qqppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qpaj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ3ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqσ4ppair ` 1q bir pbir ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q bi2 pbi2 ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qqσ5

for some σ1, . . . , σ5. Dshifti;s,rpaq is obtained from Da by removing ci, moving the endpoints of ci2 , . . . , cir
one marker backwards, and then adding a new ith chord which starts one marker before cj and ends
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with cj . Note that now cj becomes a sticky child, hence both have the same element aj˚ ` 1 in the

leftmost transposition. In addition the new ith chord becomes a sibling of cir , with the same a˚. Putting

together, with the notations for πa,

πshifti;s,rpaq “ σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai1 ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qqpaj paj˚ ` 1qq

¨σ2ppaj ` 1q pai1 ` 2qqppai1 ` 2q a˚qσ3ppai1 ` 2q bj pbj ` 1qqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq

¨ σ4ppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q bir q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ5.

By Observation 7.8, πa,αi
is obtained from πa by omitting the transposition pai1 pãi1 ` 1qq, hence

πa,αi
“ σ1ppai1 ` 1q pai2 ` 1qqppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qpaj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ3ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqσ4ppair ` 1q bir pbir ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q bi2 pbi2 ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qqσ5

By the same observation, πshifti;s,rpaq,ηi,j
is obtained from πshifti;s,rpaq by replacing the cycle ppai1 `

2q bj pbj ` 1qq by the transposition ppai1 ` 2q bjq, thus obtaining

πshifti;s,rpaq,ηi,j
“ σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai1 ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qqpaj paj˚ ` 1qq¨

σ2ppaj ` 1q pai1 ` 2qqppai1 ` 2q a˚q¨

σ3ppai1 ` 2q bjqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq¨

σ4ppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q bir q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ5.

We wish to compare the permutations. We apply commutation relations on πa,αi
. Since

px yqpy zq “ py zqpx zq,

we have

ppai1 ` 1q pai2 ` 1qqppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚q “

ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai1 ` 1q pair ` 1qq.

Second, since ai ` 1 “ bi ´ 1 we have

ppait ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq “ ppai1 ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q pbi ´ 1q biq,

we can iterate this relation to write

ppair ` 1q bir pbir ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q bi2 pbi2 ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qq “

ppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qqppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q bir q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2q.

Thus,

πa,αi
“ σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai1 ` 1q a˚qpaj paj˚ ` 1qq¨

σ2ppaj ` 1q a˚q¨

σ3ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq¨

σ4ppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qqppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q bir q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ5

Now, σ4 is made of cycles of the form ppah ` 1q bh pbh ` 1qq, for ch which start after cj and end no

later than cj . In this case ah ` 1, bh, bh ` 1 are all larger than ai1 ` 1, bi1 , bi1 ` 1, since the largest is

bi1 ` 1 “ aj ` 1, hence

πa,αi
“ σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai1 ` 1q a˚qpaj paj˚ ` 1qq¨

σ2ppaj ` 1q a˚q¨

σ3ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qq¨

σ4ppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q bir q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ5
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Thus, in order to compare with πshifti;s,rpaq,ηi,j
it is enough to compare

π1 “ ppai1 ` 1q a˚qpaj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q a˚qσ3ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qq,

π2 “ ppai1 ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qqpaj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q pai1 ` 2qqppai1 ` 2q a˚q ¨ σ3

ppai1 ` 2q bjqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq,

which we can simplify to

π1 “ ppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppai ` 3q a˚q¨

σ3ppai ` 3q bj pbj ` 1qqppai ` 1q pai ` 2q pai ` 3qq,

π2 “ ppai ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qqppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppai ` 3q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚q¨

σ3ppai ` 2q bjqppai ` 3q bj pbj ` 1qq,

Now,

ppai ` 3q bj pbj ` 1qqppai ` 1q pai ` 2q pai ` 3qq “ ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q bjqppai ` 3q bj pbj ` 1qq,

Thus, we can write π1 as

ppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppai ` 3q a˚qσ3ppai ` 3q bj pbj ` 1qqppai ` 1q pai ` 2q pai ` 3qq “

ppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppai ` 3q a˚qσ3ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q bjqppai ` 3q bj pbj ` 1qq.

σ3 is product of transpositions of the form ppah ` 1q a˚hq, for ch which end (strictly) to the right of

pai ` 2, ai ` 3q, transpositions of the form pah pah˚ ` 1qq, for ch which starts (strictly) to the right of

pai `2, ai `3q, and cycles ppah `1q bh pbh `1qq for ch ‰ ci, cj which end at pbj , bj `1q or to the right of it.

Such cycles do not have a common support with ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qq. This is clear if they also start to the

right of cj . If they start to the left of it, then they are ancestors of both ci and cj , and then ah ` 1 ď ai.

So we can move ppai ` 1qpai ` 2qq past σ3. and the comparison of π1, π2 simplifies to the comparison of

π11 “ ppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppai ` 3q a˚qppai ` 1q pai ` 2qq,

π12 “ ppai ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qqppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppai ` 3q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚q.

The final simplification we can do is as follows. σ2 is made of transpositions of the forms pah pah˚ ` 1q,

or ppah `1q a˚hq for ch which descend from cj . All indices involved in such transpositions satisfy ah, ah˚`

1, a˚h ě ai`3. They are all smaller than n, since neither of them is a top chord, and if a˚ ‰ n then they are

also greater than a˚, since ai ě a˚ in this case. Thus, σ2 commutes with ppai `1q pai `2qq, ppai `2q a˚q.

Using

ppai ` 3q a˚qppai ` 1q pai ` 2qq “ ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 3q a˚q

and

ppai ` 3q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚q “ ppai ` 2q a˚qppai ` 3q a˚q,

we can finally reduce the comparison of π11, π
1
2 to the comparison of

π21 “ ppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqppai ` 1q pai ` 2qq,

π22 “ ppai ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qqppai ` 2q paj˚ ` 1qqppai ` 2q a˚q.

Both π21 , π
2
2 equal to

ppai ` 2q a˚ pai ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qq

and the second case of the lemma is also proven.

Third item: This case is similar to the previous one, but the absence of cj simplifies the argument.
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Let ci1 “ ci, ci2 , . . . , cir , r ě 1, be the longest chain of children which stick to their parent from the left,

ci being the last in the chain. We write a˚ for the second marker cir ’s parent, or n if cir is a top chord.

In addition,

ai1 ` 2 “ bi1 “ . . . “ bir ď n ´ 2.

By (8)

πa “ σ1pai1 pai1 ` 1qq ¨ ppai1 ` 1q pai2 ` 1qqppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ2ppair ` 1q bir pbir ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q bi2 pbi2 ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qqσ3

for some σ1, σ2, σ3. Dshifti;s,rpaq is obtained from Da by removing ci, moving the endpoints of ci2 , . . . , cir
one marker backwards, and then adding a new ith chord which starts at pai ` 1, ai ` 2q and ends at

pai ` 3, ai ` 4q. The new ith chord is a sibling of cir , with the same a˚. Putting together, with the

notations for πa,

πshifti;s,rpaq “ σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚q

¨ σ2ppai ` 2q pai ` 3q pai ` 4qqppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q birq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ3.

By Observation 7.8, πa,αi
is obtained from πa by omitting the transposition ppai1 pai1 ` 1qq, hence

πa,αi
“ σ1ppai1 ` 1q pai2 ` 1qqppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ2ppair ` 1q bir pbir ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q bi2 pbi2 ` 1qqppai1 ` 1q bi1 pbi1 ` 1qqσ3

By the same observation, πshifti;s,rpaq,eri is obtained from πshifti;s,rpaq by replacing the cycle ppai `2q pai `

3q pai ` 4qq by the transposition ppai ` 2q pai ` 3qq, thus obtaining

πshifti;s,rpaq,eri “ σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚q

¨ σ2ppai ` 2q pai ` 3qqppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q birq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ3.

We wish to compare the permutations. As in the previous case we can rewrite, using the commutation

relations, πa,αi
as

σ1ppai2 ` 1q pai3 ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppair ` 1q a˚qppai ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ2ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqppair ` 1q pbir ´ 1q bir ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ppai2 ` 1q pbi2 ´ 1q bi2qσ3

Thus, it is enough to compare

ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq, and ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚qσ2ppai ` 2q pai ` 3qq.

Note that

ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq “ ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2ppai ` 1q pai ` 2q pai ` 3qq

“ ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q pai ` 3qq.

As in the previous case we can commute σ2 and ppai`1q pai`2qq. Indeed σ2 is the product of transpositions

and cycles. The first type of transpositions are ppah ` 1q a˚hq for h which ends strictly to the right of the

endpoint of ci, and in this case ah ą ai ` 2, and a˚h is either n or smaller than ai. The second type is

pah pah˚ ` 1qq for chords which start to the right of the endpoint of ci. By assumption their ah ě ai ` 3.

The third type is cycles ppah ` 1q bh pbh ` 1qq, for ch which end strictly to the right of the endpoint of

ci. This means that they either start to its right, and then ah, bh ą ai ` 2, or that they start before ci
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and end after. In this case ah ` 1 ă ai, since we assume r ě 1 and bh ě ai ` 3, since ch is not one of the

cij s. All these commute with ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qq. Thus, we are left to verify

ppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqσ2ppai ` 2q pai ` 3qq, ppai ` 1q pai ` 2qqppai ` 2q a˚qσ2ppai ` 2q pai ` 3qq,

which indeed holds.

Fourth Item: ci has a sibling cj which starts where ci ends. We write a˚ for the second marker of

their parent, or n if they are top chords and note that aj “ bi. By (8)

πa “ σ1ppai ` 1q a˚qpaj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ3ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqσ4ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqσ5

for some σ1, . . . , σ5. Dshifti;e,rpaq is obtained from Da by moving the head of ci to that of cj . Thus,

πshifti;e,rpaq “ σ1paj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q pai ` 1qqppai ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ3ppai ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqσ4σ5

By Observation 7.8 πa,θi,j is obtained from πa by replacing ppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq by paj bj pbj ` 1qq,

replacing ppaj ` 1q a˚q, by paj a˚q and removing the transposition paj paj˚ ` 1qq, Thus, the permutation

reads

πa,θi,j “ σ1ppai ` 1q a˚qσ2paj a˚q

¨ σ3paj bj pbj ` 1qqσ4ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qqσ5.

Similarly, by Observation 7.8 again, πshifti;e,rpaq,ηi,j
is obtained from πshifti;e,rpaq by replacing ppai `

1q bj pbj ` 1qq with ppai ` 1q bjq, yielding

πshifti;e,rpaq,ηij
“ σ1paj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2ppaj ` 1q pai ` 1qqppai ` 1q a˚q

¨ σ3ppai ` 1q bjqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qqσ4σ5

σ2 is composed of transpositions of the forms pah pah˚ ` 1qq, or ppah ` 1q a˚hq for chords ch which

descend from cj . Thus, σ2 commutes with ppai ` 1q a˚q. Similarly, σ4 is the product of cycles of the form

ppah ` 1q bh pbh ` 1qq, for ch which descend from cj , and thus it commutes with ppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq.

The only terms in σ2 which may not commute with paj paj˚ ` 1qq are of the form pah pah˚ ` 1qq, for

the sticky descendants of cj . These are the leftmost terms in σ2, and we can write

σ2 “ ppaj ` 1q paj˚ ` 1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ paj˚ paj˚ ` 1qqσ12,

where σ12 is composed of the remaining terms. It is therefore a simple check that

paj paj˚ ` 1qqσ2 “ σ2paj paj ` 1qq.

With these simplifications verifying that πa,θi,j , πshifti;e,rpaq,ηi,j
agree reduces to showing that

π1 “ ppai ` 1q a˚qpaj a˚qσ3paj bj pbj ` 1qqppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq, and

π2 “ paj paj ` 1qqppaj ` 1q pai ` 1qqppai ` 1q a˚qσ3ppai ` 1q bjqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq

agree. Using aj “ bi can write

paj bj pbj ` 1qqppai ` 1q bi pbi ` 1qq “ paj paj ` 1q pai ` 1qqppai ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq.
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We also have

ppai ` 1q bjqppaj ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq “ ppai ` 1q paj ` 1qqppai ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq.

Now σ3 is composed again from three types of components. Cycles ppah ` 1q bh pbh ` 1qq, for ch which

end (weakly) after cj . For such triplets bh ě bj , and ah ă ai. Transposition ppah `1q a˚hq for ch which end

weakly after cj . Again ah ă ai, and a˚h is either even smaller or equals n. The last type is transpositions

pah pah˚ ` 1qq, for ch which start weakly to the right of where ci, cj end. Together with the above

equalities we can rewrite π1, π2 as

π1 “ ppai ` 1q a˚qpaj a˚qpaj paj ` 1q pai ` 1qqσ3ppai ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq

π2 “ paj paj ` 1qqppaj ` 1q pai ` 1qqppai ` 1q a˚qppai ` 1q paj ` 1qqσ3ppai ` 1q bj pbj ` 1qq,

and these permutations equal, since the part of π1, π2 to the left of σ3 equals

pai ` 1qpaj paj ` 1q a˚q

for both. As needed.

Remark 7.16. In [AM21] an interesting analysis of boundaries and their cancellation was performed for

another related physical model. In that model some other class of chord diagrams were used for indexing

cells. Their techniques are very different from ours, but we believe that both techniques can be used to

address either problem.

8 Surjectivity

In this section we prove the surjectivity, hence showing that the images of the BCFW cells triangulate

the amplituhedron. We first prove the following two propositions which concern the amplituhedron map

on SBA and away from SBA.

Proposition 8.1. For every Z P Matąnˆpk`4q, the set rZpSBAq is contained in the topological boundary

of the amplituhedron An,k,4pZq.

Proof. By definition rZpSBAq Ď An,k,4pZq. We need to show that any neighborhood of any point p P
rZpSBAq intersects Grk,k`4zAn,k,4pZq. Assume that xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y vanishes at p. Since xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y

has a constant sign s on An,k,4pZqz rZpSBAq and vanishes on rZpSBAq, by Lemma 4.13, it is enough to find

points arbitrarily close to p for which xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y is of sign ´s.

Let C P SBA be a matrix representation for a preimage of p. For R “ pRj
i qjPNiPK P MatKˆN , write

CpRq “ C ` R. The function x rZpCpRqqZi,i¯1,j,j¯1y is a multilinear function of the variables R
j
i , i P

K, j P N. It vanishes when all Rj
i “ 0, but it is not identically zero, since any element of Grk,n can

be be represented by CpRq for some R, and xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y is not identically zero on the Grassmannian.

Order the pairs pa, bqaPK,bPN arbitrarily. Let pa1, b1q be the minimal element in that order such that

x rZpCpRqqZi,i¯1,j,j¯1y|Rb
a“0 @pa,bqąpa1,b1q ı 0,

where 1 ą1 is the aforementioned order on pairs. By the choice of pa1, b1q, by fixing the value of each

Rb
a for pa, bq ă pa1, b1q arbitrarily, and by setting Rb

a “ 0 for each pa, bq ą pa1, b1q, the resulting function

x rZpCpRqqZi,i¯1,j,j¯1y, thought of as a function of Rb1

a1 , is linear in Rb1

a1 . In addition, by the choice of

pa1, b1q again, there are substitutions for pRb
aqpa,bqăpa1,b1q such that the resulting function is not identically

zero. Moreover, because of multilinearity the set of such substitutions is dense in R
tpa,bq| pa,bqăpa1,b1qu. By
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choosing pRb
aqpa,bqăpa1,b1q in that set to be arbitrarily close to 0, and taking Rb1

a1 “ ˘t, for t ‰ 0 which

is arbitrarily small, we obtain matrices arbitrarily close to C on which the twistor xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y takes

both signs. As needed.

Proposition 8.2. For every BCFW cell Sa P BCFWn,k and Z P Matąnˆpk`4q, the amplituhedron map rZ
is injective on SazSBA, and the inverse map is smooth. For every stratum S Ď SazSBA, the image rZpSq

is an embedded smooth submanifold of Grk,k`4.

Proof. By Lemma 7.13 and (9) every element of SazSBA has an extended domino representation, hence

belongs to the set S1a defined in Proposition 5.4. The first claim is the a consequence of applying

Proposition 5.4. In particular rZ|S : S Ñ Grk,k`4 is a topological embedding. It is left to show that
rZ|S is an immersion. We sketch the argument. Let p P S be an arbitrary point, and write q “ rZppq.

We will see in the proof of Theorem 1.5 below that the map rZ extends to a smooth map, given by the

same formula, to an open neighborhood of Grěk,n in Grk,n. In particular rZ extends smoothly, and by the

same expression to a neighborhood W of p in Grk,n. Denote also the extended map by rZ. Similarly, since

q R SBA, the inverse map constructed in Proposition 5.4 extends smoothly, and by the same expression,

to an open neighborhood U of q, on which we may assume that no boundary twistor vanishes. Denote

the extended inverse map by Fa, where the subscript a indicates it is calculated with respect to the

Da-domino form. By making U smaller we may assume FapUq Ď W. By construction every element of

FapUq has a Da-domino form of Definition 2.5 only without the inequalities of Definition 2.10. By the

argument of Proposition 5.4 Fa : U Ñ FapUq is a right inverse to rZ, and for every x P U, the vector

space Fapxq has a unique Da-domino representative, in the sense of Definition 2.5, given by the matrix

Fapxq. It is easily seen that FapUq is a smooth submanifold of Grk,n of dimension 4k, and S X FapUq is

a smooth submanifold of FapUq of dimension dimpSq. rZ|FapUq : FapUq Ñ U is a smooth bijection with

a smooth inverse, hence a diffeomorphism, and its restriction to S X FapUq is therefore an immersion.

Applying this argument for every p P S yields the result.

Remark 8.3. B‹Sa are defined using vanishing of matrix entries or of 2ˆ2 minors. The inverse problem

procedure provides a formula for each matrix entry in terms of twistor coordinates. Thus, the image of

B‹Sa under the amplituhedron map is contained in the zero locus of some function of the twistors. This

function is of constant sign on Sa.

Proposition 8.4. Let f : B Ñ N be a smooth submersion between two manifolds B,N, where the

dimension of N is n. Let L be a connected open subset of B with a compact closure L Ă B. Denote fpLq

by K. Let tSauaPA be a collection of n-dimensional submanifolds of B, which are contained in L and

satisfy the following properties:

1. fpSaq X fpSbq “ H, a ‰ b.

2. Sa is compact. The (topological) boundary of each Sa has a stratification BSa “
Ťka

i“1 Sa;i where

each Sa;i is a submanifold (without boundary) of B of dimension at most n´ 1. We further assume

that for each Sa;i, its topological boundary is contained in the union of strata Sa;j of smaller

dimension.

3. Every fpSa;iq is either contained in BK or it is a smooth submanifold of K. Moreover, every Sa;i

of dimension n ´ 1 which does not map under f to BK, equals another boundary component Sb;j

for some other b, j. Boundaries of this type are called internal boundaries.

4. For every Da, f is injective on the union Sa and its internal boundaries, and the inverse map is

continuous.
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Then

fp
ď

aPA

Saq “ K.

Moreover, BK is precisely the union of fpSa;iq, taken on Sa;i of dimension n ´ 1 which are not internal

boundaries.

Our proof uses the following transversality result, whose proof is postponed to the end of the section.

Lemma 8.5. Let M be a smooth connected manifold of dimension n and N1, . . . , Nr a finite collection

of smooth submanifolds of dimensions at most n ´ 1. Suppose that the closure of each Ni (inside M)

is contained in the union of Ni with other submanifolds from tN1, . . . , Nru, of dimensions smaller than

dimpNiq. Then for every

p, q P Mz

˜
rď

i“1

Ni

¸

there exists a smooth path connecting p, q which intersects each Ni finitely many times, and, if dimpNiq ă

n ´ 1 then it does not intersect Ni at all.

Proof. Since L is open and connected, and f is a submersion, fpLq is open and connected. Since L

is compact and connected, so is fpLq “ K. Thus, intpKq, the interior of K, which is an open set

containing fpLq but contained in its closure, is connected as well. Since Sa are all compact, so are

fpSaq. By the third assumption and the smoothness of f, any Sa;i which does not map to BK, maps

to a smooth submanifold of dimension at most the dimension of Sa;i. By the last item f restricts to a

homeomorphism of manifolds with boundary between from union of Sa and its internal boundaries to

its image. The remaining boundaries of Sa either map to BK or to smooth submanifolds of codimension

at least 2.

Assume by way of contradiction that the images of pSaqaPA do not cover K.

Then one can find a point p P intpKq which is not in this union. Take an arbitrary point q in the

image of some Sa. Then fpqq P int(K), since f |Sa
is open and f |Sa

pSaq “ fpSaq Ă K. We can apply

Lemma 8.5 with M “ intpKq, which is a connected submanifold of N, and with N1, . . . , Nr being the

images fpSa;iq, for strata Sa;i which do not map to BK. The second and third items above guarantee

that the assumptions of the lemma are satisfied. Thus, we can find a path which does not pass through

any fpSa;iq, for boundary strata Sa;i of codimension two or more, and passes only finitely many times

through images of n ´ 1-dimensional boundary strata, which must be internal boundaries. Denote this

path by u : r0, 1s Ñ intpKq, with up0q “ q, up1q “ p. Let t˚ P r0, 1s be the last time uptq lies in the image

of
Ť

Sa. Then t˚ ă 1 since this union is closed. Moreover, upt˚q cannot belong to any Sa, since the

image of any point in such a cell has a neighborhood which is also contained in the image of the cell. So

upt˚q must lie in the image of an internal boundary Sa;i “ Sb;j , b ‰ a. Let q˚ be the unique preimage of

upt˚q in that boundary, let Wa,Wb be two neighborhoods of q˚ in Sa, Sb respectively whose intersection

with Sa;i is the same, and let Ua, Ub be the images of Wa,Wb in K. Note that BWa “ BWb. Then upt˚q

lies in the interior of Ua Y Ub. Indeed, let R
n
˘ be the half spaces of Rn defined by first coordinate being

nonnegative or nonpositive, and consider R
n´1 as their subspace where the first coordinate is 0. By

making Wa,Wb smaller if necessary, we may assume that there are homeomorphisms of manifolds with

boundary

f : pRn
`,R

n´1q Ñ pWa, Sa;i X Waq, g : Rn
´ Ñ pWb, Sb;j X Wbq such that f |Rn´1 “ g|Rn´1 , fp0q “ q˚.

Composing with the amplituhedron map we obtain maps

F : pRn
`,R

n´1q Ñ pUa, BUaq, G : pRn
, R

n´1q Ñ pUb, BUbq such that F |Rn´1 “ G|Rn´1 , F p0q “ upt˚q.
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We can glue F and G along the boundary, to obtain a map from R
n to Ua YUb. This map is continuous.

It is injective since it is injective on each closed half space, by the above discussion, and also on R
nzRn´1

by the first assumption. Its inverse is continuous since it is continuous on the image of each closed half

space, by the fourth assumption again. Thus, it is a homeomorphism onto its image, which must be

open, and contains upt˚q. But then for small enough t1 ą t˚, upt1q must still be in Ua Y Ub, hence in the

union of the images of Sa, Sb. A contradiction to the definition of t˚.

We turn to the ’Moreover’ part. By the above proof

BK Ď fp
ď

aPA

BSaq.

Also by that proof, every point in Sa or in an internal boundary Sa;i maps to an internal point of K.

Write

S1 “
ď

Sa;i is not an internal
boundary of Sa

Sa;i, S “
ď

Sa;i is not an internal boundary
of Sa, dimSa;i “ n´ 1

Sa;i.

Then S1zS is the union of boundary components of dimensions at most n ´ 2. Assume by way of

contradiction that there exists p P BKzfpSq. Take a small neighborhood U of p which does not intersect

fpSq “ fpSq. Then

U X BK Ď fpS1zSq.

Since p is a boundary point, and K is the closure of an open set, we can find q1 P intpU X Kq, and

q2 P UzK. As in the proof of the previous part of the proposition, Lemma 8.5 guarantees the existence of

a path in U which connects q1, q2 and does not pass through fpS1zSq. But again by the same argument

of the above proof, this path cannot escape from K, which is a contradiction to the choice of q2.

Remark 8.6. The proof of the above proposition shows that the first item, the separation, can be

weakened to just assuming that Sa and Sb are locally separated near their common internal boundary,

for every pair of cells that have an internal boundary, where by local separation we mean that the outward

normals of the internal boundary with respect to Sa and Sb are pointing oppositely.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. The proof follows Proposition 8.4, once we verify its assumptions. More precisely,

we verify that for f “ rZ, the amplituhedron map, B Ă Grk,n being some open neighborhood of L for

L “ Grąk,n, N “ Grk,k`4 and tSauaPA being the BCFW cells, the assumptions of Proposition 8.4 hold.

The conclusion is that the closure of images of the BCFW cells covers K “ An,k,4.

We first verify the assumptions on f “ rZ,L “ Grąk,n, and its neighborhood B. The open space Grąk,n
and its compact closure Grěk,n are connected. The map M ÞÑ MZ is a smooth submersion from Matkˆn

to Matkˆpk`mq, as the restriction to rows shows. If M has nonnegative k ˆ k minors then rankMZ “ k

(see, for example, [Lam15, Section 15]). By continuity this holds in a small neighborhood of M P Matkˆn

as well. Hence, after modding out the left GLkpRq action, M ÞÑ MZ descends to the amplituhedron map
rZ : B Ñ Grk,k`m, where B Ă Grk,n is some open neighborhood of Grěk,n, which is a smooth submersion.

Next, we need to verify the assumptions of Proposition 8.4 for the BCFW cells. Their dimensions

indeed equal dimpGrk,k`4q “ 4k. The first property is Theorem 1.4. The second property is true for any

positroid cell. The third property follows from Proposition 8.1 and Proposition 7.10. Proposition 8.2

shows the fourth property, that rZ is injective on the union of each BCFW cell and its internal boundaries,

those codimension one boundary strata which do not map to the boundary, and that rZ´1 is injective on

the image of this union. The theorem follows.

Propositions 8.1, 8.2, 8.4 and the proof of Theorem 1.5 yield the following corollaries.
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Corollary 8.7. The boundary of An,k,4pZq equals rZpSBAq, which is precisely the union of the intersec-

tions of An,k,4pZq with the hyperplanes

xi, i¯1, j, j¯1y “ 0,

for i, j P rns such that |ti, i¯1, j, j¯1u| “ 4. Thus, intpAn,k,4pZqq “ rZpGrěk,nzSBAq.

Corollary 8.8. The image of each codimension-one stratum of a BCFW cell that does not map to the

boundary, is also the injective image of a codimension-one boundary of another BCFW cell.

We conclude this section with the proof of Lemma 8.5. The proof relies on the notion of transversality

and on Thom’s Parametric Transversality Theorem [Tho54] that we now recall. A proof of Thom’s

theorem can be found, for example, in [GP10]. We assume that all manifolds of interest have a countable

atlas.

Definition 8.9. Let f : X Ñ Y be a smooth map between a smooth manifold with boundary X and a

smooth manifold Y. Let Z be a smooth submanifold of Y. We say that f is transverse to Z, and write

f ⋔ Z if for every x P f´1pZq

dfxpTxXq ` TfpxqZ “ TfpxqY,

where TbB denotes the tangent space of B at b P B, and dfx is the differential map at x, which maps

TxX into TfpxqY. We denote by Bf the restriction of f to BX.

Definition 8.10. Let X be an n dimensional manifold with an atlas tpUα, φα : Uα Ñ R
nquαPA, we say

that a set C Ď X is of measure 0, if for every α P A, the set φαpM XUαq is of Lebesgue measure 0 in R
n.

If Y Ă X is the complement of a measure 0 subset, we say that almost every x P X belongs to Y.

Theorem 8.11 (Thom’s Parametric Transversality Theorem). Let X be a smooth manifold with bound-

ary, let B, Y be smooth manifolds and let Z be a submanifold of Y . Let F : X ˆ B Ñ Y be a smooth

map. Suppose that F ⋔ Z and that BF ⋔ Z. Then for almost every b P B the map

F p´, bq : X ˆ tbu Ñ Y

is transverse to Y.

Proof of Lemma 8.5. Fix p, q P Mz p
Ťr

i“1 Niq and ǫ ą 0. Take an arbitrary smooth embedding u0 :

p´ǫ, 1 ` ǫq Ñ M with up0q “ p, up1q “ q. Extend u0 to a diffeomorphism U between p´ǫ, 1 ` ǫq ˆ B1,

where B1 is the open ball of radius 1 in R
n´1, and a tubular neighborhood W of u0pp´ǫ, 1 ` ǫqq. Define

F : p0, 1q ˆ B1 Ñ M by

F pt, xq “ Upt, tp1 ´ tqxq.

We claim that F satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 8.11 with X “ r0, 1s, B “ B1 and Z “ Ni,

for any given i. Since F p0, xq “ p R Ni, F p1, xq “ q R Ni, it follows that BF ⋔ Ni. It is left to verify

F |p0,1qˆB1
⋔ Ni. Since U is a submersion, also F is a submersion when t ‰ 0, 1. Thus,

dFpt,xq
`
Tpt,xq pp0, 1q ˆ B1q

˘
“ TF pt,xqM.

Applying Theorem 8.11 we see that for each i, for almost all b P B1, the path F p´, bq ⋔ Ni. Thus, we

can find b for which

F p´, bq ⋔ N1, . . . , Nr.

Write uptq “ F pt, bq. Then u : r0, 1s Ñ M is a smooth path which satisfies

up0q “ p, up1q “ q, u ⋔ Ni for i “ 1, . . . , r.
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For any i with dimpNiq ă n ´ 1, the definition of transversality, and the fact that duxpTxp0, 1qq is one

dimensional implies that upr0, 1sq X Ni “ H.

Suppose that dimpNiq “ n´1, but assume, towards contradiction, that upr0, 1sq intersects Ni infinitely

many times. Let t1, t2, . . . be a converging sequence of such times, and let t˚ be its limit. Since u is

continuous,

upt˚q “ lim
jÑ8

uptjq P Ni.

Since p, q R Ni, by the assumptions, t˚ P p0, 1q. Since Ni is contained in the union of Ni with submanifolds

Nj of smaller dimension, which are known not to intersect upr0, 1sq we can deduce that upt˚q P Ni.

Because u is smooth, and the sequence ttiu
8
i“1 converges to t˚, we can calculate the tangent to

upp0, 1qq at upt˚q along the sequence tuptiqu8i“1 Ă Ni, which shows that this tangent belongs to Tupt˚qNi,

contradicting the transversality. The proof follows.

9 Consequences

In this final section we present two consequences of our results and methods to the topology and the

structure of the amplituhedron. First, the interior of the amplituhedron An,k,4pZq is homeomorphic to

an open ball, for every positive Z. So far, this has been known for one particular Z, based on a general-m

result by Galashin, Karp and Lam [GKL22].

Our second result gives a decomposition of An,k,4pZq as a union of rZ-images of a certain type of

products of two positive Grassmannians. This kind of decomposition is less refined than the BCFW

triangulation that we define in Section 2 following the work of Karp, Williams, and Zhang [KWZ20],

based on Arkani-Hamed et al. [ABC`16]. However, this high-level decomposition more transparently

reflects the outcome of one step in the BCFW recurrence, see Bai and He [BH15]. A consequence of

this decomposition and other tools developed in this work is a mechanism to obtain triangulations of

An,k,4pZq from various triangulations of amplituhedra of smaller k and n. This includes many more

collections of cells beyond those discussed in this work, such as those obtainable from different ways to

apply the BCFW recursion. These further results will appear in a separate paper.

9.1 The Interior is a Ball

Galashin, Karp and Lam [GKL22] proved the following result

Theorem 9.1. For every n, k,m there is a special choice of a positive matrix Z˚ “ Z
n,k,m
˚ such that the

amplituhedron An,k,mpZ˚q is homeomorphic to a closed ball.

An immediate conclusion is that for the same Z˚ the interior of the amplituhedron is homeomorphic

to an open ball. We now show that when m “ 4, this last fact generalizes for every positive Z.

Theorem 9.2. Let Z be an arbitrary positive n ˆ pk ` 4q matrix. Then the interior of An,k,4pZq is

homeomorphic to an open ball.

The proof relies on the following lemma, which is interesting in its own right.

Lemma 9.3. The amplituhedron map is a homeomorphism from M “
Ť

DaPCDn,k
SazSBA onto its image

intpAn,k,4q.

Proof. rZ is continuous on M, and surjects on its image intpAn,k,4q by Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 8.7.

We need to prove it is also injective and open.
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M is endowed with the topology induced from the Grassmannian Grk,n. Write Mi for the open subset

of M defined as the union of all dimension 4k ´ j strata of Sa, over all BCFW cells and j “ 0, . . . , i.

Note that M “ M4k. We prove the following three claims, whose combination immediately implies the

lemma:

1. If for i ě 1, rZ|Mi
is open, then rZ|Mi

is also injective.

2. rZ|M1
: M1 Ñ rZpM1q is a homeomorphism.

3. If rZ|Mi´1
: Mi´1 Ñ rZpMi´1q is a homeomorphism, then rZ|Mi

is an open map.

For the first claim, assuming rZ|Mi
is open, if rZpp1q “ rZpp2q for some p1 ‰ p2 P Mi, then for any

two neighborhoods B1, B2 Ă Mi of p1, p2 respectively, rZpB1q X rZpB2q contains an open ball B around
rZpp1q “ rZpp2q. By making B1, B2 smaller we may assume B1 X B2 “ H. Since rZ is a smooth map, the

images of strata of positive codimension are nowhere dense, hence there are q1 P B1 X
´Ť

DaPCDn,k
Sa

¯

and q2 P B2 X
´Ť

DaPCDn,k
Sa

¯
respectively with rZpq1q “ rZpq2q, in contradiction to Theorem 1.3.

We move to the second claim. For each point of
Ť

DaPCDn,k
Sa the proof of Theorem 1.3 shows that

rZ maps a small neighborhood of it homeomorphically on its image, which is open. The same holds

for codimension 1 internal boundaries, using Proposition 8.2 and the gluing process of Proposition 8.4.

Thus, rZ is open and injective on M1.

Finally, for the third claim, suppose that rZ is a homeomorphism on Mi´1, for some i ě 2, but assume

towards contradiction that for some point p P Mi we cannot find a small enough neighborhood of it which

is mapped under rZ to an open set. Then p P MizMi´1, since Mi´1 is open in Mi and rZ|Mi´1
is open.

Let S be the positroid containing p.

Take a smooth metric on Grk,n and restrict to Grěk,n. For each point x P Grěk,n, and every r ą 0

small enough, the ball of radius r around x only intersects positroids that contain the positroid of x in

its closure. Moreover, the metric can be chosen so that the intersection of the ball with any stratum is

path connected. Further restrict the metric to M. Take an open ball B around p, which is small enough

to be path connected and that its closure intersects only positroids S1 with p P S1. By Proposition 8.2
rZ is injective on S X B, and moreover, for every x which belongs to a positroid S1 ‰ S with S Ď S1,

rZpxq R rZpSq. By the assumption, rZ is also injective on BzS Ă Mi´1, and hence rZ is injective on B.

By its construction B is a connected and path connected component of MzBB, and rZpBBq, rZpBq are

compact subsets of An,k,4, which do not intersect BAn,k,4, as B XSBA “ H. Every connected component

of intpAn,k,4qz rZpBBq is open. We therefore finish by showing that rZpBq is a path connected component

of intpAn,k,4qz rZpBBq. Since B is path connected, also rZpBq is. Let C be the connected component of

intpAn,k,4qz rZpBBq which contains it. C is an open manifold. It is enough to show that there is no

x P Cz rZpBq. If there were such x, then since x R rZpBBq as well, then x R rZpBq. Since rZpBq “ rZpBq is

compact, x has an open connected neighborhood U Ď C with U X rZpBq “ H. Since U is open it contains

a point rZpq1q for q1 which belongs to a BCFW cell. Let q2 P B be another point of a BCFW cell. We

can apply Lemma 8.5, whose assumptions are seen to hold just as in the proof of Proposition 8.4, to

find a path in C which connects rZpq1q and rZpq2q, and avoids CzM1. This path is therefore contained in

C X M1.

Since rZ|M1
is a homeomorphism, this path lifts to a path in M, which connects q1, q2 but avoids BB.

This is a contradiction, since q1 P B, q2 R B and B is a path connected component of MzBB. And the

proof follows.

Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let Z˚ be as in Theorem 9.1. By Lemma 9.3 and Theorem 9.1, rZ˚ maps M

homeomorphically on intpAn,k,4pZ˚qq, which is an open ball. In particular M is homeomorphic to an open
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ball. Now, let Z be an arbitrary positive matrix. By using Lemma 9.3 for this Z, rZpMq “ intpAn,k,4pZqq

is also homeomorphic to an open ball.

9.2 A High-Level Decomposition

In this section we describe the decomposition of the amplituhedron corresponding to one step in the

BCFW recurrence, which is stated in Theorem 9.5 below. It is given in terms of the following definition.

Definition 9.4. Let k1, k2, j and n be nonnegative integers satisfying

k1 ` k2 ď n ´ 5, k1 ď j ´ 2, k2 ď n ´ j ´ 4.

For s1, s2, t1, t2 P R
`, and two matrices

L “

¨
˚̊
˝

L1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ L

j`1
1 Ln

1

...
. . .

...
...

L1
k1

¨ ¨ ¨ L
j`1
k1

Ln
k1

˛
‹‹‚P Matk1ˆprj`1sYtnuq, R “

¨
˚̊
˝

R
j
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Rn´1

1

...
. . .

...

R
j
k2

¨ ¨ ¨ Rn´1
k2

˛
‹‹‚P Matk2ˆprn´1szrj´1sq

we define the middle embedding Υjps1, s2, t1, t2, L,Rq as the matrix

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̋

L1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ L

j´1
1 L

j
1` s1

s2
L
j`1
1 L

j`1
1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 p´1qk2Ln

1

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...

L1
k1

¨ ¨ ¨ L
j´1
k1

L
j
k1

` s1
s2
L
j`1
k1

L
j`1
k1

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 p´1qk2Ln
k1

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 s1 s2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 p´1qk2t1 p´1qk2t2 p´1qk2

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 R
j
1 R

j`1
1 ` s2

s1
R

j
1 R

j`2
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Rn´3

1 Rn´2
1 ` t1

t2
Rn´1

1 Rn´1
1 0

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 R
j
k2

R
j`1
k2

` s2
s1
R

j
k2

R
j`2
k2

¨ ¨ ¨ Rn´3
k2

Rn´2
k2

` t1
t2
Rn´1

k2
Rn´1

k2
0

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

In other words,

Υjps1, s2, t1, t2, L,Rq “

¨
˚̋
L1

v

R1

˛
‹‚,

where L1 is the k1 ˆ rns matrix

L1 “ prej`2 . . . pren´1yjp
s1

s2
qL

R1 is the k2 ˆ rns matrix

R1 “ pre1 . . . prej´1prenxjp
s2

s1
qyn´2p

t1

t2
qR

and v is the vector

p0, . . . , 0, s1, s2, 0 . . . , 0, p´1qk2t1, p´1qk2t2, p´1qk2q,

where the non zero entries are at positions j, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n.

This map descends to Grassmannians, and preserve positivity when applied to nonnegative Grass-

mannians.

Define the positroid Sj,n;k1,k2
to be the middle embedding ΥjpR4

`,Grąk1,rj`1sYtnu,Grąk2,rn´1szrj´1sq.

We extend the definition to the case k1 “ 0, j “ 1 by setting

S1,n;0,k2
“ ÐÑι 1;3,1pR4

` ˆ Grk2,rnszt1uq.
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The middle embedding operation was considered implicitly in [AT14], and explicitly in [BH15] as part

of their explicit interpretation of the BCFW recursion. In matrix formulation it appeared in [Bou10].

The lower embedding can be seen to be the special case k2 “ 0, j “ n ´ 4.

Theorem 9.5. For all k ě 0, n ě k ` 4, and positive Z P Matąnˆpk`4q, the sets

rZppren´1Grąk,rnsztn´1uq,
rZpS1,n;0,k´1q,

!
rZpSj,n;k1,k2

q
)
k1ě0, k2ě0, k1`k2“k´1
k1`2ďjďn´k2´4

are disjoint and their union is dense in An,k,4pZq.

The following lemma provides alternative descriptions for the middle embedding, which are in the

spirit of the constructions of Section 3.

Lemma 9.6. For pk1, jq ‰ p0, 1q the space Sj,n;k1,k2
can be constructed in the following two ways.

1. Start with Grąk2,rnszrjs
. Apply

• Upper embedding ÐÑι j;3,1 to R
4
` ˆ Grąk2,rnszrjs.

• Perform inc1, . . . , inck1
, and then prek1`1, . . . , prej´1.

• For each i “ 1, . . . , k1 in that order apply yiÝ̋1pti;1q, ti;1 ą 0.

• For each h “ 1, . . . , j`1´k1, apply for i “ k1, . . . , 1, in that order, the operation xi`h´1pti;h`1q

with t‚;‚ ą 0.

2. Start with Grąk1,rj`1sYtnu. Apply

• Lower embedding ÐÑι n´2;2,2 to R
4
` ˆ pren´1Grąk1,rj`1sYtnu.

• Perform incj`2, . . . , inck2`j`1, followed by prek2`j`2, . . . , pren´3.

• For each i “ 1, . . . , k2, in that order apply yj`1`iÝ̋1pti;1q, yj`1`iÝ̋2pti;2q, ti;1, ti;2 ą 0.

• For each h “ 1, . . . , n ´ 2 ´ k2 ´ j, apply for i “ k2, . . . , 1, in that order xj`i`hpti;h`2q with

t‚;‚ ą 0.

Sketch of proof. The dimensions of Sj,n;k1,k2
, and of the two positroids constructed above are all easily

seen to be pj`2´k1qk1 ` pn´ j ´k2qk2 `4. We claim that for each of these three positroids, the Plücker

coordinate PI is non vanishing precisely if I can be written as

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rj ` 1s Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 P

ˆ
rn ´ 1szrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.

This is straight forward for Sj,n;k1,k2
.

In order to analyze the two constructions, note that the effect of xiptq, t ą 0 on the set of non

vanishing Plücker coordinates is as follows: PI ‰ 0 on xiptqS precisely if PI ‰ 0 on S, or ti` 1 P Iu and

PIzti`1uYtiu ‰ 0 on S. The same rule holds for yi with the roles of i, i ` 1 interchanged.

Let S0 be the output of the first two steps, i.e. the upper embedding and the sequence of preh, inch.

Then it is easily seen that the non vanishing Plücker coordinates for S0 are precisely sets I of the form

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 “ rk1s, I2 P

ˆ
rn ´ 1szrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.

After the third step, i.e. the sequence of yh operations, by the above rule, the non vanishing coordinates

PI are those with

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rk1s Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 P

ˆ
rn ´ 1szrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.
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Similarly, after the hth part of the fourth step, i.e. the applications of xi`h´1pti;h`1q, i “ k1, . . . , 1, the

set of non zero coordinates grows to

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rk1 ` hs Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 P

ˆ
rn ´ 1szrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.

In the end of the fourth step, when h “ j ` 1 ´k1, the resulting set of non vanishing Plücker coordinates

is as stated.

The argument for the second positroid constructed above is similar. After the first two steps the non

vanishing Plücker coordinates are PI for

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rj ` 1s Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 “ tj ` 2, j ` 3, . . . , j ` k2 ` 1u, a P tj, j ` 1, n´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.

After the third step the set of non zero coordinates becomes

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rj ` 1s Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 P

ˆ
rj ` k2 ` 1szrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.

After the hth part of the fourth step this set further grows to be

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rj ` 1s Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 P

ˆ
rj ` k2 ` 1 ` hszrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu,

and in the end of the fourth step, when h “ n ´ 2 ´ k2 ´ j, it becomes

I “ I1 Y I2 Y tau, I1 P

ˆ
rj ` 1s Y tnu

k1

˙
, I2 P

ˆ
rn ´ 1szrj ´ 1s

k2

˙
, a P tj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, nu.

Thus, the cells are all equal.

Lemma 9.7. Let Z be a positive n ˆ pk ` 4q matrix. At every point in rZpSi,n;k1,k´k1´1q,

• The twistors xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny, xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny, xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny have constant signs

p´1qk´k1´1, p´1qk´k1 and ´1, respectively, on rZpSi,n;k1,k´k1´1q.

• The functionaries @@
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD

are negative for j P ti ` 1, . . . , n ´ 4u, while

@@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD

are positive for j P ri ´ 1s.

Proof. The proof of the first item is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.2,(1). Every point of

Si,n;k1,k´k1´1 contains a vector supported on positions i, i` 1, n´ 2, n´ 1, n, as seen from Definition 9.4.

As in Lemma 5.2,(1), its ith, i ` 1th and n ´ 1th entries are proportional to

p´1qk´k1´1xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny, p´1qk´k1xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny, p´1qk´k1xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny

respectively. The first item follows from showing that these twistors are non zero. As in the proof of

Lemma 5.2,(1), when a twistor coordinate xZti,i`1,n´2,n´1,nuztpuy, p “ i, i ` 1, n ´ 1, is expanded using

Cauchy-Binet, all summands xCIyxZIYpti,i`1,n´2,n´1,nuztpuqy have the same sign. We therefore finish by

showing that at least one such xCIy, for IXpti, i`1, n´2, n´1, nuztpuq “ H, is non zero. The existence

of such I was shown for every chord diagram in CDn,k that contains a top chord pi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q
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with k ´ k1 ´ 1 descendants in Lemma 3.25. Since every such chord diagram is contained in the closure

of Si,n;k1,k´k1´1, the Plücker coordinate PI , for the same I, is non vanishing also on Si,n;k1,k´k1´1.

The proof of the second item when pk1, jq “ p0, 1q is just Example 4.40. For pk1, jq ‰ p0, 1q the proof

completely analogous to the proof of Proposition 6.2, where any usage of Corollaries 3.38-3.40 is replaced

by Lemma 9.6. For the case j ą i we use the first construction of Lemma 9.6. After its first step, the

upper embedding of R4
` ˆ Grąk´k1´1,rnszris, using Example 4.40 we deduce that the functionaries

@@
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
“ ´

@@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD

for j P ti` 1, . . . , n´ 4u are all negative. The remaining steps involve applications of inch, preh, xh, yh

which do not affect the functionary, or its sign, by Lemmas 4.20, 4.22, 4.26.

Similarly, for j ă i, we use the second construction of Lemma 9.6. After the lower embedding step

the functionary @@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD

is positive on the resulting cell, by Example 4.38. And the same reasoning of the previous case shows

that the functionary and its sign are preserved under the following steps of the construction.

Notation 9.8. Denote by CDi,n;k1,k2
the subset of CDn,k1`k2`1 which consists of chord diagrams with

a rightmost top chord pi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q which has k2 descendants.

Proposition 9.9. For every Z P Matąnˆpk`4q,
rZpSi,n;k1,k´k1´1q is triangulated by the images of the

BCFW cells that correspond to the chord diagrams in CDi,n;k1,k´k1´1.

Proof. Write k2 “ k ´ k1 ´ 1. Every cell Sa which corresponds to a chord diagram Da P CDi,n;k1,k2

is clearly in the closure of Si,n;k1,k2
. Thus, rZpSaq Ď rZpSi,n;k1,k2

q. Each such Sa maps injectively into

rZpSi,n;k1,k2
q, by Theorem 1.3, and the images of every two different cells Sa, Sb P CDi,n;k1,k2

are disjoint,

by Theorem 1.4.

Write S “
Ť

DaPCDi,n;k1,k2
Sa. We would like to analyze codimension 1 boundaries of S. These bound-

aries come from codimension 1 boundaries of cells Sa in the union. By the treatment of Section 7, and

in particular Proposition 7.10, we know that some of them belong to two cells in the union, some map

to the boundaries, and the remaining are codimension 1 boundaries of both Sa and Sb where the former

is in the union, and the latter is not. In the last situation the diagram Da contains has a top chord

pi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q with k2 descendants, while the diagram Db does not have such a top chord. Since

Sa, Sb share a boundary, Da, Db must differ by a shift. There are three possibilities for the nature of

this shift:

1. It either moves the chord cl “ pi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q, or

2. the shift makes cl a descendant of another chord, or

3. the shift changes the number of chords which descend from the top chord pi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q.

The first possibility may happen in one of three ways. It is either the result of a left shift of cl’s

tail, or of an unobstructed right shift of cl’s tail or of a left shift of cl’s head. The first two ways, and

the unobstructed version of the third way, correspond to the vanishings of βl, αl, δ̂l, or equivalently the

twistors

xi, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny, xi ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, ny, xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny,

respectively.

The left shift of the head of cl is obstructed precisely when cl has a same end child ch “ pj, j `

1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1q. On the corresponding boundary ηl,h vanishes. By adding the appropriate multiple of
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the row Cl to the row Ch that cancels the inherited domino, the resulting new hth row is supported

on j, j ` 1, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, n, and its entries can be solved in terms of twistors, as in the inverse problem

procedure of Section 5. If we denote by C 1 the resulting matrix, then

pC 1qn´2,n´1
h,l “

˜
xi, i ` 1, n ´ 1, ny ´xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny

xj, j ` 1, n ´ 1, ny ´xj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, ny

¸
.

The vanishing of ηl,h is the vanishing of the determinant of the minor C
n´2,n´1
h,l , which is equivalent to

the vanishing of the determinant of pC 1qn´2,n´1
h,l , which can thus be written as

det

˜
xi, i ` 1, n ´ 1, ny ´xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny

xj, j ` 1, n ´ 1, ny ´xj, j ` 1, n ´ 2, ny

¸
“

@@
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
“ 0.

By Lemma 4.10 the last equality is equivalent to
@@

j, j ` 1
ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
“ 0. Note that in

this case j ą i.

We proceed to the second possibility, the situation where under the shift from Da to Db the chord

cl ceases to be a top chord. This possibility happens precisely when in Da cl has a sibling ch “

pj, j ` 1, i, i ` 1q, and the shift under consideration is the right shift of ch’s head. In this obstructed

case θh,l vanishes, and it is easy to see, as in the previous case, that this implies the vanishing of@@
j, j ` 1

ˇ̌
i, i ` 1

ˇ̌
n ´ 2, n ´ 1

ˇ̌
n

DD
. Note that in this case j ă i.

Finally, the third possibility for the shift is impossible, since pi, i`1, n´2, n´1q is a rightmost chord.

Any unmatched codimension 1 boundary of S maps to B rZpSi,n;k1,k2
q. This is clear for boundaries of S

which are contained in SBA. The rZ-image of an unmatched boundary B‹Sa of some Sa, Da P CDi,n;k1,k2
,

which is also a boundary of Sb, Db R CDi,n;k1,k2
, is contained in the zero locus of a twistor or functionary,

by the above analysis. These twistors and functionaries are exactly those which appear in the statement

of Lemma 9.7 and that are shown to have a constant sign on rZpSi,n;k1,k´k2
q. But every neighborhood of

every p P B‹Sa also intersects Sb, and the twistor or functionary which vanishes on B‹Sa has the opposite

sign on rZpSbq, showing that indeed rZpB‹Saq Ď B rZpSi,n;k1,k2
q.

We are now in the setting of Proposition 8.4, with L “ Si,n;k1,k2
, and subspaces Sa being the BCFW

cells which correspond to Da P CDi,n;k1,k2
. We have verified the additional assumptions required for

applying the proposition in the proof Theorem 1.5. Thus we can deduce that

rZpSi,n;k1,k2
q “

ď

a:DaPCDi,n;k1,k2

Sa.

A corollary of the proof, and of Proposition 8.4 is that the boundary of the image of Si,n;k1,k2
is the

union of zero loci of the boundary twistors xi, i` 1, j, j ` 1y, and of the twistors and functionaries in the

statement of Lemma 9.7 above.

Proof of Theorem 9.5. Let Z 1 be the matrix obtained from Z by omitting the n ´ 1th row. By Theo-

rems 1.3-1.5 BCFWrnsztn´1u,k, the BCFW cells for the chord diagrams with k chords on the marker set

rnsztn ´ 1u, triangulate Ak,4,rnsztn´1upZ
1q. Clearly

rZppren´1Grě
k,rnsztn´1uq “ Ak,4,rnsztn´1upZ

1q.

Moreover, CDrnsztnu,k, the chord diagrams which correspond to BCFWrnsztn´1u,k, are in natural bijection

with chord diagrams on the marker set rns, without a chord ending at pn ´ 2, n ´ 1q. pren´1 maps

homeomorphically every BCFW cell of BCFWrnsztn´1u,k to the cell of BCFWn,k corresponding to it

under this bijection. Thus, the latter cells triangulate rZppren´1Grě
k,rnsztn´1uq.
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The remaining cells triangulate the different rZpSj,n;k1,k´1´k1
q, by Proposition 9.9. Theorem 1.5

implies that the union of closures of these sets covers the amplituhedron.

Regarding disjointness, the same reasoning which showed that the space rZpGrąk,nq is open, shows

that rZppren´1Grąk,rnsztn´1uq and every rZpSj,n;k1,k´1´k1
q are open, and are thus contained in the interiors

of their closures. As a consequence, if two such spaces rZpS1q, rZpS2q for S1 ‰ S2 intersect, then their

intersection contains an open ball. Each rZpSiq Ď
Ť

DaPAi

rZpSaq, where the union is taken over a

collection Ai of chord diagrams, where Ai “ CDj,n;k1,k´k1´1 if Si “ Sj,n;k1,k´k1´1 and otherwise Ai “

CDn,kz
Ť

j,k1
CDj,n;k1,k´k1´1, and these set are all disjoint. Hence we can find BCFW cells Sa1

, Sa2
for

Da1
P A1, Da2

P A2 with a non empty intersection, contradicting Theorem 1.4.

As a final comment we note that rZppren´1Grě
k,rnsztn´1uq is precisely the subspace of An,k,4pZq on

which all the twistors xi, i ` 1, n ´ 2, ny are nonnegative.
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